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With what eyes can a man

read the

are particularly réquested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
and until payment of all arrearages is made as re-

books of Moses and mot learn that ‘‘holy" is
always used ia divine and religious sense,
and that whatever was * holy to the Lord”

quired by law.

hovah ? If the fourth commandment, with
its extraordinary amplification and iteration,
does not succeed in defining a day of devotion, holy to the Lord, I should like to see
the form of words that could do it. Has our
editor never read through the 58th "chap-

Each subscriber 18 particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub.
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without
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from this office.

DECISIONS.

1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-ofice—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or, not—is
responsible for the payment.
aper discontinued?
he
i
2. Ifa person orders his

must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue fo send it until payteutis made, and collect the
3.

that refusing to take

decided

have

The courts

from the

paper is taken

whether the

whole amount,
eflice or not.

newspapers and, periodicals from the post-oftice, or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
tacie evidence of intentional fraud.
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&@ When Agents recéive premiums, no percentage
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
&@ We send no books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.
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WEDNESDAY,

Watch,

and

MAY

Work,

8, 1872.

and

—————

Pray.

Ere Jess took his journey far
From earthly scenes away,
To worlds beyond the faintest star,
In realms of endless day,
To every waiting heart he gave
Some work to be its own,
Till his own voice, beyond the grave,
In welcome says, “ Well done!”
Then let each toiler faithful stand

In service day by day,

J

Obedient to his Lord’s command,
And watch, and work, and pray.

— Independent.

New York Correspondence.
@

NEw

——

YORK, May 3, 1872.

The Metropolitan Museum

of Art, in this

city,at present in a foundation stage of little eminence but of immense breadth and
purpose—is another institution that like the
Mercantile library has, in its infancy, sub‘jected-its future and its maturity to a Sabbath

bond.

Anxious

** liberalists,” already

tormented before the time by the anticipation of another incorporated homage of
human convenience to divine authority,
are pressing. the trustees to return the gifts
of those gentlemen who have stipulated
that the future institution shall never be
opened on the Sabbath. I do not hear,
however, of any proposal from parties of
that ilk, to make good the, sacrifice they
recommend ; although the ‘sums are not
said to be large. On the other hand, the

‘point thus raised offers a good suggestion
to Christian men of wealth and breadth,

men have hitherto lacked motive to contribute to the
‘which

another,

the

voluntary

state

half million fund

proposes

‘to

cover

with

for the establishment of the M.

M.A. I think a better reason than ever

is

now supplied them, in the condition of the
Sabbath question. In fier, the funds for
any liberal enterprise like this must always
come largely from: Christian men of the
spt
who stand by the ten (not nine) commandments, Certainly, their contributions

should always be stamped with the Sabbath bond.

Mr.

Beeclier's

demonstration

against the imperative sanctity of the Sabbath,of course,demands attention,if only for
its bold aggressiveness, His own organ,
for the week, did not notice the subject, but

gives us this week a corrected report of

the address.

The

Independent

rather cautiously.

Maine) made more stringent its prohibitory laws, and adopted, as it seems

thus

far

to have proved, more effectual means for
their certain and swift execution, by making the county sheriffs prosecuting officers
tinder the direction of the Governor, if rendered necessary by delinquency or other
causes, on the part of the more local authorities.
There seems to have been a simultaneous

shut up.

bank

orders,

money

charges

Last winter the Legislature of this state

with their eyes shut.
The Independent
says that the Bible gives no countenance to
the Puritan principle of a holy rest! That
Moses only forbade’ servile work, but emphasized no religious duties on the Sabbath
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question fairly. Has God issued an imperative requirement of rest on every seventh
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. VANCE,

do

ever modified it? (Does: he ever modity
or repeal his laws? or does he perpetually
unfold them .in fullness and hight?) On
the first part of the question, there is no
dispute among Christians or Jews. On the
gecond point and the third, some Christians

remittances of
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to
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right in his own eyes.

in fact, is that of Mr. Beecher,a little befog-
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Sabbath,

FAMILY.

THE

FOR

feels of it

It fences adroitly with

—was

consecrated to the worship of Je-

move

on the part of these officers in most

tituderof rumsellers have
brought

to grief,

already

heen

and their dens of crime
.

It is the unanimous testimony of our city
papers

that

‘‘ order

once

more

reigns in

Warsaw.” It is reported that in most of
our large towns less drunkenness and less
disorder were witnessed on our late Fastday, than on any previous similar day for
years.
But this is not all. - There is now going
on a great revival of the old Washingtonian movement, adding moral to legal sua-

sion.

Meetings are being held in all the

larger towns, crowded to suffocation, the
audiences cheer with the utmost enthusiasm,

tower, the fifth.

The seventh is

close by, in the same domestic cluster ; and

does not that awful stronghold also tremble

under the fierce onset of the hour?

What

of the sixth, with the licensed Vendetta
stalking abroad under its grinning mask of
insanity ? There is Fanny Hyde, the murderess of her paramour, virtually acquittéd
in Brooklyn last week, with a ¢ corps’ of
physicians swearing that her functional ir-

mania?

personal confidences and fragments of personal

experiences,

morsels

of

aspiration,

pretty little mock modesties which never
deceive hardened old executioners like ourselves, and appeals for sympathy

which we

are always ready to extend, both to the deserving and the undeserving. While we
ate obliged, in reference to the waste-hasket, to

consider

these

contributions

in

the

aggregate, we try never to forget that each
of them has an individual history sufficiently pathetic, and that each contributor must

both sides. It defines. the rival Sabbaths

very well, descriptively, as the New Eng.
land and the Parisian Sabbath, and gives its
preference to the former.
The essential
definitions of the two—God's Sabbath and
man's fabbath—are hardly so much as implied in the editorial discussion. And yet,

lied on with entire certainty by his worthy to make our young correspondents underpeer, the criminal lawyer, to find legal jus- stand that no real good could come to them,

Society is hardly awake to the fact that the
criminal doctor is now an institution; re-

tification for any

criminal

in whose

be-

half a false sympathy can be excited.

issue—Is the Sabbath

ot

God's or man’s? Between such opposite
claims, as hetween Yes and No, there can

:

Vip,
LS

be po_ tenable mean ; and society, whenever it decides the question, must accept the

one or the other,

the

you strip

the question down to the last residuum

end

of civilization.

All the

work

of

the world—the railroading, navigating,digreality, you find it a question between two ging, delving, manutacturing, inventing,
‘sovereignties mutually expulsive. The Sab- teaching, writing, fighting, are done first
bath must be wholly of God and unto God, of all, to secure each family to the quiet of
or wholly han ‘and unto whomsoever its own hearth, and secondly, to surround
and whatsoever
its author (each of us) may as many as possiblé with grace and culture
be Flogged to dedicate it. The Independent and beauty. The work of all nations for
fails to’ recognize the existence of God's five thousand years is represented. in the
Sabbath, and thus throws us back, maugre difference between a wigwam and lady’s

of

+ its good wishes, upon the Parisian or man’s

3

parlor.”

of rejection.

‘We wish that we could

but often much

hope

harm, from the printing

We wish that we could
of these donations.
make them all comprehend that the quanti-

Seldom do we see a greater truth more
beautifully expressed than this from the
New York Nation: ‘“Refined homes are

because, when

bear personally the pain and mortification

ty of mediocre verse at present in existence
is quite large enough, and that’ the world
has no need of any addition to the stock in
hand.

This, we would point out,

disposes

at once of the matter of publication. Our
typographical resources.are large, hut they
are too small to be

wasted in giving a new

form or any degree of permanence to that
which is essentially valueless. = Of course,
we publish
a great deal whieh is sheerly
ephemeral, but we try to publish as little as
possible of matter which has not at least a

modicum of human and social interest.

The petty songs which are. sent to us,
harmless enough in themselves save: for the
3

|

[)

|

1

died

unnatural

19

dry and prosaic, but a generous and refined
utility—would be found lamentably wanting. The test may seem to our young cor-

sword.

respondents a harsh one, but it” is that to

tragical consolations of the spirit, the religion of

and

deaths, by means of the same

weapon—the

The heads ofboth were cut offas

The

trophies.

injured Macduff bore in

triumph the ghastly head of Macbeth; and
the Philistines, the day after the batle, cut

Christ.
Did we ever see a boy of seven years tying up in a handkerchief his little stockings

and his wee-bit frocks and telling his kind
parents by this act and by the uttered

word

which, sooner or later, all literary work: off Sauls head and put it upon the walls of that he was going to leave for something
better the roof of father and mother, and
:
must come. There is no magic in printing Bethsheba.
gladly put the old home behind”him? But
which can give value to that which is want-

Christian

ing in all the elements of value. Between
not. being noticed at.all by the world and

noticed only to be instantly forgotten,

Union
—

in Hymns.

es

we

| Since the Church has been divided into

think that a noble nature would choose the
first. Publication is only of real service to
that which has merit making it worthy of
publication.
Particularly of poetry let
young aspirants for the laurel understand
that mere poetical feeling isthe commonest
thing in the world ; everybody wha breathes
has more or less of it—men and women

many branches, each has had its sweet singers, whose music has gladdened all the

and children of all ages and conditions, the

refined,

well

the shrinking,

as the

and

the .silent, as

loquacious, and

the . bold.

If it were otherwise, life would be less

tol-

erable, and the chances of happiness greatJy diminished.

It is as natural for a grow-

ing girl to feel poetically as fo-her to" have
the measles; yet what Miss Alice or Miss
Mary, stricken by that inexorable though
not often dangerous disorder, thinks it
necessary to communicate the event to
The Tribune? Many experiences are common to all—pet birds and dogs will die;

of the sérpent. It was a tree to be desired, with pleasure, and who wifté: for the most | Night overshadows the earth; but not
to make wise—for all the world like a Sune part from the recollection of what has pleds- so black is its gloom as the darkness\that
die
fills the soul of the miserable king.
Of
day reading-room !
ed them in others. With these ¢ effusions”
Do you
But the fourth commandment is palpably there come to us small notes made up of whom does he now remind you?
remember’ = Shakespeare’s Macbeth ? It
giving way. The breach extends to the
adjoining

Both

writers,

if submitted to the test of utility—not a

ter of Isaiah, nor observed the other direct and new recruits are gathered from the:
or implied references to the devotional ah gutters and the dens of dissipation and
-l.flowers will bloom and wither; hundreds
ployment of the Sabbath that are scatterec rerime.
of thousands of misses, his very month,
And
what
makes
it
seem
to
all
of
us,
through the historical and prophetic books
will arrive at the age ol sixteen, leave
who
are
veterans
in
this
glorious
cause,
of the Old Testament? Nor is there the
school,
be disappointed in their friendships,
slightest modification or relaxation of this that the shadow on the dial of time has
or be met by this or the other of those
gone
back
forty
years,
is
the
fact,
that
the
law (or of any other, ‘save the forms of
old temperance pledge is again brought out, countless vicissitudes which are made an
worship) hinted at in the New Testament.
excuse for indulging in rhyme—not in
Christ reproved the inhuman rigor of the and is being signed by thousands, old and
‘rhyme to be sacredly locked in the desk,
young,
the
temperate,
the
moderate
drinkJews’ tradition, which sacrificed the spirit to
kept as a memorandum in a commonplace
the letter; just as he might reprove us if er, and in some instances by confirmed
book or communicated as a great secret to
drunkards.
we whipped our children for * smiling"—
half a dozen dear friends, but rhyme to be
At
a
meeting
in
Portland,
the
Mayor
prethough I should not be sure of a reproof
written out, with many a long tailed * z,”
sided
and
was
the
first
to
take
the
pledge,
for whipping the parroters of that puerile
upon fair, white paper, duly enveloped,
fling. He left the Sabbath law, like the followed by hundreds-of all classes. A few
sent to us at the expense of three-pence,
nights
since
a
similar
meeting
was
held
in
rest, untouched but to fortify its majesty
and declined by us at the expense of threeBrunswick,
presided
over
by
Gen.
Chamand to magnify its scope.
pense more !* Sent, too, with such pretty,
President of Bowdoin
College,
« Yet the Sabbath is giving way.
It is the berlain,
insinuating, modest appeals, so that the
who
in
addition
to
a
speech,
led
off
by
vulnerable point in the decalogue. Itajone
very ink would blush, if black or blue could
signing
the
pledge.
Last
Friday
night,
invades the domain of natural morality with
April 19th, there was a grand rally in Au- blush at all! Nobody seems to think of
a law from without, to which the common
our own feelings, or to remember how
burn, presided over by the Mayor, who
sense of personal rights gives no instruecsorry it makes us to say ‘“ No"—how we
said
in
the
opening,
that
‘‘
he
thought
he
tive response. Men who deity their own
had seized as much liquor as any wan in try in vain to convince ourselves’ that we
pitiful consciousness as the ultimate standmay without mortal violence to our better
{ard of truth and obligation, whether they the town, and had not got through with
judgment
say ‘ Yes"—how, almost with
are pleased to patronize orthodox or deisti- that kind of work.” He was the first to tears, we dictate the fiat of doom to the
register
his
name,
and
was
followed
by
one.
cal views in general, agree to drop the
‘gentleman. whose vocation is to send off
hundred and fifty others, ‘among whom
fourth commandment, as a commandment
the stern but wholesome negatives! It is
finding no direct support in their ethical were many who have been accustomed to all a miserable business, and we enjoy it as
partake
of
the
intoxicating
cup.”
instinct and often found in collision.*with
:
.
This week, Lewiston joins the gathering little as anybody.
their profound views of expediency. The
‘We have spoken frankly and plainly, eshost
that
‘‘
goes
marching
on.”
And
Lewbenefits of reading and recreation stevie
iston, with her legions of well tried.temper- saying a little surgery as gently as possible;
held to justify the violation of the sixt
ance
veterans, can do a big thing in that but we should be misunderstood, if it were
command, or of the seventh, or of the
supposed that we depreciate the cultivation
eighth—commands, of human nature—but line.
of
a refined taste, or the habit of looking
We
who
saw
service
when
this
work
bethey are often ample reasons, forsooth, for
dispensing with the fourth, which rests only gan more than forty years ago, may well for the poetical side of that which is the
common lotto encounter. Between these
on God's word! This is nothing under the take on courage, grow young again, and
and the construction of verses to be printed
wish
to
live
always,
or,
as
our
temperament
sun but a way of saying that the government of God (in the language of another may dictate, say, *“ Now, Lord, lettest thou there is a wide difference,or rather we
should say that these will furnish the best
declaration of independence) derives its just thy servant,” &c.—J. F.
safeguard against such a habit.
In most
powers from the consent of They governed ;
cases there is no objection to versification
i. e., from the native moral sense of the
Communications in Verse.
as a private and personal recreation, if oncreature, and not from the will or even
, Jp
ly the motion of publication is rigidly kept
from
the
wisdom
of
the
creator.
God
is
|
The N. Y. Tribune, probably having for- under.
Mediocrity is only disreputable
dethroned ; human convenience, enjoyment,
|
borne to complain till it was filling up its when it is obtrusive, and by no fair tribuculture—false culture, with its root in recwaste-basket for the tenth time, at length nal can we be severely censured for - foibles
reancy to fundamental truth—are set above
expresses itself as follows:
which we take care shall harm not even
God's express command.
It is a parallel,
Although at all times and in all seasons, ourselves. We do not object_to Pegasus as
strikingly exact, this trial of the church in cases of the mania poelica, of a type much
a private and family hack.
It is only when
Christendom, to the trial of the church in
or little aggravated, are to.be observed by he is goaded, with feeble snort, little fire,
Paradise.
The issue, in both cases alike,
the Editorial practitioner, long experience
was and is on a question of apparent moral leads us to the belief that Spring-tide is and an indisputable spavin into Printing
indifference in the abstract, and of doubtful most fruitful of this lamentable affection. House Square, that 1.e becomes, in our opinexpediency to human judgment; the only As April advances, and as the traditionally ion, a disagreeable if not an immoral anisort of ‘issue, be it observed, that could sentimental May approximates, we observe -mal.
truly attest the allegiance of the creature that our rhythmical remittances from all
to God.” In this point of view the Sabbath
"Saul and Macbeth.
the quarters of the country are multiplied—
—
oH in
question is one of an infinite moment as a fact which we are inclined to attribute,
Shakespeare's
obligations
to
the
Bible
little suspected by the unconscious church in part; to the- vernal vacations of the
have seldom been more strikingly exhibited
whom God is now testing with it, as were
boatding-schools. We have at this moment
the tremendous issues of obedience aiid dis- before us a small mound of Manuscripts, than in this parallel from Dr. Baldwin's
obedience by Eve while candidly examin- sent to us mainly by misses who think that sermon on the Witch of Endor and Modern
ing, in the light of reason, the propositions
Spiritism:
they are. poets because they read poetry

regularities insured a ‘ homicidal

this is the only real

Numbér

-
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would seem as if the immortal

bard

must

have had the history of Sau! before him when

he wrote that terrific tragedy. Think of the
parallel between Saul, th® king of Israel,
and Macbeth, the king of Scotland.

Both

arose from low stations. There was a time
when neither of then ever dreamed of royalty. Both were men of mark, but treacherous.and cruel. Both were warriors. Both
were murderers of their own guests; Saul
in purpose was guilty of the murder of: his
guest David ; Macbeth in deed, for he imbued his hands in the’ blood of Duncan.
Both were the cause of other murders ; Saul
bade Doeg kill eighty-five priests; Macbeth
hired a villain to waylay and slay Banquo.
Both hunted the innocent and slew them
because of jealous revenge. Macbeth slew.
the helpless wife

and children

of. Macduff;

Saul hunted like a bloodhound Abiather
for favoring David. Both sought to cement
their tottering thrones by blood. Both tad
evil spirits; the one in his own soul; the
other in the form of an

ambitious,

tempt-

ing, murderous wife. Both came into desperate straits, Both were pressed by armed
foes. Both were abandoned by men and
God. Both in their dire extremity resorte
to witches; Saul at glcomy Endor, Macbeth on the blasted heath, amid thunder

and lightning, met the unearthly hags—
¢ Black spirits affd white,
Red spirits and gray.’

rest.

It was Toplady, a

severe

Calvinist,

oh, the little pack which humanity swings
upon its back; going away by itself and
striving to live by itselt without God in
the world. See the consequences of this;
the depravities in general, the. corruptions
of cities, corporations, legislatures and
trades.

See the square miles of indifference,

who gave us “Rock of Ages.” Men differ
irreligion and greed. Let Christians live in
about the Atonement—they almost call
reference to and pray for a general revival
each other heretics and outcasts in their
of religion, wisdom and good sense.—WW.
differences about it; but when that hymn
is sung, every heart rests upon the one
Redeemer.
It was a Wesleyan, an Arminir

M. Bicknell.

Events of the Week.

an, who sang, ‘Jesus, Lover of my soul.”
Side by side are Watts and Wesley, Church
of England and Dissenter.

Faber, a devot-

ed Catholic,
wrote that hymn which
breathes the highest spirit of Christian submission, ‘I worship Thee, sweet Will of
God.” Madame Guion, an unquestioning
Catholic, wrote, *‘O Lord! how full of sweet

content.” Xavier, one of the founders of
the Jesuit order, wrote, “Thou, O my Jesus! Thou didst me upon the cross embrace!” While the Church of England was
convulsed by the greatest struggle it has
known within this century, Keble, closely
attached to one

of the

contending

parties,

wrote the hymn which the whole church
delights to sing. It was a strongly pronounced Unitarian who

PO

THE

wrote,

‘‘O Love

di-

CINCINNATI

CONVENTION.

The Liberal Republicans met in Cincinnati last Wednesday, sat
got considerably excited
Free trade, finally

til the third day,
over Tariff and

compromised, and nem-

inated Horace Greeley and Gratz Brown for
President and

Vice President.

This seems

to disgust the democrats, who were hoping
that Adams and Trumbull would be the
men, and they threaten now to run an independent ticket. Should they do so, the
Liberal Convention will of course virtually
amount to nothing. Thése who were anxiously hoping for wise and judicious action

at ‘the convention, which would

gain the

Liberals still stronger confidence and support, are disappointed at this result. Who
would wish to see Horace Greeley President
of the United States ?

vine, that stooped to share.” A Unitarian
gave us ‘‘Nearer my God to Thee.” The
controversies over the orthodoxy of that
THE METHODIST CONFERENCE.
hymn are as dry and cold and dead as the:
The Methodist General Conference, which
stones Jacob took for his pillow; and meets once in four years, is now in session
meanwhile souls mount up by it toward
in New York city, and will probably use
heaven, as did the angels on the ladder
the most of the month in doing its business.
Jacob saw.—Christian Union.
A Delegates are present from all parts of the
Re Ta

Life out
Heinrich Zschokke

Methodist

of Death.
says, in his autobiog-

raphy, “There are times—the divine Providence has so ordained it—when it is needful
that the iron rod of doom should be stretched forth to arouse the nations of the earth
from their senseless brooding over material
interests and

sensual

wants,

and

to

save

them from the gradual brutalization into
which they are frozen by the influence of

forms no longer vital, or from the degradation to mere mechanical

motion

and

exist-

ence. Naticnal wanderings, ‘crusades and
civil wars, have ultimately left behind them
greater blessings than those which they
have destroyed.
There must be times of
death and destruction to make room for new

life.

‘The

devouring selfishness

of the

powerful would crush the weaker part of
the humarrfamily and cripple, with itsimpious
weapons, the free wings of the soul, if, from
time to time, the thunder-voice of a higher
will than man’s did not proclaim, as of old,

through the storm-clouds of Sinai the voice
of Jehovah, {Thou shalt have no other gods
than me !”

Thoughts.

world,

including

Siberia, India

and Switzerland. Important
to come before the Conference,
Book Concern difficulties, the
Bishops and whether there shall
ed Bishop or not, definition of

matters are
such as the
election of
be a colorthe sphere

and privileges of lay delegates, &.

The

committee of experts, appointed a year agog”
to examine the Book Concern accounts,
have reported, a majority finding no evidences of fraud, but a minority strongly
and confidently affirming the indisputable
evidence of
Br. Lanahan's charges. The
Conference owes it to itself as well asto
the interests of Christian business enter-

prises to clear up these charges.
STOKES ON THE DEFENSIVE.
At last Mr. Stokes has felt called upon to
deny a good many of the reports in circulation about him. He says that he is grossly misrepresented by the Press, that all’
Tammany is leagued against him, that he
|.
has miserable quarters in prison, that he
can show a startling defense ‘when the
tria] comes off, and that people would gratify him by suspending judgment till his
story is told. But alas for injured innocence. He promulgated his story against
the advice of,and without immediately consulting,his counsel. The result is that Graham and Co. have deserted him, declaring
that they can do nothing if their orders are
disobeyed and leaving Lim in almost a despairing state. But he will doubtless get

One of the highest of spiritual luxuries
is the enjoyment of pure and exhilarating
and sublime thoughts; to such a devout
and cheerful thinker a prison may be a
v
, palace. “I thought of Jesus,” said holy as much favor as he deserves.
THE SPANISH SITUATION.
Rutherford, ‘“ until every stone in the walls
The threatening reports from Spain have
of my cell shone like a ruby.” Wherefore,
let us keep our hearts, our thought-hives, assumed a milder tone during the past
with all prayer and watchfulness—for out week. The Carlists are everywhere busy,
of them are the -issues of life. And no but the government forces have rallied with
one can haddle the pitch of a wicked, ob- such zeal that the rebels: are overawed.
scene, or abominable thought for any con- There are, indeed, numerous skirmishes residerable time, without being defiled there- ported, and the loss of several lives, but vieby. There isno greater torment than to tory has invariably kept with the regular
be an unclean or intensely selfish or cor- army. The King has shown himself master

rupt thinker.

This

is a genuine demo-

of the situation, and

in any other land than

Spain would have won considerable support
ly vexed with a devil.” T§ go through | and esteem from his subjects. But it seems
some people's hearts would be like a walk [to be the bent of this country to keep itself
through Sing Sing Penitentiary.’ Every. in a ferment, to harass its rulers, and to
It
room has a rascal in it. Out of such hearts continue as wretched as it possibly can.
proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, is hoped that there may be no further seri-

niac possession.

fornications,

Such an one is ‘‘grievous-

thefts,

covetousness,

pride,-

blasphemy.
What a hell in advance, to be
living in. such a habitation of the devil!
To

be

such a man or woman

forever is the:

‘everlasting punishment of the lost.—Cuyler.

The Inner

Man.

We believe in God, we believe

in

Christ,

we believe in love and in ourselves. When
we look at a musical instrument of beautiful material and exquisite finish, ready to
give utterance to the sweetest strains, and capable of affording refinement and pleasure,it
is not the casket of rough boards in which
it is inclosed upon which we bestow our
chief attention.” Man is a brown-paper par-

cel.

The brown paper on the outside is not

ous

results

from

uprising.

this

semi-annual

Carlist

i

THE ERUPTION OF VESUVIUS.
The reports of the recent eruptionsof
‘Mt. Vesuvius are very interesting. While
earthquakes were shaking the country
around, flames would sheot from the top:
and sides of thé mountain, accompanied by
loud reverberations, dense clouds of smoke
and showers of ashes and stones.
The inhabitants about the base of the mountain

were obliged
into tents on
6 miles away,
umbrellas on

to leave their houses and go
the plains, while in Naples,
the inhabitants had to carry
the streets to protect them-

selves from the falling ashes.

The view

froin that city was extremely interesting,.
and thousands flocked thither to witness it.

This is one of the remarkable displays of
this remarkable

mountain, and

informed if she

wishes

will“ prob-

ably go into history hereafter along with
up -those of '22, ’39, "55, &c.
i,
within is of infinite consequence. The fas' A CUBAN VICTORY.
tenings of this package of humanity are not
By late Jispaighes from Cuba it seems that
immortal ; they will give way. The wrap- the Spanish forces under Valmaseda were
pings will break and fall to pieces, That the attacked by the Cuban volunteers in a narinterior soul and being of man may not be row defile, on the 9th of April, and a
in a staté of dearth, drought and famine; terrific slaughter ensued. ' Many Spaniards
and the wounded amounted to
may not be pinched, poor, skeleton-like and were killed,
of the
many hundreds. Such is the sever
worse, it must have experience and nurture blow inflicted by this dttack that Spain is
of great value, but that which is folded

lof divine things ; it must have knowledge of

to

reconquer

and

heavenly truth; it must have the: words of still hold the Island she must furnish at
The Cubans
once,
Christ ; it must have God and the love of least 100,000 men at
.are plucky as tigers, and with the serious *
God. The shell and husk of the world has complications that beset the S
8s at
only the life that is without the peace of God, home, who knows but the independence of
the hopes that look to a brighter future, the the Island may be at length secured ?

A

ING S TA

TH E MORN

rm

no mmumcations.
V.

G.

RAMSEY,

them. _

to

‘* Oh, thou invisible spirit of wine,
If thou hast no name to be known by, let

Us call thee devil 1”

;
a

5

There was a fuheral a few dps

ago.

poor woman died, and was buried.

A

I need

not tell you where, for she is already half
« forgotten, even by those who ‘laid her in
the grave. The great wave of life rolls on,
as if this particle, which once ‘helped to
» composé it, had never existed, or had not
disappeared; yet I wish to speak of her.
She did not live or die’ as God wills his
, children should.

Her life was

blighted ‘by

a curse, and death came prematurely, came
in mercy to give her the peace which earth

denied.

Her fate is so cofamon

almost imnoticed.
all over our land.
common,

that it is

Women die like lier daily
It.is because her lot is

her sorrows

shared

thousands, that I wish
get her.

by hundreds of

you should

not

forJ

This woman had been young and fair,
and the morning of life had been brightened by sweet paternal tenderness
* Which wrought a charmed circle, wherein she
might move,
Weaving all her woman’s fancies in the loom of
love.”
:

Her

heart,

pure

and

fresh

as

a

fountain

among the rocks, overflowed with womanly affection and eager tenderness, and when
she gave it to one who offered her his own
in

return,

she

believed she was made rich

forever by the exchange, and all things
seemed transfigured in the light of her great
happiness.
Her married life had commenced with
fairest promises.
Her husband was hot

the fiebt offense instead of imposing

:
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from the school to find such places; and
what'is quite
to the point, there are
generally enough churches within the ra-

broken. 'Friendless, I say, though there ‘the cost of this police was about $22,000;
{ was a plenty of that cheap pity which is some $10,000 of fines were collected, and a
usually felt toward..the unfortunate; but large number df prosecutions were pending
there was no one to make their sorrows when the law was repealed, that would
his own, no one to extend a strong and have nearly covered the entire expense.
generous hand to support and comfort During that year the law imprisoned for

One of the Thousands.
py

——————

dius of a days ride to engage all who gradnate,
=
:
In view of these facts, it would require at
least four theological schools, or departments, to meet our necessities.
Two we

a fine.

If I were to write the history of this family since the death of the husband and

But asan offset to this there were 22 less
state-prison crimes comirhitted during that

father, it would seem a very common story.

year, or since, and at an average of $1,500
apiece that would amount to $33,000, more

we should have one between the two,

than enough to cover all of the expénse of

at least, should be employed to teach

I should have little to tell, except of weary
and sorrowful struggles against poverty,

day have to

The

deep,

lovein her heart

inexhaustible

sustained

mother’s

and

bore

her

onward, and yet it tortured and wore her.
nor clothe

of all,

the

shivering

she could

not

forms;

keep

her dear ones

from those associations which were

making

them coarse and vile. Ah! this is the bitterness of poverty to the intelligent and
refined. The body may be overtaxed and
ill supported, but it is the dwarfing and
starving of the soul that kills. This muvther, who had an organization as finely
wrought

as any lady

borne the hunger and the toil

and

she

have kept herself and her children in a
spiritual atmosphere that was healthy and
congenial. But how could this be done,
when she must accept the cheapest shelter
among the lowest and most disreputable
class?

She

was

But now the question arises, How shall we
raise the needed funds? - This answered,

tion, it may be said, there are

forced to breathe the air,
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licensed

preachers in the denomination, and at least
twice that number who feel that they ought
to be preparing for the ministry.
We are
of the opinion, that there will be no lack
of€tudents, when it is known that their
expenses will be paid while studying.

were committed to prison « 29, four-fifths of
which would be 23, and the cost of their
trials alone would be $34,500, twice as

The other question is not so easily disposed of. We may not be able to raise

much as the

we must have it, and use it for this very
purpose, We should set about the work of.
raising it. ,In eight years, we propose to

cost

of a state

police.
fast,

80 Jarge a sum in one year,

No
as by

observe, in

some

fitting

or in

way,

ten, still

the

hun-

dredth anniversary of our denominational
existence. In what better way can this be
done than by raising between now and the
close of that year, a half million

of

dollars

for Biblical purposes ? It would certainly
be grat ying to the'fathers of the denomination, both those who

remain

and such as

have passed on before, to’ know that “their
not only of want but of degradation and
sin, and to see ber children growing dirtier, - Did the Republicans, when defeated in N. younger bréthren are bent upon studying
shabbier and coarser day by day. This H., vote with the Democrats until the peo- the Bible, and ‘are earnestly engaged in
was the cruel pain, which, while it goaded ple changed their opinions? No; they just providing for its study in coming years: A
rich, but he had the ability which is better
her to exertion, wasted her strength and flooded the staté’ with documents and half million? It isa large sum; but: the
than fortune. On the exterior his character
speeches, and set every politician at work denomination can raise’it by self-denial,and
withered her life.
was very fair. He was honorable, frank
to change public opinion.
Then this argu- grow richer all the time, - It is less than a
There was one of the little flock, the
and generous.
The world admired and
ment is not good against any other cause, dollar a year each! Our business men will
youngest
and
the
fairest,
who
seemed
like
praised him; but God, who looks into the
why is it good against the efiforcement of lose more than that amount in unwise specheart, saw that this fine morality had no one of those snowy and fragrant lilies which
the laws for the suppression of the dram- ulations; more than that amount will be
are
sometimes
found
in
.miry
and
pessure foundation. It did not rest on the
bequeathed before the close of 1880, but,
shops?
;
tilential
‘swamps.
From
the
polluted
elelaw of the Lord. It was not that outgrowth
very little of which will do so much good as
THE
PARAMOUNT
QUESTION.
of inward purity which honors the great ments around her, she appeared to draw = Now we submit that, in regard to all the would if given in this direction. We should
in
orly
beauty
and
sweetness.
To
her
Law giver,and is as a candle set on a candle
material interests of the country, the ques- not be afraid to make our wants known—
stick, which giveth light to all that are in the mother she seemed like an gngel sent with
tion
of the overthrow of the entire system the wants of the whole denomination; inhousé. He was one of the foolish men who a ministry of heavenly love to her heart. of intemperance is the paramount question stead of wasting our time and our enerShe
knew
she
was
not
of
the
earth
earthy,
build their houses on the sand. While the
of the nation. There is nothing that so af- gies discussing in what manner to approsky was bright and the wind calm,he rejoiced like her other children. She knew that fects the personal and general prosperity of
priate the money now on hand, we should
.with his friends in its beauty and strength, she would not remain long in the ungenial the entire country as the one of spiritous
be praying God, and laying plans for rais-°
clime,
and
when
she
went
away
but when the rain descended and the floods
ing ten times the amount; instead of conliquors.
Intemperance
is
the
curse
of
ev4 The gleam of the golden splendor
— came, and the wind blew, it fell, burying
sidering the two schools now in operation,
ery
branch
of
industry;
the
enemy
of
the
‘Which shone through the gate ajar”
him beneath its ruins.
2
laboring man; and the terrible scourge as in any sense rivals, we should at the
In the physical world the mightiest con- seemed the only light that was left her.
that destroys the fairest hopes and brightest earliest practical moment start two more.
sequences often result from circumstances
But the hcpeless struggle is over, the
;
- NOROMBEGA.
prospects of hundreds 6f thousands of our
_ apparently insignificant. A pebble on the | weary hands are at rest, and the aching promising and industrious citizens.
crest of the mountain may change the di- heart at peace forever. Neither pity nor
And now, what is our duty,as Christians,
Workers in the Vineyard.
contempt will reach her more,and we thank
rection of the tiny rivulet that trickles down
or citizens and patriots, to ourselves, to our
—
W—
*
God
as.
we
look
upon
her
grave,
that
¢‘
so
its side, and thus determine the course of
children and to our country, in referenceBY HALE ARLINGTON.
i:
the mighty river that divides a continent, and he giveth his beloved sleep.” It is not for to this greatest of national questions? Here
We have many good books, among which
bears the commerce of nations on its bos- her we plead, but for ‘* the sisterhood of are responsibilities thatwe can not ignore; are the biographries and memoirs of great
om; so the forces which decide our desti- sorrow” which she has left in our midst. «cuties that press upon us and demand our men and women ; and many a reader, as
nies are often obscure, and apparently in- What shall we do for these helpless womattention. And of mor question connect- he has perused the interesting pages of such
significant. The fatal direction was given en and children, who are doomed to igno- ed with this subje#t outweighs infinitely all works, has, with a long drawn, sigh mentalto thisaman’s career in very early life. He miny and sorrow by the sins of others? financial considerations.
ly exclaimed, “If I could do such great
learned to love the intoxicating cup at his What shall we do to stay the fearful curse
Let us reflect that 1,250,000 of our young things as these have done, I would willingly
father’s table.
The threads of the fatal of intemperance, to check this deadly curmen are being ruined by intemperance, and endure privation and hardships; but, alas!
snare were there woven about him. Fine rent, which is not only destroying our do- do something to save them.
: my lot is low, and my abilities are so small,
as gossamer and soft as silk they seemed mestic happiness, but which threatens to
and my sphere of life so limited that naught
A. DEERING.
to him then, but he found them stronger undermine the very foundations of the
which I can do will ever find a place on huchurch and state? The magnitude of the
than chains of iron.
The School Question.
man records.” We have notjmany ‘‘remark. Wé are beginning to regard the unnat- evil is so immense that we regard it with a
able Men,” and these brief sketches will
While considering this juestion, one 1s
ural and insatiable thirst for strong drink bewildering despair. We estimate the cost
have to do with a class of “workers in the
. as a disease rather than a habit. The per- of this vice to us as a nation, and set the often reminded of the boy who had a small vineyard,”
whose
record
is
on high,
figures which represent the sum before our piece of money, but no wallet to put it in.
son who thirsts for poison is sick, sick from
who may be great in the kingdom of heaven,
the poison for which he thirsts. The dis- eyes, but we do not venture to try to com- He took’ his money and bought a wallet, though neither seeking nor obtaining high
We hear of the when, to his astonishment, he had no money
ease is insidious.
It may have been in- prehend their meaning.
‘honors frem their fellow worms.
sofrow
and
shame,
the
degradation
and to put in his wallet.
herited through the working of that law by
The subject of the present sketch, though
despair,
the
ruin
and
death
of
the
hyndreds
So long as we used the income of the of Christian parentage, efitered his new
which the iniquities of the father are visitof
thousands,
and
this
aggregate
of
misery
Education Society to pay teachers, we had. home in what was then a wilderness, with
ed upon the children to the third and fourth
generation of those who

bate God.

Unsufs-

pected it may lurk in the system, but it is
/ there like a spark, ready at a breath to
burst into a flame, a devouring, unquench-

able flame.
growing

It may be contracted slowly,

for years by the poison on which

it feeds, till the wretched victim, who had
flattered himself that all was well, sudden-

ly awakes to the consciousness that he is
helpless and incurable.
:

When this man assumed the holy relation
of husband, he was awed with a deep sense
of responsibility, and resolved.to be worthy

‘of her who gave herself to him with Such
joyful trust.

By a strong will, the lurking

fiend was restrained, and even his

intimate

friends did not suspeet his fatal weakness;
indeed, he

was

Elegance

and

comfort

surrounded

them, and, to crown their happiness, beautiful children were born to them. But his
‘ability could not escape public attention.
His party began to notice and to flatter
bim.

Power and fame, as: well

as

wealth

into

slow, consuming fire, not like that which
in one night left a great city in ashes, yet
the ruin is no less sure, and the suffering
no less terrible. While our hearts open to
the victims of a sudden and unusual calamity, and our hands are stretched out to aid
them, let us not forget those’ who,in our
own-communities, are» being
ground be-

tween the mill-stones of*poverty and shame ;

and let us inquire seriously, Is there not
strength in political economy, in human
philanthropy, in the religion of Jesus, all
combined, to arrest this curse,

which walk-

eth at midnight and wasteth at noonday ?

not himself half conscious

- of it, and would.
have laughed in- scorn at
the idea of danger. These years of selfrestraint were years of prosperity and happiness. Wealth grew with increasing business. The home was enlarged and beauti-

fied.

troubles us, but we do not care to look

the fearful details. We fear that would be
more than we could endure. This is a

Rum, Taxes.—No.

or next to none;

that very sorry
money

to

pay

plight
their

5.

In all of our cities we have a police force
enforce the city ordinances, and the

criminal laws of the state; policemen"
are
constantly on the lookout for the detection
and arrest of criminals. And the execution
of the laws is not left to the private citizen;
for if thus left the laws would not be enforced.
Should ‘a theft or burglary be
committed, the inquiry would at once be
made, ‘“Where was your ‘police last night,

portunity and the temptation to drink, by
its excitement inflamed the long-restrained
appetite. The strong will relaxed.
concession weakened him, every

Every
defeat

made him a more helpless and hopeless captive. His friends became alarmed, and
counseled moderation, but no human hand
could snatch him from the whirlpool. Why
should I repeat the story that is told so
often that we have ceased to feel its horrors,

why

attempt to describe

Wi sorrow of the ruined

tempt

the unutterable

family,

or why

at-

to-paint
the blackness of his despair,

his eyés open to the horrors of

, he plunged forward toward. the
P

crime.” Now, if a city is under obligation

to protect its citizens, how
state under obligation to
zens | We have state police
herring, alewives, porgies

much more is a
protect its citito protect shad,
and mackerels,

and why not to protect the 2,250,000 young

men who are being ruined by our dram
shops?

In Maine

police organized

there is a

to

protect

regular

and

state

preserve

the fish, and vio one objects.
In N, H. we
have a state police to see that no ambitious

young mackerel gets into No. 1 barrel un-

til he has grown just 13 inches long; not
even if it is wholly the fault of the fisherman who caught him, and not his own.
But men are of vastly more importance than
fish, If the state takes the responsibility

to enforce some of its criminal laws, why
"He
died as tens of thousands are dying not enforce all of them ?
»
every year, and they buried him ina drunkCOST OF A STATE POLICE.
“ards grave; and+his widow and children |

were left, as hundreds of thousands are Deing left,

friendless,

destitute

and

heart-

but

we

have

We

must

to die.

We

should measure our necessities, the necessities of the whole denomination, and take

the most judicious means to meet them.
We have 1413 churches,

and 1303

minis-

ters. ' If we suppose the average term of
service to be twenty years, it will'be necessary to have sixty-five men every year enter the ministry.
If these men pursue a
full course of theology, there will be one

hundred

and" ninety-five

his young bride, without hope in Christ or
any serious concern about his soul's welfare.

be in

for borrowing

salaries.

provide for both, or prepare

connected: with

theological schools all the time.
This
does not contemplate any advance upon our
seventy-

five or eighty thousand liberal Baptists not
organically connected with our denomination, but who are with us in doctrine and
fellowship, and are without the means of
educating their ministry. These two hundred students ought to have
annum, or $40,000 for all.

half of this amount should be

each $200 per
At least one-

realized from

permanent funds, requiring at least a $200,-

000 permanent fund, for the benefit of theological students.
So many students should be provided
with a strong corps of teachers. If it were
possible to assemble all the students at one

_ seemed coming within his grasp. To the
eyes of the happy wife all these circumwhen that crime was committed?” And the
stances seemed most propitious.
city government would, in a measure, be | place, a half" dozen men
vd
Pride in his success made him self-confident, and the society into which he was held responsibl® for the commission of the all, and do their work
* thrown, while it everywhere offered the op-

now

no teachers, -or would

numbers, or take into account the

" | A STATE POLICE.
to

i

no students,

studénts, but

could teach

well.

them

|

They had not been long settled before the
wife became impressed with a sense of sin-

fulness and the impor{ance of a hope which’

thetanisfortunes ofJife or-the hour of death

could not extinguish.
After much anxiety,
with fear and trembling, yet hoping, she
spoke to her husband of her feelings, and
invited him to unite with her in erecting a
family altar from which prayers should be
daily offered up to God.
He felt no special
terest in these matters, yet, to please his
wife, he consented to kneel while she prayed. Faithful to the promptings of the divine Spirit she fell upon her knees and gave

vent to the longings of her soul in supplications to God for the salvation of herself and
husband. - He who had bowed merely to
please his wife,

during

the brief moments

of her praying became so convicted

of his

sinfulness, that ere he arose from his knees,

he too cried, ‘‘God be merciful to me a sinner.” They soon were both rejoicing in the
experience of a Saviour’s pardoning love.
Wiiere forests had stood soon

were

seen

fields of corn, and blackened stumps were
hidden by waving masses of golden grain.
The large barn had to be made still‘ larger,
and barn and cellar and chambers were filled with the fruits of the farmer's industry.
The apple and cherry trees soon offered
their tempting fruits on grounds so long in

But this is undisturbed possessionot the oak and the

impracticable ; and it would be unwise if it pine.
Children as thrifty as the olive
were possible. "Both teachers and pupils plants, surrounded the well supplied family
should be engaged in missionary

the time, and so many

work

all

could not find such

board.

As these sons and

daughters

grew

up, they could call to mind no day in their
work to do within a reasonable distance of . father’s life which passed without family

any place where the school would be likely
to be located. It is impracticable, because,
while a few men will leave a school close

at their doors and. go a thousand

miles to

find a poorer one, the ‘great mass of men
will find a place to educate themselves

within a day's ride of home, or they will die
without an education.
For proof of this
examine Catalogues. And while the Cat-

alogues arein hand, observe that about
three-fourths of all = who graduate, settle within a day’s ride of the place where
they graduate. - For this simple reason,

portunity was afforded.

While

prime of life, sickness came

yet in the

upon

him,

and

Reviews.

in a few short days he came to know the
solemn experience of the dying,
the month

of June,

“when

all

It was
nature

ry ee

in

There is no good’ teaching without reviews. The teacher who reviews, most
and best, will be invariably the most suc-

was

teeming with life, and the fields he had tilled
with so much pleasure were clothed with

cessful.

their loveliest garments, that his ph#fsiL cian informed him that it was impossible for

made, so entirely contrary

to

his

for the bodies of his children by neglecting
their souls.

Whatever they have

failed

to

remember, they have not forgotten the old
leather bound Bible from which portions

were daily read.

Poor families, when afflicted by sickness,
or-otherwise distressed, ofttimes received
visits from this godly farmer, and the substantial gifts of meal, flour, pork and other

useful articles which he was quite sure not

to get forward, and

go over much ground, commonly neglect

all reviews till near the close of the quarter

expecting to do it all up at once, by one or
two grand efforts. Older teachers, grown
wise by experience, spend more and more
time in reviews, knowing well that in get-

expecta-

tions, he was not terrified, but calmly answered, “It is rather a short notice.” He:
then settled his worldly estate, gave his?dy-

ting wisdom as in getting wealth, it is
important to *“ keep what you get,” as it
to *¢ get all you can,”
In one aspect of it, the development
apy
branch of knowledge in the mind of

as
is

great picture,

haste

child may be compared to the painting

atendants who were there to see a Christian

The

young

of
a

of a

artist, in

to see the result, presses forward his work,
thinking to finish as he goes. The result is
such as one might expect. The drawing

should

die, to secure *‘the good part which

Young and inexperienced teach-

ers in their eagerness

never be taken from them,” and then offered

his last prayer for the welfare of the compan- is defective and unnatural, the coloring inion und children he was so soon to leave,and | harmonious, and unpleasing, and the whole
especially did he pray that the family altar so | result a caricature rather than a trag, likelong sustained, might never go down. || nes¥. The experienced painter proceeds on
a very different
plan. At the outset, he
Thus passed the
few last hours of his ter- || sketches, with a few strokes of his pencil, a
rible sufferings, and as the Sabbath morn- | bare outline of his proposed picture. This
ing dawned he found the unspeakable bless- is but the beginning of the work—a mer HY
out
&
edness of those who are ‘absent from the | preliminary survey, and blocking
| the great picture h.holds in his imaginabody and present with the Lord.”
| tion. Now his real work begins. He reHe wasshonest in his dealings, truthful in views again and again each part of his
“his statements, temperate in his habits,oblig- sketch, adding a few strokes here, correcting to all, especially kind to the poor and ing a line there, filling in additional details,
afflicted, faithful to duty, and-whether he was | making bolder some of the outlines, adding
| fresh tints and shades, till at last, having
toiling on bis farm, filling his never vacant exhausted every resource of his art, he puts
placein the church, or administering to the on the final varnish coat, and his masterpiece is ready to go forth, *‘ a thing of
Christ was his aaaster,
wants of the needy,
and in every case he served with the same | beauty,” ‘“a joy forever.’ It was the paand repeated reviews;
the nice
retouchunceasing activity. In his life he shed | tient
ing, and judicious corrections, that gave
how a Christian should live, and in his death | the noble result.
So in true teaching, the
he showed how a Christian could die. He first work is but the outline sketch, It is
faithfully filled his place in_the vineyard to be recalled, corrected, added to, reviewhere ; but the veil hides from our eyes the ed, till the knowledge to be acquired lies
clear and distinct in the child's intelligence ;
-glorious” scenes in the home of immortals not indeed with a philosopher's grasp of it:
with which he has long been familiar.
but with such an understanding as a child
can gain and use. Till this is accomplishSophistry ‘in the Pulpit.
ed the work is incomplete and the final varnish would serve only to preserve a distort——
—
=
5
An attemptto eonfound, convict, or con- ed picture, as useless often as it is false.
The art of reviewing successfully is the
vert. men by defective or deceptive lbgic is
of getting, at each repetition, the fresh
both cowardly: and criminal,—especially in || art
interest of a first study, and without losing
public speaking where no reply is admissi- | any of the knowledge gained at the first,
ble.
| addifig, at each repetition, something wholI once listened to a sermon on the “Great | ly new. A review should be what the word
Supper,” all of which seemed fair, eloquent, | | imports; a second examination and study
a re-viewing of the whole subject. In this
| logical and impressive until the speaker | sense a review is often far richer in result
“passed

to

comsider

the

closing

excuses” | than

the

first

study.

Just

as

when

one

which he put in the lips of a class of his | looks for the first time on some great work
hearers who were inclined to_stay away | of art, or some magnificent landscape, the
from the gospel

feast.

He

imagined

novelty and vastness

such

confuses,

and not till

| the second or third visit has made the eye
persons saying, ‘Yous high Calvinists tell | familiar with the™grosser outlines, do we
us we are cntirely helpless and can not | begin to see the
finer features, the more
delicate beauties, and the essential excelcome;” and hé added, with special emphaof it all.
So, no grand field of
sis, “we do tell you so, and it is truth.” He {lence
|
| thought, such for example as that presented
then illustrated the doctrine of total inabili- | by the lessons of this quarter, will give up
ty by the story,—a thousand times told for to the learner its noblest and richest truths

such a purpose,—of the man, locked up in a

till he has made his presence familiar amid

burning house and the key lost.

its scenes.
Here it is also true, *‘ to him
that hath shall be given, and he shall have

The scene

was truly graphie and terrible.
Having thus vindicated the utter irability
of man, then followed the argument designed to prove the folly of the sinner in offering such an excuse! I need not say that,
while the effort exhibited same of the tact

more abundantly.”
The more of know!edge we bring - with us into any study, the
more of fresh knowledge we shall receive
and carry away with us.
The importance of these principles in the
study of the Bible, can not be overestimated, since here as in no other field of know!edge open to mankind, there are always
depths of truth unsuspected by the casual
reader, and the text a hundred times ex-

of the court room, to every thoughtful person the folly of the minister must soon

have become infinitely more conspictious
than the lack of wisdom in ‘the excuses of- amined, often yields to the last study views
never dreamt of in all the previous
fered. Indeed, his eloquent and earnest- sils. Jesus’ words are ever living wells peruof
words but too poorly concealed the disgust- water, and adequate to all the growing
ing sophistry of his positions.
wants of mankind?
Eighteen centuries ot
To cap the climax of the absurdity, be- human history have only begun to reveal to
the world their wonderful wisdom, and the
fore closing, he told the sinner he ‘“‘must ages
to come will never exhaust
freshpray.” Indeed,thought I, is not praying do- ness and power. Not in a single their
Sabbath’s
ing something ? And is not the power to study, then, can we successfully teach a
offer acceptable prayer the very substance Bible lesson, even the simplest of them all.

of the

ability

preacher?

so stoutly

denied

Or, if the sinner

They are lessons of" life, growing with our
growth,
enlarging with our experience,

by the.

can not

offer

prevailing prayer, before his sins are.forgiven and he is made a new creature, then
why instruct him to mock God and cheat
bis own'soul, in the indulgence of a false
|
and delusive expectation !
I

retired

from

the

and contradiction in

telligeiit pedple and
fidelity.
I also

said

to

service

sorrowful;

the decree

surely,

creed

the ‘‘Old

noted, that all reviews.

and

the

formal ones.

Sqme-

let it be the standing

WiLL, AND Nor

should

rule in the class,

may

short,

8. Teach-

WEATHER.

It is will,

nesota, showed thirty-six of that number to

such views

on the first frost.

character and government of the Infinite
Father and the method of salvation through
his Son Jesus Christ as shall, without sophistry, or special pleading, or conceslment

sionary

who

in the

A Sunday-school mis-

organized

Maine last fall

several schools in

found it easy

through

good work

to persevere

the winter;

Maryland,

and

account of the severity of the weather.

All

while from Pennsylvania,

even Virginia and Tennessee, came in reports of schools given up in the autumn; on

of any sort, degree, or quality of the truth,
the ways of God
UNCLE ALEX.

this goes to show that it is not so much the
‘weather as the will that settles the question

of a school's continuance in well-doing
BR

JESUS - WHISPERING.
* What is conscience?! said a Sundag-sshool ‘teacher,

cast me

one day, to the little

If

around to
Several
sayiug one
til a little

she will throw me into the burning, fiery
furnace, the three children ‘were there before me. If she will throw we to the wild
beasts, I will remember that Daniel was in
the den of lions. If she will condemn me
to be stoned, I shall be the associate of
If she will
Stephen, the proto-martyr.

flock that

gathered

learn the words of life. g
of the children answered,
ing and another another,
timid child spoke out:

:
one
un-

“It is Jesus whispering in our hearts.”
Does Jesus whisper in your heart? When

you do right, does he approve? When you
do wrong, does he rebuke? Does he make
Jot heart sad when you have sinned, and

have me beheaded, the Baptist has submit-

appy

when

you haye done right?

Be

If she will thankful, then, for this, and remember alted to the same punishment.
take away my substance, “nsked came I ways to heed the Saviour's whisper, and
out of my mother’s womb, and naked shall, study his Word, and pray to know his will,
and then you will p safely guided to his
I return to §t,"— Chrys alone,

i

od

+

that

through the winter.
have been sustained
<Yet entire counties in New York state reported last year a majority of the Sundayschools to have gone into winter-quarters

of man, of the

into the s2a; I will remember Jonah,

it. ‘In

ed to keep a Sunday-school going in the
winter. The Independent says:
. It is a noticeable fact that itis easier to
induce teachers to keep up a Sunday-school
through the winter months
in Maineor in
Minnesota than in the Central or Southern
states. A report of recent date from fortytwo Sunday-schools in Dakota county, Min-

How manifestly is it the duty of the am-

sea, let her

with

rather than mild weather, that is most need-

ly*contradict themselves, awaken distrust of

really and truly vindicate
to man.

bring for-

0h

their sincerity and bind still closer about
the impenitent, the bonds of iniquity t
of the nature and condition

should

reviews are always in order.—8.
er.
:

happen not to be of the elect) most evident-

bassadors of Christ, to present

review

lesson, that the new one

be properly connected

sinners, for

of Heaven, if fe

a rapid

ward the last

and with them-

condemn

will cast me into the

full

be had, and before the lesson of the day’

begins,

continuance in sin, exhort him to repentance, prayer and a new life that he may
be saved, (that is, make an attempt to
annul

Finally, let it be

need not be

any time, when a leisure minute comes, in
the class work, a review of some point may

with in-

selves, while those- who preach unconditional election with one breath and
the next

to the reverent worshiper.

the pulpit, confuse in-

fill the world

Ironsides,” who will have nothing to do
with sinners, but to tell them of the damning decree of Heaven, who never exhort
them to pray or make any other effort to be
ed are really the teachers who are con-

with

with our
to stop on
at whosehis glory

times a single question is enough to recall
to' mind the truth that is fading away. At

myself,

sistent with their

widening to our wants, coeval
years.
To study it only once is
the threshold of a
great temple,
inner shrines God himself reveals

all such absurdity

for I felt assured:that

Should the Empress determine to banish
prayers; a large farm had pot cares enough
to drive him fromthe throne of grace, nor me, let her banish- me; “The earth is the
did he suppose that he could better provide Lord's, and the fullness thereof.” If she

most men
like: to know, before they to forget, were followed by a little religious’
finish their education, where they are to conversation arid “prayer, and then, happy
But the ery if raised about the cost of a | labor when their studies are completed, and that he could thus serve his Master, he restate police. During ten montlis in Main, e it is not generally practicable to. go very far ¥
to his daily toils, a

$. S. Department,

He was sure to attend: religious meetings, |

and was very sure to bear public testifaony
to the riches of Christ's grace whenever op-

there comes another. How shall we get the ing counsels to his children as they came
two hundred students ? - Asto the last ques- *o his bedside, counseled his neighbors and

an increase of 52;

abolishing entirely the whole system of intemperance.
PUBLIC OPINION AND PROHIBITION.
What do politicians do when public
opinion is against their party ; vote with the
opposing party until the majority are in
favor of their party? Do they say, “It is no
use to vote till public opinion is in our favor"? Or do they not keep on voting and
writing and speaking until they bring it up ?

all the

could

a source of great ihcome.
During 1867,
when they enforced prohibition by the state
police, there were committed to state prison 128 state prisoners, and during 1868,
under license, there were committed
to

state can increase its wealth so

in the land,could have

discomforts of her surroundings,

As for buildings, these should always be fur-

nished by the localities desiring the schools.

also an increase of expense of ®78,000.
And we might add as much more for pauper
bills; and these two items would more than
pay all the expenses of state police. .
InN. H., during the year 1871, there

and worst

them.

pense, and over $70,000 besides; making it

state prison 180, being

Stitch as she would early and late, she
could not always fill the. hungry mouths,

and

Twelve. men,

rd

Atleast two hvndred thousand dollars more | ‘him to live twenty-four hours.
He had been
will be needed as a permanent fund to pay confined but a
few days to his sick-room,
these men.
and when this solemn announcement was

In Mass. their state police usually has
cost $100,000, and during three years they
collected fines enough to pay the entire ex-

contend for bread, and she was untaugh®,
in all ways of earning money, except the
needle, and with that tiny weapon alone,
she set herself to keep the wolves from the
door.

another west of them. all.

the whole police.

sickness and death.
This woman, in her
sunny girlhood, had never drgamed that

her small hands might some

have,one at Lewiston, another at Hillsdale {

872.

|

haivoaly hom: at last,

Childs World,

rH
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THE MORNING

settled, the preacher proceedpreliminary
he spoke of a bedu- edina very straightforward style with the
and among other things
Into your statiful ‘garden spot to be put into the. market host. *¢Sir, turn my horse
eat up the
have
I
think
you
when
and
that
ble,
spot
nice
a
and
*
next;
on the Monday
I will either
and
know,
me
let
him,
of
Ah!
value
added.
he
”
for a new chapel,
other means
Within twenty-four hours the lady had change my quarters, or provide
;
of paying my bill.”
bought the lot, and the offer took wings:
e went, to-work—Ilaid siege to the place
« Miss Rogers will give this land to the
and before the
church for a new chapel, on condition that in the name of the Lord;
capitulated.
town
the
up,
eaten
was
horse
days
forty
in
raised
e
b
d
dollars
ten thousan
horse, all.
his
him
presented
people
THe
allowin
on,
to build it;” a wise conditi
charges paid, and his own bill; fitting out
one of that ** sober second thought,” whic
the ** parson” in a new suit of clothes; and
ends in daliying and doing nothing.
could not) be from that day Christianity has had ‘a firm
_ Of course, the ? opportunity

“Rock of Ages.”
———

« Rock of Ages, cleft:for me,”
:

Thoughtlessly the maideu sung,

Fell the words unconsciously

,

From her girlish, gleeful tongue;

Sang as little children sing;

as sing the birds inJune;
Sang
Fell the words like light leaves down
On the current of the tune—

everybody did, but the few, in every church

as song could be—
no thought beside ;

Hy f

Pleadingly and praye

“ Rock of Ages, cleft for me,”
Lips grown aged sung the hymn
Trustingly and tenderly~— |
Voice grown weak and eyes grown dim,
“ Let me hide myself in Thee,”
Trembling though the voice and low,
Ran the sweet strain peacefully,

Like a river in its

flow.

Sung as only they can

as only they can sing

Who behold the promised fest—

* Rock of Ages, cleft for me,

»

Let me hide myself in Thee.”

* Rock of Ages, cleft for me,”
Sung above a coffin-lid ;
Underneath, all restfully,

All life’s joys and sorrows hid.

great revivals, I once heard
in the time of
Dr. Lyman Beecher preach in Philadelphia.
It was in one of the largest churches in the
city. It was at the time of a mighty outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon the church-

doors, two above and two below, for the so-

cial meetings of the different societies connected with the parish, prayer-meetings,
committee meetings; in short, for all business

dience somewhat

gifts and self-denials of the generation who

ad worshiped in it, and had now about
gone. A new generation had come on the
in

better

after

conversion;

houses,

sat on

easier seats, and worked with improved
tools; and they wanted a new and mere
commodious building, more suited to the
taste and wants of our! day.
Of course,
hose bo started the idea had to encoun- |

field used

to

:
:
and | the
simplicity

latter

half p of

the

some

fifty

years

ago.

When Bro. Wanamaker sat down. he had
produced more positive effect on thé audience than scores of profound discourses
achieved yesterday when they
issued from
learned heads ‘without touching a single
heart. The power of that brief. address
last night was simple heart-power.
A man
who loves Jesus stood up and talked to a

ip

respects

distingnished that

testimony
in my own
rule is, that if the minister gets

substitute who fills his pulpit

Yes,

it had.

e

‘“Then

served

why

om

not

let1s well--

out of the cellar to seat them.

other

ful’ of

poor children has “

grown

tals hod:
Aspirit. HiSh
thethe a
the money
s where?
Where
bli,talenta is justI this
| spirit.
did
opposition
But
sure,
be,
peculiar
His
ry
Be
not make their stand on that

and

Tact in Christian Effort

el TT Pormhe. zu {0 motes he loves fo do good, and be beeps
adroitly leftit. Chere. sein rub, | at it. He applies his common sense to his

Ee
and they

possible vacancy

purpose.

in our small city fo ee
yor sue

y

They are

not suppos-

ed to be scrupulous about counting the cost;

they can, however, jump to pretty
correct
conclusions, and often have very clear opinions about a ‘“ must-have.” “ A new chapel” was theirs, The men were not in the
least alarmed by it. They enjoyed slyly
saying, ‘You
enough, never

find
was

Talent is something,

a lot,” which, oddly
the least of a poser.

They still talked and planned and prayed,
and prayed and planned and talked, with { both pustor and ‘laymen, each and all in
not the slightest troubling of the waters to | their respective cdlling. Whenhe stood in
indicate

an

would tell.

interest,

At last a dozen

where

i

interest

and

but simply

moré "of

it was

Box"

labeled.

An

old 'deacon,almost home,blessed the advent
of the little box, and slipped ten dollars,

almost his last offering for his Lord on
earth, into its empty coffers. ‘Our first
and best
M said the workers, ‘ and it |
came in the nick of time ;” a sign of approval and favor as’ unexpected as it was gratifying. The box was a very modest looking
box; but, ‘“How pretentious!” said
one. *‘ How impertinent!” cried another,
« How simply absurd!” exclaimed a third.
‘* Do they expect a box to build a chapel ?”

«

‘A

“

beginning

is made,”

What faith {"

whispered A)one.

echoed another; while oth-

.

stood there as a Christian mer-

Take

carries

}

it against
>

hay

talent
}

.

ten
:

Miss Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanship.

because it is weaker, oy

Calendar :
Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 0,152.
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins Mey 7.
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.

TUITION, from

the Guards,”

.

;

it has

become

work,

misjudged,

and

in his word. |
| pleased with his instantoff;belief
the soldier threw
The Emperor

rode

liever ; he ought to take the word of God
true, because he said it, and thus honor him

as a God of truth, and rejoice with joy unspeakable.— Observer.

‘Speculations. |

to one.

19 Shemin
304 other
together
the barcurls
Tulle thews
| shake
at each
their tolearned
clearly,
way
its
sees
legal rivalry; talent

in

was riding

ailwe

acquaintance
“3 A te We

as

age,

ly liexceeding
saluted by da memberlativeof an
Pray, sir,”
*
sect.

Tal- tigious
but tact is soonest at its
. journey’s end.
has many a compliment from the bench, | t1glous

SII,”

washing,
In club or

no pains will be spared

by the

PIKE SEMINAKY,
instruction.

Per order,
M. E.SHEPARD, Pres.

HILLSDALE

NEW

HAMPTON
TERM

ages.
HIRAM Corr,

ALEX. C. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com.
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
Instructor in Drawing
,
GEO. B. GARDNER
‘
§

A.B. MESERVEY,
W. E. C. Rich,A. B.,,

JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE,

CALENDAR, 1872.

March 20- Spring Term begins.

A. P. Shattuck,

H. M. Willward,

EXPENSES.

Board,

_,

Tor oxi.

oh

Desember 4—Winter Term

P. REYNOLDS, Sec. &¢ Treas.

L.
GREEN

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
E. C. Smith,
Mrs. E. C. Smith, G. A. Stockwell,
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

A. M., Principal,
Mids

©

SprixG TERM, opens Feb. 13, 1872.
SUMMER

Miss L. D. Moore,

Miss E.L. Gordon.
and

Miss

Calendar:

Dow,

Alice I. Libby,

including room

begins.

For College Catalogue apply to

22,1872, and

Miss T. A, R.

and

"| Ena. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
and VocalfMusic.
Teacher of French.

continues ten weeks.
J.N. Rand, A. M.,

Ml, Br A

Department.
H.LAURA BOWE, A.M. . Prin. Ladies’
Department.

tsi

April

washing

TERM

opens April 30, 1872,

Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
er week, or rooms may be obtained for self-board:
Special

from $2.75 to $3.50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
of which there are several in successful operation,

ing, at reasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes.

the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25.
Students desirous of boarding themselves will find: convenient
opportunity.
Students will provide their own sheets,
pillow-zases and towels.

course in
Music.
For further particulars, addressthe Principal.

It is
very successful.
Whichto has
and -Agricultural
partment,
a Scientific
add been
proposed
now

After

admission
fall term.

of

two

years

each,

which

»

and

A M., JroL Nat, Jejone,
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INSTITUTION.
begins

COLLEGE.

REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
¢“ RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
« SPENCER J.FOWLER, A, M., Prof. Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy,
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M;, Prof. Ancient LanGEORGE MCMILLAN, A.

The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday
April 15, 1872.
:
Jomplete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R. I., March 15, 1872.

The SUMMER

Board of Trustees.

FACULTY:

INSTITUTE.

LAPHAM

scen-

Sec,

THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will
commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent

mis-

formerly.

x. parsonsfeld, Apr. 14,1872.

Course,

/

fine brick and

Lyndonville, and some of the finest landscape
ery of the valley of the Passumpsic.
Tvreas.and
IL W. BANBORN¢
v
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.
bl

attention

| Send for catalogue to the Prmcipal or to

ray,
specu ative sect.
and
PE. C. LEWIS, Sec,
Jay ae pe from attorneys and | said the sectary, ‘* what is your opinion of
New Hampton, N. H., March I5, 1872.
Kowas Page's Ho
am not sure,”
“1
?”
trumpe's
seven
the
and logTalent Speaks learnedly
five minutes in the company of any person,
said the preacher, ‘* that 1 understand your
NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
Talent makes
without trying to do that tg some good. jcally, tact triumphantly.
but I hope you will comprehend
question,
faster,
The
SPRING
TERM
of
this
Institution will comno
on
gets
it
that
«J have been standing: for an hour on the. the world wonder
mine: What think you of the fact that your mence on WEDNESDAY, March 6, 1872, and continue
corner of the street”, said he on a cold win- tact excites astonishment that it gets on so seven children are growing up without God thirteen weéks under the continued charge of ALA
And the secret is, that it has no and without hope ? You have a Bible-read- BERT SAVAGE, A. B.
try night, “trying to persuade Mr. H——to fast.
All the usual facilities offered to those
pursuing
subto c&rry ; it makes no false step, it ing in your house for your neighbors, but studies
weight
H——did
Mr.
And
God.”
to
submit
in
any
branch
of
an
Academic Education.
by
and
hints;
all
takes
it
of
time;
one
no
loses
became
moderate. For further information or CirHe afterwards
mit to God,
for your children.” The Charges
culars address the Principal.
the weather-cock, is no family prayer
the most influential pastors in New York keeping its eye
fastened in a sure place, and
nail was
that
wind
every
of
adyantdge
city. He owed his conversion to a plain able to take
enough” candor of mind remained” in the
The Trustees take this Spporiunity of publicly accarpenter who obeyed his Master’s com- blows. Take them to church. Talent hasis professor to enable him to profit by the knowitedging the recent Gift of a Library and Chemitact
hearing,
worth
something
that
said
always
is
It
cal
Apparatus,—amounting in-allto about $500,—
preach.”
go,
ye
*‘As
mand,
SE,
timely rebuke.”
from the Rev. R. Van Dame of Nottingham, N. H
of hearers; talent may
M. D, P os.
TUTTLE,
Harlan Page, the carpenter, was instru- sure of abundance
THOMAS
;
he
Christhat
desired
be
to
greatly
were
It
|
tact will mike one; talent |
ves
mental in the conversion of one hundred | obtain a living,
Sec.
TASKER,
Ss.
-E.
|
the
on
speculate
to
given
are
who
tians
|
talent
| ;oy1s, Many an educated preacher does |.gets a good i hy tact a great one:
6

thoughts and | Northwood, N. H., Feb. 19, 1872.
"|i an honor to the profession, tact gains prophecies would turn their
myriads by wiiom
perishing
the
to
leisure
in.
them
MAINE
CENTRAL INSTITUTE
Now this touches the immediate and ur- honor from the profession. Place
in the fields
ear of the we are surrounded, “and sow

the

:

REAL

PERRY

not lost a SINGLE

we had placed

;

AGENTS.
we have

on loan,

in those cases

even

DOLLAR,

in which the buildings were

& (O.,

LOAN

ESTATE AND

Of all the money

Fire '

0

Chica

GRAHAM,
;

of the

oa he
clients.

2

.

opened for the

ef students at the commencement
:
4

to take a thorough

given to those desiring

TUITION from $3.00 to $6.50 per term.
Several
years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial De-

———ro—

of myY
minister
While
id fiway
; di hea ii,

and

i
i
building
The new Institution

students for this
Will the friends send us some
ME SWEAT, Hee
term?

answered Napoleon,

end

French,

Trustees to make the school eminently worthy the
confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough
and liberal education.
;

&ec.

"3 Tuition

po

extra.

The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete
course of study;

absolutely

ten Weeks,
May 14th, and M.continue
K. MABRY,samePrincipal,
rates aé
at the

inquired the|

sarm.

EXPENSES.—Board, including room

and fling his soul out to the

False

Academies,

nad

per

from $2.50to 3,50 per week, in families.
self-boarding, at lower rates.

*
NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
The SUMMER TERM will commence on Tuesda

mant, tain.”
sad 30 fhe done,
Lapa.’sire? %
® Of Wel what regiment,

:

$4.00 to $6.00

Music and Penmanship

and laying hold of the bridle, brought back
theph horse to the Emperor's hand, when he

OG

Sarah E. Mason, French.

Mrs. J. C. Hopkins, Music, Drawing asd Painting,

t is said that one day”when Bonaparte
the bridle of
oo reviewing some a

| spected ; talent is wealth, tact is ready mon| ey. For all the practical purposes of life,
| tact

till

neither,

dogs.

Faith.
tly

power, tatt is skill; talent is weight, tact
is momentum; talent knows what to do,
tact knows how to do it; talent makes.a
man respectable, tact will make him re-

my pulpit last evening, he assumed no airs,

the younger | chant, talking to his fellow-men about Jesus
ladies came together, with their “needles | and the great salvation. To him, as well
and thimbles, and formed
a club. Before as to his pastor who sat beside him, had
¢
va
“Aa
directs
divine
a
x
long a box went up and down our streets, ie
go,
ye
*As.
direction,
divide
the
gome
asking
doors,
parish
the
all
at
knocking
preach,
i
w
$
.
=
IE Soin fOr UF
eave to i
see and | ° Wanamaker bears a strong resemblance
§
E
buy as we chose,—pinballs, needle-books, || in downright earnestness and modest percushions. . The | | sistence to that lay-apostle, Harlan Page.
,
aprons, y nightcaps
bibs,
®
Ep
wry
ed rule never to bt

Chapel-Club

or

an

:

but tact is every-

nd Rhetoric.

Miss

leave his mind behind without harm ; nor
‘his mind and leave his body
in the lurch;

| down the musket, and though he had no
about his soul, or visit- | thing.- Talent is serious,grave and respecting a a fellow-merchant
sick child in a back alley, he employs able; tact is all that, and more too. It is epaulettes on his shoulders, no sword by his
the love power of the Gospel as the chief not a sixth sense, but it is the life of all the side, nor any other mark of advancement,
element in his ministry.
For he, too, is a five. It is the open eye, the quick ear, the he ran and joined the staff of commanding
minister, a servant of Christ in his way. It judging taste, the keen smell and the lively officers. They laughed at him, and said:
¢ What have you to do here ?”
.
is a very different way from the educated, touch; it is the interpreter of all riddles,
trained and regularly ordained pastor; and the surmounter of all difficulties, the re- «Iam captain of the Guards,” he replied.
¢ The
They were amazed, but he said:
he has the sagacity to know it. Such men mover of all ebstacles. It is useful in all
as he are never caught at*cheap and flip- places and at all times; it is useful in soli- Emperor has said so, and therefore Iam.”
In like manner, though the word of God,
tude, for it shows a man his way into the
pant raillery of the divinely appointed
ministry of the Word. He has the sense world ; it is useful in society, for it shows «He that believeth hath everlasting life,”
beto perceivé that there is abundant work for him his way through the world. - Talent is isnot confirmed by the feelings of the as

were the

It must be confessed the women

the chief agitators.

and brings te bear the best methreligion,
os on peoples Bears. 1 he 1s talking |

be, ‘died of
wheel op the

No
mechanic shall fail in muscle nor in skill
if he will fertilize his mind as he goes Slovg:
and keep a window in his soul open to God.
No business or professional man shall waste
in body, or waver in mind if he will proportion his intellectual and physical toil,
and not forget his religious obligations.—
The Chicago Pulpit.
n
| —

soldier.
“Of

>

nor

Latin snd Greek.

A. 8. Denison, P.H. D., Natural Sciesce.
Miss, Mary C. Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics

worthless.
Men are worked in precisely the same
ways. A man can not run his body, and

“A grand stipend; we gie him
pend?
£150 a year.” “Do you?” said my friend ;
‘let's see the other ten shillings.”—Dr.
Guthrie.

.

-

The epitaph is ‘“ died

What will you pay him ifi the way of sti- guided work, i§'the crime of the day.

2 Jaber

ol a
.

In A

J.C. Hopkins, A. B., Principal,

structure, ot beautiful architecture, affording
an | gramte
g or guiding ca
’
ample accommodations;
ands
then it has been up-hill work -nence
overlooking the villages of Lyndon Center and

ever since,

soundings to ascertain whether the minister
did not get more than £100. He said to the
elders and managers after the service, ‘ You
have a braw church here.” ‘Ou, ay; a
grand church, sir.” * And you have a nice
minister.” They readily assented to that.
«+I hope you are good to the lad?” Ou,
ay; very good,” ‘I am sure you are.

LITERARY INSFITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
Faculty :

and ab-

tion has heated it. .Here is a sewing machine with which a woman has flung thread

the

£100,

shall be paid

suspicion that he was wronged, but he
pocketed the money, and began to take injury,

this Spirit
We must In have
oat

er from: on high.

into the

wheels,

|: " ..

unction and with power—pow-

clothed with

That hand-

LYNDON

car is not hot because it rolls faster than the

body

A. M. JONES, Sec.

ton. July 2. 1871.

enough to baste the two hemispheres togeth£1 for his Sabbath services;
ister gets £150, he shall be paid 30s. ; if the er at the equator, and reach to the north
minister gets £200, he shall be paid £2; if pole, and make a spool of it. And yet it
the minister.gets £300, he shall be paid £3, has needed little repair as it has sung the
and so on. Well, my friend went away to dollars together with its monotonous buzz.
preach to a congregation, and after he had Here is another that is returned, broken in
pieces, and radically injured.
Lack of lupreached he was paid 20s. He had a shrewd
guiding caused
ut he | brication, mis-feeding or

fisher of men; his ordination came from the now.
It was the time of the great decision
same divine Bishop who said to Peter and
with many, and many were translated that
John: ‘“‘As’ye go, preach.”
Bro. Wanamaker
had himself gone night out of the kingdom of darkness into
dear Son. What was
experience. He | the kingdom of God's
thamber
through an upper
of Phil- | the secret of this man’s nower that night?
gathered in twenty ragged ih

us well ?”

Lasew

Prominent men drop suddenly
there, when they are all aglow

of over-work.”
It should
mis-managed work.”
That

>

The public lectures of these institutions

are invaluable.

if the min-

to come to Jesus on the spot
the ¢ vast forever” question

poor sinners
and decide

and culture.

stronger ; but: because its journal was not
experience,—their. packed as well—because some unusual fric-

in and trust; and as Jesus wus persecuted,
crucified and slain for our offenses, and had
risen again for our justification, the whole
audience was moved with the deepest emotion, and ‘many sobbed aloud. No words
can do any justice to the scene, as he urged

thousand fellow lavmen about saving souls.
He had a right to do so, for he is himself a

some

Geography, Ancient History,

that in | ages of association With
the mus-

over-wear the brain, and over-burden

sorption of success.

=

School, affords advant7 | the College and Theological
of 8 higher rank
students

with perspiration, and dilated eye,

righted.

himself

see

would

I}

Special attention is given to reading,
Geometry.
-Seclamabion composition, Greek Jud Kiatin poetry,

The complaint is quite universal

fections.
here and

troubled

not

above any others,—of which I seize the opportunity to bear personal and honoralfe

believe

have to

faithful, loving Saviour we

was

fur- | He was reaching under a mighty baptism | his horse slipped from his hand, and the
so scantily.
story.were
secondboards
to a rough
as all.| | adelphia
ter
brought up | of the Holy Spirit, and his ‘words were horse galloped off. A common soldier ran
pished, that
scouted.
it waspity,
In fact, and
reformers do.oppasition,
greatindifference,
‘* Hadn't the old chapel

pig

tudents are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
Arithmetic
Tanaoaen alo in English Grammar, Algebra
an

Ancient

;

:

tap

cle,

He belonged to the United Presbyterian
body.
Now, with a liberality that perhaps

;
was

: he
:
discourse:

he

wronged,

Jesus had done, and what he was ready to
do, 'in helping sinners to the kingdom of
His eloquence’ was full of perheaven.
suasion and urgency. He showed what -a

as the youthtul Summer-

do

COLLEGE,

~The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness in doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done, The

translation

our American life we over-strain

with 'that complaint, and who was rethat whenever
determined
solved and

he

what

forth

set

"

J

:

‘who

of mine

friend

a

and -the

night,

at

different

the heart. Men at the hottest point of enPeople ave often
diseasedly delicate. terprise give out, and consumption takes
Good men have not always the courage of the body, lunacy the mind, avarice the af-

great edifice wag, packed, His text was,
© Thou art not far from the kingdom of

bearing, and pathetic voice, affected the au-

Chapel.

built by the prayers and

lived

was

service

a

Over-work.
eat

" A Sharp Preacher.

appearance, modest [more than himself in setting forth what

tenderness, his boyish

L ———
The old chapel, with its hard, upright,
wooden seats, its low ceiling, its cribbed
accommodations, had done its work; at
leastso some of the parish thought,—the
Sabbath-szhool teachers, the missionary societies, the prayer-meeting goers.
The old

stage, who

he

es.

various agencies of

: a strain: of sweet
:
in
mirutes

in y Thee.”.
“ Let me hide myself
3

been

to the

Ning yok De voice: hin

was but had no right to be—not a moment
“As Ye Go, Preach.”
| longer. He showed what he ought to be;
——
:
:
;
come ; that he should not remain for a moJohn Wanamaker, of Philadelphia—the ment longer not far from the kingdom of
béloved disciple, who superintends the im- God, but enter it at once. His sermon was
He pourmense Bethany Sunday-school—stood in my simple, and easily apprehended.
pulpit last evening. He spoke for twenty ed out the=truth in a mighty torrent. In

Move again in pleading prayer,
Still, aye, still, the words would bé,

. chapel had

belonging

and

Could the mute and stiffened lips

New

¢ | infinite and the eternal.

building, for lectures and Sunday-school,
beyond=it are four parlors with® folding

Nevermore, O storm-tossed soul!
Nevermore from wind or tide,
Nevermore from billow’s roll,
Wilt thou need thyself to hide.
Could the sightless, sunken eyes,
Closed beneath the soft gray hair,

The

ices

ini

i

a living and working church. ‘The new
chapel‘is furnished and dedicated, andI heaven.” His ohject was to show how God
| have’told you its simple story to show what. by his Spirit drew men toward it, drew
| faith can do. We all felt the stir of its men near it, and how easily they might step
He had not a
| might, whether we would or no; and if less into it and be forever saved.
He preached
| arousing in its effects than in other days, its scrap of paper before him.
tests none the less try what manner of Chris- | with remarkable unction. He pictured the
tians we are.— Christian Almanac.
{ condition of the sinner before conversion

sing

Who life’s thorny paths have pressed;

Sung

!

dollars to furnish

seventeen hundred
it with: for besides the main body of the

~ | with

Ages, cleft for me,

of

that

1g

:

y—haye

.

of the
When joiners, | men preach in *‘ the demonstration
2
seen whole | prophetic artof falling” on dull ears and
plasterers, plumbers, and painters had done Spirit and with pewer.”downIhave
under the voice uring slug sh Souls Tike echoes from the
little Club stepped forward | oonoregations'melted
their part, the

Let me hide myself in Thee.”

intimation

_ | —Hall's Journal of Health.
;
:
:
and Zlowin Wis the holgheats of 50 biel

“went

ing

- The

Every note with sorrow stirred—
ry lable B PREY eres
Rock

an

er proportions, as one walks with him and would improve it, select some other paslistens to his speech ; for his words—some- Sage, or a different subject.
times very simple and calm, sometimes
Feél that this sermon may be your last,
vague and hesitating, sometimes impetuous |

—

as he keeps the promise to give the
Spirit to them who ask him. I have heard

oi

When

:

Who tan isl]?

Beats with weary wing the air,

VIRGINIA

03

finer, and each fact of life swells into vast-

Christ promises to endow his people with
this power, and he keeps his promise just
Holy

in the time,prescribed ; blest by how many
ivings and self-denials,
prayers and thanksg
P

Every word her heart did know
Rose the song as storm-tossed bird
**

money

dollars, the

.

pt

raised with-

was readil

a” key

to the blessed Son of Man, and that

Endued with Power.

hundred

from one to seven

all the way

ing

WEST

AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR Co., WEST
VIRGINIA
This Institution
. offers to students important and
eculiar advantages.
For parti

All apologies are founded in self-decephas been furnished with which he can betpoce for a Circular to
4.
oular; miormation,
tion or pride. fe!
ter unlock the eternal secrets it holds, and
Move directly to your subject ; the sooner
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President,
get a more vital interpretation out of that
at the main idea the better.
old, old Story of the Cross.
: youOneget telling
WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
illustration is Better than a’
Down beneath all that looks like the sim- dozen, even if each
The summer term of this institution, will open
of
the
dozen
is
quite
as
ple, ordinary routine of life, in the secret strong.
March 25. Six complete courses of study for both
J
sexes, in which students are Srebated for college,
for
chambers, where one stands face to face
Let
the
subject
be
of
such
importance
as
teaching
Over fifty graduates an‘with this real man, a form appears, a voice to invest you with dn inspiration until the nually. and for., business.
speaks,a radiance shines,a presence touches ;
Hal)
has been refitted and furnishsentence.
: ‘| ed,Theand Boarding
y
e care of the principal,
placed
under
and the feeling comestthat here, at last, is closing
Encourage
rather
than
scold.
Terms modérate. Send for circular.
one whose right : hand can lead very: near to . Do not make many points; two or three
J.J. 8. 8. GAGARDINER, » Principal
Principal,
.
J
Holies. Mysteries become less ye Jusisiaq on will : be longer remembered
Feb. 1, 1873.
Y.,
N.
Whitestown,
foot in Van Buren. Two churches, a Meth- | the Holy of Tighe
|
Jominous,
Jose
grows
Juysierious,
Ww
Presbyterian,
School
odist id an Old
2
:
whe
diviner come)eauty puts on the grace of a
houses to worship in, and go
brick
| good
LATIN SCHOOL.
NICHOLS
soul
a
of
but
yourself,
of
think
Never
though it| saved or lost and Calvary.
liness, BO i writin
SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and
congregations, furnish the gospel and ordi- | were
a breath swept in from the better
nances to that excellent people. The Rev.
Have only two or three headings and one closes Friday, March 22.
land; right walks invested with the’ sanc- application—clear, short and to the point,
SUMMER TERM begins :Monday, April 1, and closes
John J. Roberts, one of the oldest members
Yo
APHLL
tion of a higher authority, duty loses stern- so that it may still be ringing iu the ears of Monday, June 24. g
:
of the Conference, is the man.
Tuition $25.00 a year. y
gs and passes over into a sense of privi- the
people as they are dispersing.
L.GvJORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist.
lege and impulse, all life grows deeper and
ants.
If you can not preach from a text without

duty, for there was *‘ the lot.” In sums rang-

now,

them

"Twas & woman sung

* can’t afford "a part in

who

“parish,

and

the Kingdom of Heaven. It daps cost some;
cll
thing, but it pays.
The gentlemen came wanfully up to their

All the words unheedingl
Fell from lips untouched by care,
Dreaming not that they each might be
On some other lips a prayer—
8, cleft for me,
* Rock of
myself in Thee.”
Let me hide
“ Reck of Ages, cleft for me”—

the concern, and

lege of Brkt i

hide;

ht

de

Sweet the song
And she had

put on his
the privi-

ed. The inexorable ‘ must”
was offered
serews. Everybody

Joico hide ay self in Thee.”
,
o)
“

La

not be reject-

An offer like that could

lost.

Rock of Ages, cleftfor me,

«

Short Sermons. *

So

~ Selections.
+

was moved to drop in and see her,

man

Ee

gion of the Master has been born in him,
—that he has somehow been brought nearer

consumed

and the Fire

Insurance companies have failed.
NOW IS THE TIME
here, and to place on loan,
OFFICE

TO

INVEST

AT PRESENT,

468 Wabash Avenue Room, 5.
45tf

5000)
day.

CHICAGO.

AGENTS WANTED.

Samples sent free by

mail, with terms to clear
m $5 to $10 per
Twa entirely new articles, Salesbleas flour.

Raaress, X. H. WHITE, New Jersey.

:
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=

ers smiled small, sympathizing, incredulous | oy yeap a larger harvest.
smiles, and everybody bought.

gent need of the present hour. The world the Senate.” Tatéht has the
has its
of dying sinners must have more men and house, but tact’ wins its heart and
ing some small commissions, and holdin
It has a knack of stepping into.
women to teach them Christ. The ordain- | votes.
ministry are not numerous enough to | place with a sweet silence and glibness of
ified org siall Sies: ven, snubbed and || a4
ndirect- qo the work, There are not even enough | movement. it seems, to know: eyeryihing
J
p!
» ¥
ly open, ‘and compelling
the parish to an of capable, healthy, efficient men to serve without learning apything ; it has no le
A rill i
that or And so it all the pulpits, and to do the pastoral work band, no deaf ear, no blind side. It puts
went on and on, until it leaked out one day required. Tens of thousands of Harlan on no looks of wondrous wisdom, it has no
that the Club had a thousand dollars in the Pages, and John Wanamakers, and Isabella air of profundity, but plays with the deas a wellbank to farnish the new chapel with.
, and Geo. H. Stuarts, gud D. 1. tails of place as dexterously
‘* And there it may stay,” growled a cov- Grahams
Thane Mil- taught hand flourishes over the keys of the
Moodys and Ralph Wellses, and
etous
hioner.
)
It has all the air of commonto Spplement the work | piano-forte.
a lot,—let ’em find a lers, are required
Oh, let ‘em find
“
he true colleges piace and the force and power of géenius.—
of an educated
pulpi it
)
lot!” cried
his fellow, with a#thackle of sat-. to train these
Christian workers are the London Atlas.
isfaction like that a farmer feels in cornerthe prayerSunday-school,
the
church,
ing a refractory calf.
the temperance meeting, and the
revival interest sprang up in town; meeting,
God Imaged in Man.
ahodes of ignorance, poverty and sin. The
the parish was moved and
quickened; peo- godly-minded man or woman who will
le unused to church came in; prayer-meet- study and practice in these schools needs no
So it ever is. The true Man isyat once
ings filled, the Sunday-school picked up its other diploma, or credentidls than those dithé Au
and Commentary; and
Shekinah
lost lambs; older people wanted instruc- vine words of Jesus to all those who love
gustest Verities take form and find
tion; the’ little chapel was too strait for him,—‘‘As ye go, preach.”
Even with gion not less in what he is than in what he
the pumbers which crowded in. Who
there can be no preaching with the says. The seer as well as what is seen, the
could help thinking of more commodious these
lips that shall be as eloquent and persuasive prophet as well as the prophecy, the mesThe Club worked quietly, patiently, diligently, peddling their sma.l wares, execut-

Sn
yr ———

quarters ?. though nothing was said in presence

of the more

the soul.
"4 Ah, I never

momentous concerns of

;
ex

el in my day,” sai

ot to see a new

Timorous, who forgot

hands,” had looked

with tender inter-

est on the still, small labors of her younger
sisters; and ad often as *‘ the box ” knocked at the door of her house, it seemed also
to knock at the door of her heart.
And as
| she sat in the solitude of her closet, silently
asking,

me’
. 7

“Lord, what

do before I

‘more

wilt thou have
h an an-.
chapel” outlined

go hence?” at_len

gwer shaped itself,having *
round it,

As she thought on these [things, a young
§»
"

y

chap-

that it is darkest just before the break of
day.
“Ido!” cried one of the Great-hearts.
A sweet and godly woman, the last of
her family, with a brooding, mother-love
over the dear old church, through which her
precious ones went to the ** house not made
with

as the preaching of a pure, loving,
like life.—Cuyler.
REY

Christ-

L

‘Eating His Horse.
—

A
There was no church in .Van Buren.
Methodist itinerant was sent there. One
house only was open to him—the tavern—
andto that he went and put up. He interWhat is the chance
viewed mine host. *¢
ply

was that it was

other

man, if he

the

had

same

money.

The re-

as for any
‘ But

if

The chances are bad
have no money?”
enough. * What do you charge for board ?”
said the circuit rider, The rates were giv-

en.

ers for Arrows.

It is an old Eastern fable that a certain
king once suffered the devil to kiss him on
Immediately there sprung
either shoulder.
therefrom two serpents, who furious with
hunger,

attacked

eat into his: brain.

strove to tear them
from

him,

when

max,

the

he

and

strove

and cast them

found, to his

horror,

that they had become a part of himseif. . .

Just so is it with every one who becomes

a slave to his appetite.

* Look at my horse,” said he; ‘‘ what

do-you think he is worth?” The animal
doubtless was good middling, for our
preachérs are not novices about horses, and
no'men have better use for them.
That

weeks.
Spring term commences Feb.7, 1872.

gnat

“,

a

{
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E. EUGENE

WADE,

A. B., Prin. of, Normal

He may yield in

ing.
'
.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
acéount of sickness. Half terms commence at the
Beg innin and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to

them.

.

EsTABILSHED

Dep’t.

Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
¢

Ladies’ clubg

Wiis

Ww

Miss L, MARIA SIMONS, Aseociate.

$2.00 per week,

Bi

Ask Your Jeweler about

GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Associate.
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Chocolate and Cocoa.
THE

BEST

IN THE

WORLD.

as well as gentlemen’s

are formed.
A
a
Roome and board in private families at reasonable

W. Baker & Co., were

awarded the highest

prize

on any manufacturers of Chocolate, Co- conferred
what seems a very little thing at first; éven rates.
coq, and Bro
at the Paris Exposition of 1867, and
Send for Catalogue to the Principal.
+when he finds himself attacked by the serreceived the
medal awarded to any American
W
Jovi
C.
A.
FARWELL,
Secretary.
fanc
manufacturers
of
these articles. Their
pent that lurks in the glass, he may
that he can cast him off. But alas! he finds |
WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
Prepared Cocoa and Vanilla Chocolate
the thirst for strong drink has become a
easy
as
The
SPRING TERM. of 11 weeks, will commence
almost
be
would
It
himself.
are manufactured from the finest Cocoa, and are unof
part
equaled in quality and flavor. Also,
The poor poet TUESDAY, Feb. 6th, under the instruction of
senger as*well as the message, the apostle to'cut off his right hand.
N. MARSTON, A. B., Principal.
was A.Miss.
rum
of
barrel
a
if
that
said
Burns
with,
reighted
are
Fine Chocolate for Confectioners’ use,
epistle,
H.
L.
STEVENS,
Preceptress
and
Teacher
the
as
as-well
~~
the
laced in one corner of the room and a of Instrumental Music.
revelations of God. And, in watching
the German Sweet Chocolate, 80 justly
and
K. A. BAKER, Teacher of Fréhch and Draw
cannon in anotl €x, pointing toward Miss
ebb and flow of the blood in lofty, devout i
ng.
celebrated
throughout the country.” i
approached the
:
+ TUITION:
souls, there comes in upon’ one a better him, ready to be fired if he
,
|
the
for
go
to
but
choice
no
the
barrel, he had
. Primary Courge,
a
«=a $4.00
sense of the rhythm and meaning of
4.50
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.
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~ te
BOSTON.
:
Common English,
ulse-beatings of the greafy, Divine Heart. rum,
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.
English,
Higher
a
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who
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person
has
The
which
life”
a
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throb
Sold by Grocers generally.
y every
Languages,
$2
10aaonay
Lt
6.00
It was
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i
enmanship
e8sons)
.
.
1.50
cast’ in (the mold, of the Spirit, and by glass may- appear very friendly,
at the fated
Instrumental Stue C (20 lessons)
.
- 8.00
every utterance which hag leaped from the not a dart that Satan aimed
‘
bs
F010 lessons) - c=
5°00
a kiss. But the
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of evangelization rather than in the cloudland of guess-work interpretation.—Feath-
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mains a place of refreshment apd bldssing.
The
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Of the nominees we need say little.
Mr, The valley does not become dry and fearful
| Greeley is honest, able in more ways than again as soon as they have passed out of it.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 8, 1872.
one, caring not much for place and a good It is Baca no longer. They are not mere
| deal for principle, ever learning ‘much and short-lived springs which appear in it{ but
| forgetting little, earning eminence by hard a well that stands the longest drought and
GEORGE T. DAY. Editor.
work, with a vital brain, a keen eye, a yields a supply for the whole territory.
8
All communications designed for publication
heart full of kindness, and a conscience that When a true and trustful soul has trodden
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
seldom parts with its royalty. ‘But he is this desolate way, without fainting or fear,

enough too.

business,

remittances

of money, &¢.,

should

be

ad-

also

a man

dices,

the banner in-

cinnati, have. Built a platform,—though very
largely of borrowed or purloined materials,
nominated candidates for the Presidency
and Vice Presidency, clapped their hands,
pounded the floor with their boots and canes
and umbrellas, tossed up their hats, shouted till their faces grew scarlet and their
throats became hoarse ; and then they took

| it

|
|
|
their way home, some really jubilant, some |
relieved of anxiety while others were fresh- |
v41g filled ‘with it, some simply indifferent,
some disgusted, and some too mad for |
all

using

the

erratic,

swaying

often

preju-

and found in

incompre-

as a critic, too pungent as

a debater, and almost sure to fail whenever
he seriously attempts leadership. He is a
candidate to be easily beaten it hard to be
[driven off the track; and the beating that
awaits him we think will be a-blessing to
the country, and more a source of gmusemeut than of chagrin to himself. He is a
| splendid editor, and the country will doubt| Jess let him keep his place at the desk,If

scribed with the words chosen as our caption have been holding a convention at Cin-

. quietness, butmearly

crotchety,

hensible, unfair

Liberal Republicanism.
The men who march under

of strong” and

had

been

Adams

instead

of

Greeley,

priestly authority find a bolder

to

the

Blairs,

of whom

the

of confidence and determination.
Horace long ago grew weary and impatient.
,Greeley’s name is put at the head of the |
At pregeny, therefore, we have little to do
with this Liberal Republican movement except to regret it, and look for it to pass out
of sightas so many mismanaged things have

significance and work, we have space for |
mot many words just now.
We write
while the guns that signalize the nomina~ tions are vexing the air, and while waiting
for fuller and more detailed information.
We have not chosen heretofore to treat the
new political movement either with special |

done. The Conyention had a grand opportunity, but failed to improve it. It might
have uttered a manly ande forcible protest,
and pointed out a better path for the republican party, and then its voice and finger
would have been effective. It chose to plot

contempt or deference}.

Some of the men en-

gaged in it, or giving it approval and support, are men who deserve a large measure

+

of respect and confidence in view of the
character they bear
have rendered the
disposition to hasten
Jack. of patriotism,
ambition

and the service they
country. We had no
to charge them with a
an excess of personal

and resentment, or a loss of what

is vital in statesmanship. We saw the real
evils which they profess to deplore. It was
not hard to discern corruption in officeholders, faults in the work

of the

adminis-

tration, needless burdens on the shoulders
of the people, and perils hanging over the
country. We shared the disgust expressed
at the rascality of Rings, the audacity of
party managers,and the tyranny of concen-

trated capital.

We were more than reddy

to hail any proper effort to expose and send
official villainy into exile, and bring a gen:
uine reform into our public life. If these |
liberal republicans really meant that, and |
were resolved and able to do it, we were
more than ready to bid them God-speed.
And while their purposes were unfolding
and their methods in process of development, we chose to wait in candor aud chari-

ty, earnestto see the real facts and anxious
to do justice wherever its work might lead.
The adjournment of the Convention makes
“a word timely. To-day this word must be
brief and general, but we shall try to make
-it at once courteous and plain.
We are republicans, but not partisans.

a

We have never, even

in

thought,

accused

Gen. Grant of any eminent statesmanship.
He was far from being our first choice for
‘the Presidency. He has never been our
..ideal man for the position: We can not
worship him to-day, nor treat him to unqualified panegyric, nor pronounce his administration eminently glorious and successful
through any ‘special genius or general ability which he has brought to his work.
We
have had, and have now, no feeling

of en-

thusiasm over the idea of his renomination.
But we have never lost

faith in

his patriot-

ism, his unselfish libnActy, his devotion to a
straightforward and just policy, his general
good sense and real sagacity, his teachable-

ness,and his success in learning and doing his
work. We believe him to be in many respects a better President than he was three
years ago. We believe if he is reelected,
he will make his second term of administration more successful than his first,—and that
will require a pretty large success; and we

can see no radical impolicy or, peril in allowing a good and eile
orient to
serve a second term.
:
Of the new movement just launched at
Cincinnati, we have this to say: Personal
resentment, greed of office and unsatisfied
- ambition . have not lacked a hand in it.
. —The republican managers have laid them.
selves under suspicion by refusing to go
into or wait for the regular Convention of

the party and seeking to shape that properly.—The platform is in the main genuine. ly

republican,

while

the

~ extravagant in its charges

address is utterly

of corruption,

and is a rehash of the democratic and KuKlux rhetoric used for years in assailing the

. republicans and the North generally.—The

movement has been petted and pushed from
the first by those who aided secession, and
not. a few of these men, still disloyal at

heart, openly exult over it “now.—Calling
for offitial purity and reform in the civil

service, and bewailing plots and bargains
in their speech, these leaders have not shown
any special terror of high places, nor any
costly zeal in helping the President in his
efforts to secure a better system for making

appointments; and if any National Convention has exhibited more or worse plot.ting and trading in ofder to carry certain
projects

of the managers, we do not

know

of it.—The motley crowd of politicians,
‘great and small, that composed the Conyention, the real antagonismg that were ‘only

, half hidden by enforced silence, and the
timid and ludicrous attemp to soothe and
ot
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traders of Missouri
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For the sake of

come this statement

avowal,

or

the

truth,

we

of Catholic

doctriiie,

being urged upon the acceptance ‘of the
world, It is well for American protestants
to understand the basis of that great hierarchy which is seeking supremacy inthis
land,—seeking it now by votes and now by

springs break out beside its feet, and caught
the fragrance of fresh flowers in the air,
and peopled its solitude with the angels of

Itis

better

if we

pass

to find the divine gifts that appear in living | through the
refreshing verduge.

It

in

wells,

so

that

they

and

glad, sun-

crown

Autumn

To be frank about it, we almost

who | farmer as he is going to his field

envy the
this

feet4

But the spirit and

claims of, Romanism

lead through Baca.
The way is often now and then crop out in Such ways as forrough and hard.
The air stifles.
On all bid ‘ misapprehension. = An example apsides is desolation. The graves where joys peared at the consecration of Dr. Hendricken
are buried are all around. There is agony as bishop of Providence,R. I., on the 28th of
which induces fever and makes the flowing last month. The preacher on that occasion
blood seem like liquid fire; and then there was Rev. Thomas M. Burke, of the ‘Domin-

the sightof springing

germs!

years !

seeds

and

richer

that

promises

i

May

What joy

for they have
those

are made tous ? And he doesn’t always
confine his work to the tilled uplands,
either. How he prizes a piece of low-lying,
black-loamed pasture-land,that he can plow
and harrow and rid of stumps, and then
astonish his neighbors with the crops it
yields!
A good deal of Christian work
could well be chosen in equally forbidding
localities. It would certainly yield richer
harvests, and the sheaves would bring us
better pay at the Father's hand.
But we only set out to congratulate the
farmers on the beautiful weather that seems
tobe waiting on them. May they,however,
have rainy days enough to rest in, to fructify ‘the seed they sow, and to keep it growing through the season, even to the richest
harvest they have gathered these many

is best | your toil with a rich and golden harvest.

of all if we mark in it a clear path and leave |
it abounding

season,

of

the

vest, than wein

The compliments of the season to the til| lers of the soil. You seem’ to be beginning
| the work of Spring under the most ‘ favoraSeed is plenty, the
ble circumstances.
| earth is warm and eager for it, and these
| bright days are like so many friends standof

Not much,
nature

beans

they like it. Lot us study the nature of the
seed that we are trying to sow.
Why
should the farmer plant with more confidence in the promised seed-time and har-

Work.

wholly | ingabout and smiling a sort

the

and

know just what they like the best, and when

———

come after us shall, through our influence, | morning.
How the dew sparkles at every
find it far Jess a parched desert than a way | step, as though his footfalls were shaking
and bargain for power and place, anid so is | of peace and blessing.
How the birds
diamonds from the grass.
wh
likely to illustrate again the fact that
sing over his head and all about him, as
The best laid schemes of mice and men
though they would make his hours of toil
Gang aft agley.
Undiluted Romanism.
hours of glad enjoyment instead. How Na—
ture lies fair und Beautiful before him, as
Making Baca A Well.
It has been the boast of ¢he exponents of though she would welcome him to her em——
That is a suggestive statement of the the Romish church, that it does not change. brace, that her barrenness may become fepsalmist, when, speaking of tliose whose It is not a very high commendation of any curd with springing life.—How much better that, than to be shut up in a _second-stofaith and obedience lift them above the human instrament or method, to say that it
ry office, with nothing but the noise of carts
level of ordinary experience,he thus charac- has been left just as it was fifteen hundred
It’ is not true of the Romish outside and the dust doing its best to blind
terizes them: ‘‘Who, passing through the years ago.
church, though how much it has changed for what little sunshine would otherwise look in
valley of Baca, make it a well.”
:
The valley of Baea stands for a dry, bar- the better can not well be determined. It has at the window.
It does not use,
ren, desolate valley, where all verdure is exhibited various phases.
But we have often thought that farmers
scorched into sereness, where the heat lies as converting agencies, the rack and fagot are hot in a condition to appreciate: thé
on the traveler like a burden, where the as it formerly did. It does not fling its an- cheerful things that are said about them in
It is a comfortable thing,
very air stifles, where even the camels athemas about as freely as formerly, nor aim the newspapers.
moan with thirst, and the panting hart them at so many targets; and it utterly fails comparatively, to sit at the desk and long
seeks the water brooks in vain.
The Isra- to_put into them the old unction and - terror. for a smell of fresh air and. write about the
elites knew all about these valleys, for the It does not worry the Galileos of to-day into a happy lot of those who revel in it from
forty years’ sojourn in the wilderness had public denial of the earth's revolution. It does morning till night.
It is quite another
left terrible traditions of them. And when, not say with its old emphasis that those out- thing to dig all day in the dirt, with the sun
centuries afterward, the recorded experi- side its pale cannot be so sure of anything
spending his hottest force full upon one,
ence was recalled by the psalm sung in the else as of their own perdition. And the while the back is besieged by constant and
temple worship,
the words were full of Paulist Fathers, who manage the Catholic
remorseless aches.
We contemplate only
meaning ;—they filled the worshipers’ voic- World, are really trying to prove that Ro- the theory, divested of its plain week-day
es with a glad strength, and gave a rare manism is the only religion that is rational, garb and clothed in its Sunday best. They
{force to the general truth which they were and that the Catholic church is the strongest go arm in arm with the practice through
bulwark of the American republic.
They the week, clad in its working clothes, with
brougut forward to illustrate and enforce.
This general moral truth is full of mean- are very forward in denying or trying to ex- the dust and dirt sticking to them.
With
ing. It doesnot come unscught.
It lies, plain away many dogmas which the highest us it is as though we met the theory in the
parlor, surrounded by tea-roses and canalike most precious things,below the surface. authorities in the church have affirmed over
But it 1s worth bringing out, studying «and and over again. They would have us be- ries, and laughed and chatted with it till we
lieve that the Romish faith may all .be ac- were quite enamored of its charms. = With
applying.
=
cepted
at once by logic, philosophy and them it is as though they met it in the kitchThere are valleys of Baca to be traversed still. - They who wholly escape them in common sense. And they very often at- en, bending over the hot cook-stove, so ugly
making the journey of life are few.
Soon- tempt to cast ridicule upon what they call and iiritated by its work that it would be a
er or later the soul passes into them. They protestant ignorance and credulity, because pleasure to thrust it out of the. back door
bealieve that the Catho- and then go without the dinner it was cookcan not be avoided by skillful plans or cir- these protestants
lic
Church
sets
up
pretensions
which can not ing.
cuitous routes.
Some must walk there
long and wearily; others come out more for,a moment be tolerated in the court of
But there is a cheerful side even to the
.
speedily among the springs and verdure.
practical part of farming.
How welcome

But the paths trodden by most human

learned

it.

Spring's

What can we tell them

and potatoes?

through it without turning back in faintness | shiny smile in appréciation of your labor.
and fear. It is still better if we learn how | May they and you work with one aim
springs and

explained? It is certainly to be desireq
that next week's papers may bring us news

learn from us.

this valley of Baca, carrying the recreative | beneficent work. Father Burke's blunt exfaith that makes all things ew, sometimes position deserves attention and should get

that way.

an idea to germinate, and then help it to
grow up-into a strong and fruitful life, that
would be worth more to the world than a]l

about putting in corn and beets

there by skillful’ diplomacy and finesse,
|t¢ errifying one’class into submission by fearful threats and seeking to enlist the sympathy of another by rehearsing the pathetic
part of its ‘history and bragging over its

|.

Has faith in free schools

died so soon in that vicinity?
this closing of the Charleston:

Or, how ig
schools to he

-

to learn from the farmers than for them to

God, and filled its silence with songs, it is | cajoleries, here by egotistic dogmatism and

not for itself merely that the transformation
has been wrought. Other travelers that
come after find the well still flowing,ny! and
the springing beauty holding the desolation
at bay. One such journeying spirit through

money absconded?

something more than dew and mud ;—but if

that something has been found to pay teach.
the wheat and barley that will be sown this ers’ salaries,—even if it be Confederate
spring.
;
;
: bonds, —and that the schools will begin
So that there is a’ good deal more for us again at the proper time.

wel-

at a time when the claim of infallibility is

the

son through their predecessor's struggle
and victory. They drink from the well
which he opened, and work amid the
beauty and brightness. which he brought|
and left along the way. And thus they make
the desolate valley of Baca a place of abiding wells and abounding refreshment.
It is well if we trustfully enter ‘that valthe finger of Providence points
ley whenever

country

new ticket, and that of B. Gratz Brown,
~of Missouri, stands directly below it,
Of this Convention, and of its character,

seen

will often give us experiences that suggest

and su-

the dootrine of transubstantiation get itself stated with more mathematical direct-

of others a way of]
renders the road
triumph. . The followers learn the great les-

the diversion would have been more significant, and possibly a large democratic support might have heen obtained. As it is,
that hope seems cut off. —Of Governor
Brown, little needs to be said. He is an
average Missouri politician, with personal
qualities and political principles that ally

speech | him

it refreshment, and

audacious

perstitious age of Leo X. did the doctrine of | we can plant a seed of truth, if we can coax

3

‘ dressed to the Publisher.

and

Not in the shameless

:

i

Current
Topics.
hae
;

|

——TRANSPARENT

kinds of confidence
of which

credulous,

the

Rascarnity.

liament lately, and, to avoid the demonstra.

cheat

°

been made,”

tion that would otherwise have

he came in the evening, unheralded, and
went quietly to his old seat. After the protracted illness that has kept him so long froma

service, his party can not feel less than glad

over his presence among them.
ous'as the oaks

among

As vigor.’

which

‘

he grew,—

mentally if not physically,—and as sturdy a

champion of the right as the Commofiers
have ever had, he comes back to be their
leader in the contests before them. His
few remarks already contain the old ring”
and awake applause that only .msnly ut|
terances can awake.
His relations to the
Republicans we presume are of the\pight

sort, though a late utterance of his rather

throws cold water upon one of their pet
measures, If now he can only have continued health, and do for England's weal what

heis

and

capableof* doing, we

eminently

they shall

in

have something

to

common

rejoice over pretty soon.
~——('OLLEGE SUNDAYS.:
The reported
purpose of certain Amherst students to test
| the legal right of the College to compel its

7 | students to attend church on the Sabbath, is

|a fair sample

of

the prevailing

The various | among college students.

operations, by means | sonal freedom,

villains

is well

——JOHN BRIGHT IN PARLIAMENT, The
Great Commoner returned to his seat in Pay.

and

and

spoil the | conscience, &c.,

illustrated by a litho- | but we know

graphed letter received by one of our

The

feeling

talk

of

per-

of liberty to consult

may

do

to

back.a

of no reason why

plea,

students

would attend church simply at their own
option, any sooner than they would regudesk. It is a transparent offer to sell, at | larly attend recitation if it was left entirely
‘ery low low prices,
Drie
.
ofloi bank bills,
i
«aid It to their own choice.
Of course there would
rvery
counterfeit
said
be a part who would regularly absent themto
be
executed
so
as
to
defy
the
tests
of
an
|
|
expert bank-teller. This is nothing new. selves, and it is for such as these that com-

‘min-

isters, and which now lies before us on

our

Over and over again has this trick been ex-

pulsory

posed and tha public warned.
If the party
addressed responds and sends money for

Yale seems to be trying the experiment
optional attendance.
In the .endeavor

the

clear the religious

bills,

and loses it, as he

always

does,

rules

need

to

be

enforced.

ordinances

of the

But

of
to

Col-

he dare not say anything, for he will there- lege as far as possible from occasions of
by confess himself the accomplice of a complaint or aversion on'the part of those
counterfeiter.
It is a trap which will catch subject to them, the Faculty have arrived
only those who lack brain, or conscience, at the conclusion to liberate the students
from attendance on the chapel services on *
or both; for common sense and common
Morning prayers and
honesty would be repelled at once. Where | Sunday afternoons.
the usual forenoon service are still obligato| these.are wanting,
even such a statement
as the following, which we copy verbatim, ry, but the afternoon service will henceforth

Tt has
The letter be optional with all the students.
been suggested that a popular and benefi|| Says:
Sa
cial further change will be to substitute for
{
Iam the manufacturer of perfectly faultless, ** queer” or imitation greenbacks, that | the morning prayers on Sunday, a short
positively can not be told from genuine evening service of devotion combined with
money.
For all purposes it is as good, and | a course of ‘ Bible-class " instruction in
| might prove an effectual - bait:

passes readily among the most expert judg-

es.

Evén banks receive it for

deposit.

sacred

history,

It | Yale graduate

has bean received and paid out by the Gov-

such
no

as

excuse

would
for

leave
being

the
unfa-

miliar with the all-important series of events
recorded in the Holy Scriptures.
Such a
(innocently thinking it to be genuine) the | course might be made interesting and even
identical money we now offer for sale. . . . entertaining to a majority of the students,
My integrity is guaranteed by my being a
Mason, also a member of the I. O. of O. F. and would supply a grand desideratum in a
There is good reason
The remainder” of the letter is of similar college education.
to
believe
that
Dr.
Porter is friendly to
tenor, especially emphasizing the necessity
of sending by- express instead of by mail, some such change as this, which will go far
We shall be
and finally pretending to favor the recipient towards bringing it about..
interested
in
noting
the
attendance
at church
just this once, by sending him $10,000 on
of
the
students
under
these
easy
regula,
receipt of 850, the balance of the charge to
be paid hereafter..
The letter is signed, tions, sincerely hoping that the success. of
the experiment may warrant its adoptiot”
SIDNEY MESSENGER, Broadway, Corner of
ernment Treasury

Department, and

doubt-

less you have frequently handled and passed

in seeing the growing and ripening grain!
by all the colleges,
.
What satisfaction in gathering
the harvest ! John St., New York. Of course no such
hd
——
party
could
be
found
there
if
inquired
after,
How like the lord of the manor the farmer
OF THE SEVENTY'S CHARTER.
stands at the close of some day of toil, at though there is somebody. who will be sure ——VETO
the edge of some waving field, and with to get the money sent and then keep for- The new city Charter on which the New
:
York reformers had biiilt such high hopes,
hands thrown behind him looks out with ever in the dark.
This statement, it is suggested, may pos- was suddenly vetoed the other day by the
He choseto discussa topic vi- calm contentment over the evidences of his
is bereavement.and hopelessness in view of ican Order.
which life appears only a dry and verdure- tally related to the occasion, and to use such toil! What a philosopher he must be, if he sibly save some persons from being vietim- Governor. His reasons are that it is not a
less desert, stretching away on all sides till plain and unequivocal speech that nobody is able to account for the existence of even ized; though it seems to us that anybody strictly legal document, that it confines the
it meets the pitiless sky. The heart at can miss his meaning. Hé undertook to one of the growing stocks that he sees be- green enofgh to be caught in such a trap power of the Mayor, that it is at best but
must certainly be a very unpromising pu- an experiment and New York can not afford
times becomes heavy, the eye “grows dim, define the special endowments given to the fore him!
What a chemist, if he could
the limbs are weary, hope threatens to go Catholic priest and bishop by the Church's only mingle the elements that entered into pil; and anybody ‘unprincipled enough to to try experiments. * But the Governor's
And this is but one spire of grass!
engage in any such plot for circulating action seems to have been purely partisan ;
wholly away, there is little refreshment, no official act of consecration,
Nevertheless,
avenue of deliverance opens,and Gof seems what he said :
whether booked in philosophy or not, he counterfeit. money, is already so thoroughly the lawyers who found illegalities in the
spoiled that the talk of saving him seems a document were paid for the discovery; and
to have hidden his fice. That is the
y
Ard now, dearly beloved, we come {0 the can not thus daily mingle with the mystery
the whole affair 18 & deliberate attempt to
of Baca which many souls pass throwgh, reason why St. Paul spoke truly to the Gala- of Nature without having some thoughts of burlesque.
tians and said: © “You received me not God that, but for our sensual vision which
choke the reform citizens into submission,
—
and such is the method of the journey.
only as an angel of God, but as Christ.Jesus.”
It is needful to go through this valley.
It It was because hie came to them as‘a Bishop will always see his soiled ¢lothes,. would ——MAY-DAY GONE AGAIN. ~ Doubtless Governor Hoffman thus squarely opposes
himself to all their late efforts, and shows is not enough to pass into it, and then of the Church of God, in the fullness of His make him appear transfigured before us.
more than nine-tenths of the grown-up
shrink, and cry out, and falter, and turn -sacerdotal power and pfivilege, in the - fullAnd then what sturdy sense he usually people wished they were children again himself still the tool of the party that has
so foully stained the city’s honor. With all
back.
That indicates an' unbelief which ness of that commission which the Church manifests in. doing his work! How he | last Wednesday, so they
could put on their. its defects the Charter was the best that
to her ministers and completes in her adapts it to the season, taking
deepens the darkness and adds to the drea- gives
advantage
of
fresh colors, and walk in a procession, and
ie s; and therefore he congratulated the
riness of the way, and a rebelliousness in Galatians that having true
Catholic faith Nature in all her moods and conditions ! carry little handfuls of flowers, and have could be hoped for under the circumstances,
but even that seems to have failed—for the
which ‘God sees both guilt and danger. they recognized in Him, their Bishop, the Could we not ‘meet better success in the parties and May-queens, and
dance and present, at least.
And it is often the case that we are forced attributes of Jesus Christ as the Founder Master's vineyard if we would work with swing, and laugh and sing, and
be just
v
to go on, because the hand that impels us and the Governor of his Holy Church. For some of this same common sense?
How solidly happy all day. For that is the way
such is a Bishop in the Church of God, em- the farmer,
for instance, sows the, .proper they used to
is stronger than our resistance.
It:is only bodying of necessity the three great attribues
do, and that is the way chil-. —=THE SAFETY OF DR. LiviNgsToNE. The
seed at ‘the proper time;—first the oats dren generally did this
left to us to decide how, and “in what spirit 80 far as man can partake of them—the
2year, and of course continued faith of the friends of Dr. Livand with what experiences we shall make unity, the sanctity and the power of Jesus and peas while the ground is cold and wet, it must have made the
old folks uneasy to ingstone in his ability to contend with AfriChrist, A man speaks a few words stand- and then the corn and wheat after it has see
the journey.
:
them,
And
this
leads
us to say that can savages, the difficulties of transportaing at an altar, holding a piece of bread in become warm and
But this valley may be troddcn in triumph: his hands,
mellow.
So there are Boston does few things
tion, and the worst of climates during a.
and all heaven is in commotion,
more
genuinely
The Israelites found occasions of joy again Every angel prostrates himself in adoration, vital, hardy truths that the mind can grasp creditable to her
journey
extending over several years, and
fresh, strong life, than the
and again, for God came to them with*great for the Almighty God rises from His throne, and nourish much earlier than it can those May-day entertainm
ents she provides for involving the exploration of a country be:
that demand a broader and deeper experi- the
gifts, — water, manna, five-pillar, &c.— and in a moment, in the twinkling of an
children. This year they were gather- fore wholly unknown, has at last its reAnd there are souls to-day that find relief eye, annihilating space, He comes, obedient ence. You may show a child in an hour ed into various
Halls as usual, and all sorts ward. The redoubtable explorer has arto that man’s word, and places ‘himself by the meaning of the Golden Rule, but
and triumph even while walking through .a-wvonderful
fail ‘of pleasing amusements
incarnation in the omnipotent
furnished, besides rived safely at Zanzibar, and before many
this valley. In great straits, deliverance hands of Him" whose voice calls forth the after twenty years to make him eomprehend a stroll on the Common
and in the Public months may be expected home in England,
the mystery of the Trinity.
comes in like a special messenger of God. praises of heaven.
¢
Garden, which was the best of all. For where he will tell the most wonderful travAnd yet in us Priests the Church has, as it
Their patience wears out the troubles which
The cheerful assurance ith which he these beautiful customs commend
eler’s
can ever be told. Nearly the
us to the
they can not directly master,
Having little were, but the beginning of the “Priesthood. goes to his work could also be safely imitat- old Puritan city, rather than
whole
of
thelearth’s
surface has now been
to our numerThe Priesthood is there in all the integrity
else, they feed their faith on God’s promof its power over the mystical and real body ed. ‘We watched one the other morning ous moss-covered towns, where even the examined anc | ‘described. The geography
ises, and ever see the stars. They can of the Lord. The Priesthood is not there in going
to his field. ‘With his hoe over his schools are not adjourned on
of the icy north has been accurately ‘mapMay-day and
can fill their nights with songs like Paul the Simple Priest in its full = perfection. shoulder and a little bag of seed in his there is hardly
ped
before that of the central part of «
sentiment enough among the
Because the full perfection of any- hand, he sprang over the fence and. struck people to
and Silas in the prison. Like. the old Why?
great
continent in tropical regions. To the
care
whether
a
flower
grows
or
power of generation. off for the plowed piece
prophet, though the fig-tree does not blos- thing demands the
solution
of the geographical problems of
as
though
he was not—unless it is kept shut up in the house
is perfect until it is able to produce
som, nor the vine yield, and the flocks are Nothing
morally
central
Africa,
Livingstone has been devotcertain
that
it
contained
pots
of
something like itself. The Priesthood in the
for only personal gratification.
cub off from the folds, yet they joy in the simple Priest can not generate a Priesthood. gold for the mere digging.
ing many years, and his narrative will be
To be sure,
awaited with great interest.
:
God of their salvation.
Like the Master; But the Church comes, the Spouse of Jesus the dew on the grass would have ruined
CAROLINA AT Favir.
Can
they have meat to eat which others know not Christ, and she confers upon a man the aw- what polish might have been on his boots, ——SouTH
of. ‘Accordingto “the promise, they take fal aftribute. of being able by the imposition but he didn’t care for that. And then on nothing be done to make South Carolina ———AN ENGLISH COMPLAINT, The reaction
of his hands and the breath of his consecrasupport her school-teachers? The public caused by Diekeiis’s description of Mugby
the living water, and it becomes an inward tion
to send forth from him into his fellow coming to the plowed piece the dirt stuck
well sprinzing up into everlasting life. man the living Spirit of God, to endow a to ‘his bedewed boots to an extent that schools in and about Charleston were re- Junction has overleiped the bounds, and
And God, sceing their needs, comes to such | man with power to consecrate bread and would have earned him'a good scolding if ported closed last week because the school- the complaint now in England is that Railsouls with his chefidest gifts. They dread wine into the body and blood of Jesus Christ. he had worn them into the dining-room at funds were exhausted: ~No_particulars are road eating-places are too good instead of
Here is a man that entered this church
given, and we hope the report is false, or too bad. The complaint received
no dry region in which he sets the

fountains asimple priest. He embraced the Archbishflowing by an infinite and special word. op
and his fellow Bishops, and they breathe

And so what was the parched and desolate upon him with their breath the.
valley

when

they

entered

it,

becomes

a

place of springs and verdure us they go'on:

“Passing through the valley of Baca, they

to do! make it a well.”

sus Christ and his sanctity.

noon. But that w a trifle, He was there
to put in his seed, and so he bent to it us

power of Je- vigorously as though he knew that every
This evening hour's toil then would yield him a’
week's

if that Bishop imposes his hands upon a lay-

its first
noticeable expression ‘at a meeting lately
rance as there undoubtedly is at present in held at Westminster Palace Hotel, where
that vicinity, not even the customary vaca- the grievances of the public were set forth
at least incomplete.

tions ought to be afforded, let alone a per- in order. The burden ofthe complaint is
fare next January.
Hie
man among you, he makes him 4 Priest of
manent close. Have the proceeds of the that the: refreshment stations are made
Wel), our-work as Olristians often takes | Peabody
Gd, and produces in another that Priesthood
fund failed? Ave the tax-rates at mere drinking saloons, that trains ave often
which is perfected in himseif, *
ius to«divti‘r places than that field wat, It fault?
Yalnvenl
Have

:
,
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members of the Episcopal denomination, "*
Gavazzi is said to be succeeding beyond

dom in Russia, and so successfully has this pro-

who will apply

second Sabbath in May has been officially
designated as the day on which collections

PROSPECT Q. M.—Held

y rted.

re

object, and

Cornhill,

40

Lothrop,

with

ege to add

Buck.

Student A. N.

to its present endowment
GEORGE CLARK, Clerk.™

$50,000

fund.

The resolutions on the death of Mr. Buck,
late of Bates College Theological School,

and of the Theological School,as well as by

interest.
the church at Sabbatisville, of which he was | of Next session vith the Bovina church, June
Arx. M. STALEY, Clerk.
:
for a time acting pastor, and published in 14—16.

Star, though in sentiment highly com-

the

Fl

ciative, were no more than a just tribute
to a most excellent and worthy young man.

General.

. A graduate of Hillsdale College, he enSorel the Theological School upon its open-

ing at Lewiston,.in the fall of °71, and com. menced a full course of study of three
Though he came an utter stranger
years.
here, he at once drew to himself the re-

There are probably not mere than five hundred Christian Jews in the whole United States.

decorated their pulpit with the cipher I. .H. 8S.
and the Roman cross, and introduced choristers
and responses into the service.

spect, and I may say the love of all with
whom he had occasionsto« meet. His stay
with us was of but a few months’ continuance; but such’ was the simplicity of his
life and ‘his singleness—of devotion to the
Master’s service, that he not only became
favorably known ' throughout all the deof

partments

towns.

-also in the city, and in neighboring
He.

entered

into the daily, and other devo-

tional exercises of the School with more
than usual interest and fervor, which seem-

cd constantly to increase as his health fail- $3000.
ed, and the future prospects as to his earth- copal
ly labors became more and more dark and
:
:
nen
discouraging.
An instance of his faithfulness and devotion was witnessed by myself a short

time-before he left

a

in

-us- to- die.

distant.

state. One day after his class had been
dismissed, and I'had stepped into the hall
returning

him

to leave the building, I met

alone to the recitation-room, which he entered, closing the door after him. I sup
posed at tlie time he had gone back to study
But

awhile, as he had his books with him.

The Boston Young Men’s Christian ‘Association
are planning a religious campaign in connection
if they can get
with the approaching Jubilee.
suitable preachers, they will raise a tent for
4,000 people, and keep up daily services.

of/doing

to his own seat,

‘at.once suggested thie thought, which at the
time was to me one of interest and tenderness, that he had gone back to pray for
\
o”
j
his teacher.
teacher—which is so well expressed by

the

would ‘have a longer work
he could do it so well, and it was so needful. But God has been pleased to call h'm
to a larger service in a higher sphere,
‘where he waits to welcome us among whom
vi
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self in an. interesting way.

He says he

has received no response to his proposition,
as he hoped he would, but that the cause is
just as good and as needy as though it ha d

been otherwise, that his heart is in this

the

9 according
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fatal
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upon

".

Davison, Mich,

wants
new and an excellent book that will. mébt the
price is
of our people in many localities. Theiretail

spent among them, the time was now come

to his life, and he must cease immediately.

New

Annihilationism

years of ministerial labor, thirty of which had
been

scalds,

for burns,

remedy

generally, and is admirably suited for every race of
men on the face of the globe.
Be sure you call for and get the genuine Pain-Killer, as many worthless nostrums are afiempten to be
sold on the great reputation of this valuable medi:
cme.
:
Ba~ Directions accompany each bottle.
Price 25cts., 50 cts., and $1.00 per Bottle.
Sold by all Medicine Dealers.
5wi8
May 1

per B Seif:

~.

Noold or inIndia,

address

L. H. TENNEY & CO., Managers, south- west corner
of Randolph & Halstead streets, Chicago, Ill, or

cuts, bruises, wounds and various other injuries, as
well as for dysentery,diarrhcea and bowel complaints

of WC

A

Homestead

map, etc.,

Law, fall particulars, of Colony,

of the missionary and the traveler, on sea and land,
and no one should travel on our LAKES OR RIVERS

10;09
100
6,10

an

Soldiers’

of New

copy

For

ing West.

Mission.

W N N Roberts,
Brooks. Me, perMills,
Y, towards

being

their

time before mov

and giving the soldiera'six months’

Has been tested in every variety of climate, and by
almost every nation known to Americans. it is the
almost constant companion and inestimable friend

EXPRESS.

88, Gilberts

without

Homesteids

enter

and

selest

present, and without charge for services—thus seOF GOOD LANDS,
caring an EARLY CHOICE

Pain-Killer

Davis’

Perry

Homegteads near the Railroad. Uader the New Law
the Colony Managers will, when desired, act as
AGENTS FOR SOLDIERS who join the Colony, and

the Merits of all Things.
THIRTY YEARS,&f

Mime tests
£5 FOR

IT.
WITHOUT
1t is a speedy and safe

Oakland Q M. per W M Jenkins,
»
HRA E Joni, Rutland, Wis, .
Pa,
mall, deceased, Cooperstown,
4

For which a reasonable price

will be paid.
The other copies we advertised
been received.

after forty-seven

Bro * | when he must terminate this relation.

Bacheler up to this time.
respond
We
to the above, and * keep the opportunity
open another month.” Roll up the thou-

sand, brethren.

told his people

Neighbors,
Gooil
Markets,
Convenient
TransCheap
Community,
Temperance
Railroad lanls sold cheap and on
portation.
seven years’ tim3. Now is the time to securg good

Forwarded,

Foreign

Colony

River

Red

ot Minnesota, located on the finished portion of th
Northern Pacifis Railroad, in the fertile Kad River
GOOD
Valley, offers unequaled advantages.
SOIL HEALTHY CLIMATE,No Ague,’

2)

OFFICE,

STAR

and 1850.

years “1846

from recent illness, and
rogress Pittsfield, is still weak
unable to conduct the services of the Sabbath.
hag

In Tamworth, April 14, by- Rev. J. Runnells, Mr,
Alonzo Brown and Miss Rachel Hurd, both of T.
In Newfield, Me., April 9, by Rev. C. B. Peckham,
Mr. Horace M. Piper and Miss Hannah W. Moore.

A W Bugbee, Lake Village, N H.

REGISTERS.
OLD
of the
We want one copy of the Register for each

Bishop McIlvaine, of Ohio, has heen advised
by his physicians to cease absolutely from all
professional duties and cares for & period of at
Hence he has committed the
least eight months.

He

MARRIED.

A H Quint, New Bedford, Mass.
Mary F Williams, Great Falls, N H.
Norris & French, No Jackson, Pa. (2)
Hiram Watrns, Boscobel, Wis.
Rev E Purinton, Bowdoinham, Me. (2)
A W Adkinson, E Enterprise. Ind.
S § Barney, 55 Canal St, Providence, R'I.
Joel Day, Wesley, Me.

Law (March, 1872),Sol-

Under the New Homestead

diers are entitled to Homesteads of 150 acres FREE,
and are allowed to deduct from the required five
years’ residence the time they served in the Army
or Navy. Under this Act, thousands of Veterans who
served four years.can obtain Homesteads on the
great Railroad lines by one year’s residence. Citizens
can Homes!e 1d 8) acres by five year.’ risidence. The

1y18

iBeceived.

Books

”

9

& SON,

S. S. FITCH

N. Y,,

BILL, care of Harper & Brothers.

AYERY

w

& BEOTHERS,
Franklin Square,

SOLDIERS
FARMERS

Clerk.

Addresses.

Dover, N.I H.

THE

AT

for one

month more at least; an report
ne thousand
in freveral, weekly, in Star.

Office

AGENTS WANTED,
TO CANVASS FOR THIS BOOK.

Freckles

york

an

been left untrammeled by sectarian dictation.—Extract from Preface to the Fourth Volume..

Apply to HARPER

PHYSICIAN,”

direction to Dr.

Send your

completion

Hence the contributors have been selected from all
branches of the Church, and their statements have

This book is to
pages, free by mail, to any one.
Remedies are given
make any one their own doctor.
can prepare.
person
each
which
for Thirty Diseases,
714 Broadway, New

in.

executed.

Throughout this work it has been the aim of the
editors to incorporate into it all the suitable matter
found m similar works, especially in the great recent dictionaries edited
v Aschbach, Fairbairn,
Herzog, Hoefer, Kitto, Smith, Wetzer and Welte,and
Winer, and these names have been prefixed or appended to portions so cited. If this hasin any case
yeen omitted, it has been by oversight. At the same .
time, it is due to the authors of those works to state
that the matter borrowed from them has rarely been
used without Targe modifications and important additions. Full one-half
the matter in this Cyc
dia
is wholly new, and much of the rest is entire y, rearicles
many
while
expression,
and
form
in
modeled
contained in it are not represented in any similar
work hitherto published.
This Dyclopiedia has not been undertaken, written
in the interest of any sect or party.
or published

DR.S: 8. FITCH,
“FAMILY

his

sends

D H Adams—T Allen—B Alexander—J W Brown—G C
Brown—M W Burlingame—J W Burr—S H Barrett—L J
Jjurrid e—H J Brown—R B Blake—J 8 Burgess—D C
Bickford—Mrs H Brackett—W
Bodine—J Wurr —
Burgin—S S Barney—H Campbell—L S Clough—H Collier—C Cole—H Chase—J C Dudley—C Duncan—J Erskine—B Fogg—I H Foss—EH Fernald—C P Faunce—N H
¥arr—ZD Gordon—F E Goddard—G W_Gray—J Gorsuch—H Glover—W E Joun=D M Hill-E H
Hart—Sal3 Hohpes—J Hisey—W V
Hoag--H W Hayden-N 8
Harrington—E Jenkins—W Joy—S C Kimball—G C Kin,
—N King—E P Ladd—R L. Ladd—D Libby—[ Luther—
D Mooney—d D Murray—J W Maxwell—A R McFarland
—Sarah Monroe—D Moody—H P Morrill—D A Minard—
Norris & Frgnch—F P Newell (2)—E E Oliver -G J Pendexter—C Putnam—Mrs HL Preston—E Purinton—T E
Pedan-L B Potter—T Pratt—J Runnells—A Robinson—
F Reed—A E Robbins—A A Raymond—A D Smith—M W
Spencer—W L Stevenson—W B M Stillman—J A Sanders
—E Smith—S 8 Small-W S Stockbridge—J
Small—P
Smith—MrsA Sanborn—T E Smith—Mrs J H Thompson
—J F Tufts—J Tripp—Mrs J C Wood—A Williams--Mrs
D Webster—Wm H Whitten—W Whitfield—A G Wilder
—L D Wilmorth—J Wilcox—W Whitacre—H Whitcher
J Wood—D Coughenour—dJ Nutting -J Woodman.

WANTED,

.
whole Diocesan work to the Assistant Bishop
Bacheler.
Bro.
to
His
disease
is
of
the
brain.
five dollars for donation
It is a large privilege to respond to such a
Rev. John Todd, D. D., of the First church,

DEAR Bro. LiBpy:

_-

Clerk.

Rev A G Prescott, Hillsborough, Henry Co, Iowa.
‘* W Whitacre, Marion Co, Ohio.
“ CH Kimball, Evansville, Rock Co, Wis.
** P Smith, West Buxton, Me.
qe,,
I
.s
————

nervous system.

have

cause

BRANN,

J. W. HILLS,

Poss

MYSTERY SOLVED.—The great secret of the wonderful success of VEGETINE. It strikes at the root of
disease by purifying the blood, restoring the liver
and kidneys to healthy action, and invigorating the

tried the plan of a collection every Sabbath mornhave
ing, for a year, and like it. The collections
increased one-third, the people associate giving
tunity, and have learned

2t19

.

Those who

York,

next ses-

commencing Fri:

A. G

Sister P Sawyer, Plymouth, Vt,

said,
"did not like these regulations, the bishop
walls of
might have their funerals outside the

he labored as a Christian and for whom - he
prayed.—J. F.
/

The

aid.

als he allowed on Sunday if they could be conveniently asranged for another day. Priests will
innot be permitted, in funeral discourses, to

We had hoped that this young brother dulge in any eulogy of the deceased.
on earth, seeing

hold its

church,

as the mechanical part can be well

dertaking.

4w18

Patches,

in this as'in

carried out

work, whiohMfrequires for its

AND TAN, USE PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known, reliable and harmless
Rreremedy for Brown Discolorations of the face.
pared only by Dr. B.C. Perry Dermatologist,49 Bond
street, New York. ‘Sold by Druggists everywhere.
6mi2 ;

SUSQUEHANNA Y,M will hold its next session with

:
»
charms fade,
But they can’t be preserved without SOZODONT’S

find the cemetery gates locked, nor would funer-

inspired penman, ‘‘ But prayer was made
without ceasing of the church unto God
for him.”
:
;

Q. M. will

Centerville

Tippesatoe,

all

when

hearts,

win

to

charms

are

These

people that hereafter not more than twelve hacks
be allowed in’ a funeral procession.
would
Those who came with a greater equipage would

This is what makes strong the pastor and

& HorsToN

Tippecanoe, Ind,

Teeth like orient pearls set in cushions of rose;
A breath. like the perfume the toilet bestows;

his

informed

McQuaid

vicinity

is to be

which will be 18sued as

amount of labor that can be properly estimated by
those only who have been engaged in some like un-

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions
BLOTCHED disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond:St., New York.

the Greenfield church, Luzerne Co., Pa., June 21—
23. Conference will convene June 21, at 4 o’clock, P.
M. Due to the Y. M. from the Gibson Q. M., $13,74;
from Owego Q. M., $32,40,
Please remit promptly.

sold for $2 by all druggists.

At the Cathedral in Roches-

Bishop

WINONA

the

on

Q. M. will hold its next session
Mansfield church, commencing
J. F. HALL, Clerk.

day, June 7, at 2 o’clock, P. M.

The instrument and two medicines

from.

and comes

Catholic bishops have a good deal of trouble in
York,

The railroads in this

maintained

The
atience of the public for the speedy appearance of the successive volumes, while it is Fratliying
as showing an appreciative demand, might nevertheless, if unduly endylged, injure the thoroughness of

nei-

Castoriacontains

The

cents a bottle.

For Moth

sion with the

rapidly

Ask

Bowels.

has heen

volumes, and

the remainder of the work,

Vegetable

purely

plan

the preceding

last

Make your Druggist send for it; he will always keep
it, as every family must have it. If costs but fifty

persons attending the meeting at half
©.
WM. WHITFIELD, Clerk.

FREEBORN, MINN.,
with the Nunda and
on Friday, June 14.

and apply Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy with Dr.
Pierce’s Nasal Douche, the only method of reaching
the upper cavities where the discharge accumulates

Catholics not excepted.

ter, New

day, 25th. at 1, P. M.

using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, which
also acts directly upon the glands, correcting them,

:

regulating funerals.

Clerk.

81, LAWRENCE Y. M. will hold its next session

glands are disedsed so that they draw from the blood 1
its liquid, and exposure to the air changes it into
corruption. This life-liquid was to build up the system, but it is extracted and the system is weakened
To cure, gain flesh and strength by
by the loss,

Convention of Young Men's
National
The
Christian Associations is to meet at Lowell in
Salutary influences are needed in that
June.
city numbering 42,000 souls, 27,000 of whom nevIn the 15,000 that
er attend religious worship.
attend church service are included all sects, the
Roman

We hope

with the Free Baptist church, in Philadelphia, Jefferson Co., N. Y., June 25—27. Conference on Tues-

The mucous mem
Where does it all come from?
brane. lining the chambers of the nose, and its little

Rev. S. Cooper pastor, which has continued until
the present time, and aceording to an account in
the Northern Advocate, four hundred and fifty
persons have professed a change of heart, and
over two hundred of these have united with the

kneel-

me. ting.

TT

will convey
fare. 3ilo

are in progress, and will appear at short intervals.
Price per Volume, Cloth, $5.00; Sheep, $6.00; Half
Morocco, $8.00.
ne
1

t 1ex Minerals, Morphine nor Alcohol By its emolient,
soothing eftect, it assimilates the food and produces
natural slecp particularly adapting it to crying and
Wind Colteething chi dren. It cures Stomach Ache,
ic, Constipation, Flatulency, Croup, and kills Worms.

WAUPUN Q. M. will hold 1ts next session with the
Waupun church, commencing Fiiday, May 31, at 2
o’clock, P. M.
H. J. BROWN, Clerk.

AND QUART® of filthy Catarrhal discharges.

PINTS

York, in January last, in the Methodist church,

Methodist church.’

v

each. The first Four volumes, comprising the letters A to J, are now ready. The remaining Volumes

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

and exciting medicines.

By
and

JAMES STRONG, 8.T.D. With Maps and numerous
Illustrations. To be completed in about Seven Volumes, Royal 8vo., of about One Thousand Pages

CASTORIA—ISs a scientific vegetable preparation; a perfect substitute tor and more effective
than Castor Oil, and is pleasant to take. It cleanses
the system in a most remarkable manner; does not
distress or gripe, but operates when all other remedies have failed. It is certain to sujerséde Pills,
Castor Oil, Narcotic Syrups, and all other Purgative

Clerk,

BY MAIL.

N.

in Fulton,

A powerful revival commenced

ing at the desk I had just left, engaged in
that he had taken that
prayer. The fact

position, insteac

$12,000

receiving

ministers

two

each.

wishing to speak with him, I followed
shortly after, and upon opening the door
somewhat suddenly, discovered him

The highest salaries are paid in the Epis-

church,

G. E. HOPKINS,

OF BIBLICAL, THEOLOGICAL,

AND ECCLESIASTICAL LITERATURE.
the late Rev. JouN M’CLINTOCK,
D.D.,

Session

W. WHITACRE,

ie

“a

hold its next

Lo

VOLUMES L—IV. OF/A NEW

The same

stomach and

derangements of Liver,

your Druggist (or it.
1yeows
:

Clerk,

that there will be a good attendance.

Mr. Simons writes that five young native girls,
children of ClLristian parents, have lately-come
to Prome, an India mission station, to be inTwo of them are fifteen years of age,
“structed.
These, with
and are able to read Burman well.
others, are under the instruction of Mrs. Simons,
Mr.
whose health has of late much improved.
Simons was 70 years of age, July 15, 1871. He
sailed for Burmah, June 26, 1832, visited the
United States in 1845; returned to Burmah in
1847, and removed to Prome,Feb. 18, 1854.

The average salary of Catholic priests in New
York city is $800. That of other clergymen is

will

Leuters

Parliamentary election.”

2

by his parish toward his-expenses.

R. I. Q. M.

readiness to convey them t6 the

A Liverpool paper gravely informs us that
¢ jt is currently stated in South London that the
a wider
Rev. C. H. Spurgeon contemplates
sphere of usefulness, andthat he may possibly
offer himself as a candidate for Lambeth at next

years the New York
During the last three
City Mission has raised $300,000 and built three
It now owns $80,000 worth of unenchapels.
cumbered real estate.
‘Rev. Dr. S. H. Tyng sailed on thé 17th instant
for Europe, having heen presented with $5,000

its next. session with

Complete Theological Library, embracing

the Features of all Biblical and Theo-

CToorkns

Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all

Tamworth fron Works,(instéad of Ash-

YORK.

eV?

logical Dictionaries extant.”

Medicine. —SAN-

FORL’S LIVER \INVIGORATOR.—A

the train at either station, must write Rev. R. E. Anderson; Chester ¥ Roads, Se and teams will be in

other

Presbyterian,

rian, regular, $47,828,732;
than regular, 85,436,624.

“A

varieties for general
or Freight, Peerless,
per bbl. For sale by
Station Agent,
North Berwick, Me.

Family

NEW

hr

f

sustained by

POTATO

Oldest

Best and

ing by rail will stop at Solon station, A. & G. W. R.
R., or at Willoughby, Lake Shore R®. R_Those leaving

Preshyte-

$69,854,121;

Methodist,

$14,017,747;

The proportion of professing Christians to the
population, in this country, is one to eight.
There are 91,000 clergymen, and their average
.
salary is $700.

somewhat

but

the College,

have

Virginia,

The Methodists of Cambridge,

for $2

POTATOES.

place it at the head of all other
Price, by Express
culture.
$2 50 per bbl; Early Rose, $2.50
JOHN E. HOBBS,
4
:
3t17

Onto & PENN. Y. M.will hold its next session with
the Chester church, Chester # Roads; Ohio, commencing Priday, at 10, A. M.,
June 28. Persons com-

denominations are as follows¢ Baptist, regular,
8,997,116; Baptist, other than regular, 363,019;
Roman Catholic,1,990,514 ; Congregational, 1,117212; Episcopal, 991,051; Lutheran, 997,332, Meth6,628,209; Presbyterian, regular, 2,198,odist,
regular, 499,
other than
900; Presbyterian,
344; value of the church property owned by
these denominations is: Baptist, regular, $39,
929,221; Baptist, other than regular, $2,378,977;
$60,985,566; Congregational,
Roman Catholic,
$25,060,808; Episcopal, $36,514,549; Lutherun,

é

Q.M. will hold

WesSTERN

of church property, $354,420,681. The statisties of church accommodation for the principal

1 °

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

appre-

mendatory, and in tone tender and

BRUSSELS,

year’sdrial all that had been heretofore said in favor
of it, Its superior quality and great productiveness

with the Union church, 20th and 30th inst., commencing at 10, A. M.
Ministers’ Conference, 28th, at 2, pr.

The statistics of religion for the United States
show the
s
: Office,
just completed at the Censu
total number of church organizations on the first
of June, 1870, to have been 72,451; total number
of church edifices, 63,074; total church accomvalue
modation, 21,659,562, and the aggregate

Most of the
Otter Creek church, March 15—17.
churches were represented and some reported
The
additions to membership.
revivals and
meetings for worship were well attended and full

passed by the students of Hillsdale College,

BODY

Breese’s PEERLESS

be able

land as reported last week,) May 28—30,
A. SARGENT,

5

;

Boston.

the

with

session

last

TAMA Q. M.—Held its

SAXDWICH
the church at

Pages of temperance tracts distributed,
pledge.
750,000. Their work has cost but $5,245.95. The
rooms of the Alliance are at 14 Bromfield street,

Col-

of Hillsdale

ylans of the Board and faculty

SEED

N. L. ROWELL,

ent; 11,780 pupfls, 8,094 of whom adopted the

proposed

ENGLISH

Confer-

W. I’, EATON, Clerk.

M.

The Muss. Temperance Alliance performed
more labor than ever, in the last six months
(from October 1, 1871, to April 1, 1872), as the
statistics show :—Sabbath congregafollowing
tions addressed, 61; Sabbath-schools addressed,
46; publicschools addressed, 566; Sabbath evening Union Temperance Meetings addressed, 42;
meetings on secular days, 196. Total, 911. In
the 566 public schools visited, theré were pres-

Resolved, That we realize more than ever the
importance of establishing schools, where Christian influences are thrown around those who
are acquiring : an education, and that we will do
all we can to sustain our Denominational schools,

Denominational News and Notes.

per

$20

or

dozen,

with the

tend a cordial welcome to all, we shall not
to furnish accommodations for teams.

come

These

of less value are sold for a dollar.
at 26 cents each, or $2.75 per
hundred.
$
.

Maps

map.

of the

back

the

nue, is printed on

J. N, ROBERTSON, Clerk.

and that we do most heartily approve the

Reve-

also, full information ‘relative to Church

SOLID

er yard,rat New Carpet Hall,marble frout, 357 Washngion Street, Boston.
}
C. H. CROWELL.

volume

condensed

A

cases.

{ Loc. Com.

N.H.Y. M. All persons designing to attend the
next session holden
at Manchester, June 12, will
please forward
their nimes to Rev. N. L. Rowell
without delay. We would suggest that while we ex-

of facts and statistics of value to a Bible student;

the needy are all about us. If there are
Q. M.—Held its last session April
serious difficulties in the wayof taking the # 9 OAKLAND
D. M. Graham was
with Commerce church.
on
done
be
may
it
collection at that time,
present on Saturday and Sabbath.
Next session with Salem church, commencing
the first favorable Sabbath ‘which follows.
12, at 2 o’clock, P. M. ‘The following resoJuly
sent
be
The money thus collected should
assed :
lution was
to the Treasurer, D.
Boston, Mass.

.

is put up in either ultra-

inches, and

seventeen

marine, or brown

with

A%

Published by HARPER & BROTHERS,

Street, Boston.

new Carpet Hall, 387 Washington

CUMBERLAND Q. M. will hold its May session with
the 1st church in Portland, commencing on the 29th,
at 9 o'clock, A. M. Will fhe church clerks
please
send promptly full returns of their respective 2 mu
es that no stars
may follow their names in the next
Register ? Ministers’ conference on Tuesday, 28th,
at 2 o'clock, P. M. * Brethren, come and gee,

by

one-half

and

It is fourteen

classes.

Bible

Business done

said

have

The Evangelical Press Association, New York,
is publishing a finely-engraved vest-pocket map
of Palestine, for Sabbath-school teachers and

degree of interest manifestof worship. There was no
Montville Q. M. We ho
at our June session, to be
Prospect church, at Marsh

dispatch, and a
ed in the meetings
messenger from the
tobe remembered
holden with the No.
school-house.

are asked in the churches, to aid the S. S.
Union in furnishing destitute schools with

It is a worthy

of

church.
Churches
fhe, Belfast and Swanville
rsh,
No
elegates.
etter an
perally reporte

ae ecial IR

some

is reported.to

Pope

5
traveling

that, if he should ever leave Rome, he would be
glad to take up his residence in New York, be-

Meetings.
its Feb. session

:

interview with

a recent

In

Americans, the

N. L. RweLL,

CYGLOPADIA.

prices, at CROWELL'S

stylish grades, at the lowest

i R ENGLISH TAPESTRY DRUSSELS, $1.25 per’
the soyyard, at New Carpet Hall, marble front, 387 Washthe next
C. H. CROWELL.
ington Street, Boston. SE
——
Clerk.
NEW CARPET HALL, for the sale of CarA
ets at low prices—yor cash only —at 387 Washington
MONTCALM Q. M. will hold its next session with
buildBiree on the ground floor of the new marble Instituthe Bushnell church, commencing at 7 o’clock, P,
M.,
ing lately erected by the Mercantile Savings styles,
May 17. The church clerks will pléase hand in their
stock of the most modern
tion. A fine selected
reports for the next Register.
cash
Ho, J. SMitH, Clerk.
from the test sources of supply, bought thefor market
at much under
invoices
many
comprising
Car.
Straw
value. Brussels, Tapestries, Ingrains,
|
in
pets and Oil Cloths, nd all articles usually findkept
"WENTWORTH
bt
will
hold
1ts
next
session
at"
for
in
it
hall
the town
a first class carpet store. Purchasers will
orchester, June LY Conference
account
on
establishment,
my
M, Let there
their interest to visit
will meet Saturday, at 11 o’clock
of the low prices, and the first-class qualities and
be
a full meeting, & ome up, brethren; to this sesnewest styles which I exhibit.
sion, and come in earnest.
ow Marble Building,
3, IL CROW.
C. W. NELSON, Clerk prq tem,
Washington Street, Boston.
387
4wlo

cause no city in the world contains more earnest
Catholics, or those more devoted to the highest
and best interests of the Church,

\
lately received a donation

Quarterly

business

his

times,

stops until his debts are paid.

$112.64 from friends in Burlington Flats.

AID FOR THE 8. S. UNION. Our pastors
should not forget what the Secretary has
taken pains to remind them of, that : the,

libraries, &c.

a religious festival about the middle of the year.

Donation,
REV. S. 8. CADY

to him,

.

ity now heartily endorse the grand idea.
Every man in China must pay up his ‘debts at
the beginning of the year, and also at a time of

Ministers and Churches.

‘and interest that are so essential in productions of this kind, Mr. Shute will send a
printed list of these exercises to any Sun-

day-school superintendent

gressive movement resulted, that even the nobil-

If unable to settle at these

. PAR

G.

BELKNA¥ QM. will hold its next session
fiford village, May 28-30.
church ‘in
ence Tuesday, at 1 o’clock, P, M, Clerks of
gu Shireles will hand in their reports for
J.C. 08G0OD,
.
r.

of serf-

It is now ten years since the abolition

We have
CONCERTS.
and the services held at the several churchShute,40 Winter street,
es are frequent and deeply earnest. The
of pamphlets, each of
whole community is profoundly stirred, and
series of exercises for a
numbers, representing pearly all
have looked them over great
ting themselves to
satisfac- classes, are. consecra
with much interest and not a little
The F. Baptist
cause.
his
and
Christ
tion. They have evidently been prepared]
graciously in the
most
sharing
is
church
with painstaking and skill, they are emiCom.
:
ng trashy work.

nently scriptural, there is nothi
and * ministering to mere sensationalism, |
and yet they are not wanting in the variety

June 12,

Men’s

goon erect a fine building for the Young
Christian Association in that place.

the meetings, which are large enough to
crowd the most spgpious halls in the city,

SABBATH-SCHOOL
received from Eben
Boston, a number
which contains a
8. S. concert. We

his'

The leading citizens of Meriden, Conn., will

religious interest is mow being enjoyed at
Concord. Nearly all the churches unite in

5

io

T

building, 587 Washington Street, Boston.
#4 FLOOR OIL CARPETS of the best and most

New HAYPSHIRE Y, M. will hold its next session
ne St. ebyroh, Minch
ter, commencing
withdhe

money

most sanguiné expectations in raising
for the evangelization of Italy.

An extensive and deep

CoNCcorD, N. H.

¢

ance,

with a Board of Trustees consisting of the- Hon.
| Hamilton Fish and other prominent New York]

MClintock & Strong's

buy

Don’t

CARPETS.

STRAW

CANTON
A
rades at such
get the Newhighest
ii Teaon You canWELLS
Carpet Hal , m

hold te next sension with the Tuscarora shusep.colA.M. inat 10 o'clock,
Thursday, June
1g

?
noticed.
a bill establishing * St” Paul's church at Rome,” | stead of June 20, 3 heretofore
G, H. FREEMAN, Clerk.

Revivals, &e.

To have a * passing" acquaint

NEW YORK & PA. Y. M. Ministers’ Institute will

the Board of Trustees composed of residents of
New York City, Senator Tiemann has introduced

his note, so that the deed at once follows
pout,
it. Such words and
such an extent the word and sanctifies
themselvesto be treated to
are worthy of findand
ng,
cheeri
are
works
n to take
that they are in an unfit conditio
Com.
rs.
imitato
nt
abunda
ing
Good
‘further charge. ‘of théir trains.
and

or

re=

oe

y

+ opdel
had

be he
for each. COPY»

one,
or single One
or more
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t But what is your name
‘“ Dat are my name.”

ancient Hindoo,

I paused beneath the shade.

'| Crow” as black

‘What is, I said, this unremitted humming,
Louder than bees in spring ?
As uuto prayer the murmurous

answer

and

as full

of

Johnny stood a little time at the gate,

mischiéf as the Jim Crow who the old song nibbling the scollops from the edge of his
says used to eut such queer capers. I don't cookey ; possibly be was nursing his courbelieve there was ever another school reg- ageto say a kind word. He was waiting
Fister like that one, When I called the for Jerry White to turn round and look.
names they ran somewhat in this way:
‘* Halloo; cry-baby!™ shouted Jerry, as

coming,

Shed from Sandalphon’s wing.
Is this the sound of unimpeded labor,
That now usurpeth play ?

“Dandy

Our harsher substitute for pipe and tabor,

Jim,”

¢ President

Lincoln,”

‘ Buster,” ¢‘ Mahala Sprigg’s Boy,” ¢* Gen-

Ghittern and virelay ?

eral Butler,” ¢* Jim Crow.”

Or, is it yearning for a higher vision,

And the

own>

ers of these names answered to them as seriously as if there’ wasn’t anything funny
about it. « And there wasn't to them; they
didn’t see that their names were at all out
of the way.
They had beén accustomed to running

By spiritual hearing heard?

Nearer I drew, to listen with precision,
Detecting not a word.
Then,peering through the pane,as men of sin do,
Myself the while unseen,

1 marked a maiden seated by the window,

wild out of doors all their lives, and

Sewing with a machine,

it

was

very hard for them to sit still for two. or
three hours in school. It would not have,
been quite so hard if our school-room had

Her gentle foot propelled the tireless treadle,
Her gentle hand the seam ;
:
My fancy said, it were a bliss to peddle
Those shirts, as in a dream!

been more comfortable ; but we had to
an old barrack, or a barn, or whatever

Her lovely fingers lent to yoke and collar

.

:

as a, crow,

| could get.

Some imperceptible taste ;

use
we

And we had no desks or chairs;

| only long benches,—some of theni

The rural swain, who buys it for a dollar,
By beauty is embraced.

| backs,—where

the children

8, 1872.

without

had to sit

pack-

soon as he discovered

him, ** what you got

there?"
:
‘* Halloo, pr&ty face,” retorted Johnny,
good-humoredly? ‘* come and see.
¢ Open your mouth and shut*your eyes,

And Ill give you something to make you wise.”

—

W——

May and Allan Clay had

——

~~ Fiterary Review,

Five Cents’ Worth.

to repeat the verse alone ; and evidently considering this a distinction awarded to his

‘¢ What does your mother call you ?”
superior merits, he shouted out. with great
‘Ca’ me Boy.”
| emphasis, ¢ He. satisfieth thy mouth with
‘“ What do other people call you ?”
good things, so that thy youth is renewed
‘Ca’ me Mahala Thpriggth' boy."
like a nigger’s.—Our Young Folks.”
So there was nothing to be done but to
put him down as * Mahala Sprigg’s boy.”
Spoiling a Quarrel.
Then there was ¢ Gin’al Butler,” and ¢* Jim }:
—
O—

A strange vibration from the cottage window
My vagrant steps delayed,

And half abstracted, like an

STAR, MAY

fee

York.

National Temperance Societ

cation House.

1872.

ony

Pp. 412,

y. & Pub.

SYDNEY MARTYN; or, THilfb will tell. ‘By Mrs,
Xilson,, Same Publishers. 1872. 16mo, py,
.

each five cents,

a small sum many children would think, Music AND MORALS. Rev. the Rev. H. R.
Haweis,
A.
‘New York:
Harper &
The juvenile literature issued by this House is
but in all their lives these children had nevBrothers. 1872. 12mo. pp. 478.
y
We have had occasionally a dcientific discus- always high-toned and shows at least fair litera.
er owned so much money, and ne wonder
Ty qualities; some of it is the product of well.
that May thought by day. and dreamed by sion of the principles hat “underlie music as a trained
and skillful pens, But its primary ob.
science and an art; noyv and tliéen an essuy has:
night about the nice things she should buy appeared aiming
to unfold the laws accordingto Ject,=to inculcate true ideas on the subject of
with her money.
which melodies and harmonies {n sound act on Temperance, and arm our youth for an effective
*“ What will you do with yours, AllanP” the sensibilities of the mind; we do not lack for warfare upon the cup,~is never forgotten, anq
its work in this direction is one that can not fay}
she asked her brother...
ral
biographies, such as they are, of the great comhigh results. Miss Chellis has done one of the
First, I am going an to the grocer- posers and performers. who have contributed so
yr her always good things in writing Lion's
much
to
the
admiration
and
the
enjoyment
of
the
shop to get the man to change it to pennies.
Mduth, The
Two eents I'm going to save to buy Easter select or the’ general public, by ministering to drink is set termble work wrought by strong
forth in effective methods, and the
the love of sweet sounds; and we have had
eggs, a red and a blue one. One cent I'm more than a surfeit of rhapsodies over the effects power of religion to master
appetite, to lift up
going to spend for an apple, for I haven't produced by a trained orchestra when taking" the low and wretched, and change the most
had one for so long. that I most forget how one of Beethoven’s symphonies in hand, or by a rough and passionate natures into something he.
they taste. The other two cents, I'm going great singer mastering five thousand critical au- roic, beneficent and morally beautiful, is strikto spend for a knife. Jim Swith said he ditors by the power or the sweetness held by a ingly set forth in the character and career of Tom
single voice. “But we have had nothing at once Magee, who, from being the leader of the réugh.
would sell his; it's got one bully blade.
The

back

is a little

loose,

but I can

fix

so thoughtful, appreciative and philosophical on

the one

side, and

so

enthusiastic, reverent

and

a
religious on’ the other, as this work of Mr.
“Open your eyes and shut your mouth,” | that.”
Haweis.
He is an English clergyman, but he is
May gave assigh as Allan told his plans,
responded Jerry, ‘ and I'll —" and here
something more than his mere profession might
“I
don’t
know
the
first
thing
to
get
with
a snow-ball, that was meant for Johnny's
indicate.
He writes as only a real musician, a
face, fell harmlessly over his shoulder. The mine,” she said. “Idon’t want a Knife, wholesome moralist, a true lover of art, a critior
Easter
eggs;
and
if
I
had
an
apple,
I
ical thinker, a careful analyst and a master of
next instant the extra cake was struck from
would give it to mother; it might taste cultivated style and @oquent expression could
Johnny's hand into a snow-drift.
write.
;
“You like to sugar your cakes with good to her.”
He divides his book into four parts,
In the
“But this money is to spend for our:
snow?” laughed Johnny, ‘‘ ‘cause that's
first part, which embodies his attempt to present
selves:
the
man
said
so,”
said
Allan.
*
He
yours, mother sent it to you.”
the philosophical aspects of the subject, und
‘“ No, she didn’t, neither,” answered Jer- i said we were to get just what we pleased show the relation of music to emotion and morwith it."%
als, he has much to say that is fresh,
ry, picking up the broken cookey; *‘ what
suggestive

dt boys and the terror of the neighborhood, first
masters his own appetite, and then sets himse|f

at work to soothe his wretched mother, reform

his drunken and brutal father, save his former
besotted associates, dnd serve God and the world
in the spirit of an earnest Christian. It is a hook
that touches, kindles and ennobiles,
Time will Tell is a reprint of an English work,
which sets forth in an impressive way the phases
of intemperance which appear prominently in
Great Britain, as well as the methods in which

good men and women are working for the salva.
tion of the multitudes who are there addicted to
the cup. The characters presented ave many
and well drawn, and the ‘story is one that keeps
interest alive to the end, It indirectly pleads for

“Yes, I know,” replied May; and then, and kindling. Here is to be found whaf'gives
!
They did she send it to me for?”
{ed as close as herrings in a box.
with a feeling that Allan and she would not the chief characteristics and the highest value to Total Abstinence and taking the pledge, as a du.
0 flrer aspect of the common mission !
“I
don’t
know
nothing
about
it;
‘cause
| could
not
very well~help getting into |
and the thoughtful and sympathetic
be aptto think alike on the subject, she his volume,
‘
Only the Poet sees
ty of those who occupy
“she gave me one, I guess.”
places of influence
and *
reader will now and then be lifted and borne on 14
|
trouble
under
such
circumstances,
and
PY
went
into
the
sick-room
where
her
mother
who keep free from intoxicat
hos owed
The true significance, the high position
uid
ion,—~a duty
“She's
real
good
anyhow,”
said
Jerry,
by
his
splendid
and
glowing
rhetoric
as
by
the
| every few minutes some one would call out, |
to others, if not to themselves,—and the plea is
Of such small things as these.
was.
wave of harmony sent out by a great organ. He
| « Teacher, dis yere boy a chunkin';” by | demolishing the cake at two mouthfuls;
forcibly urged.
.
*o]s
it
you,
May?”
then
gives us biographical sketches of most of
Not now doth Toilet
Boanerges,
| which they meant pushing with his elbows; *¢ father says you look just the same as her;
“Yes,
mother;
can’t
youéat
any
breakthe
great
Deform the maiden’s hand;
leading
composers
,
which
are
full of
:
PIETY IN HUMBLE LIFE is a little 24mo, vol,
| or, ¢ Teacher, make” dis yer boy stop do you, Johnny 7”
vitality; enthusias
Her implement its soft songta merges
“Idon’t careif I do; she makes good fast this morning ? Why you have n’t-touch- Aliscusses various m and genius, His third part of 84 pp., made up of the autobiographical rec.
| rollin® he eyes roun’ at me.” Nothing
In songs of sea and J
instruments, among which he- ord
ed a thing!” =
>
of personal experience, made by a Christian
gives the violin the royal place; and he¢ ends the
| troubles them so much as to have *¢ eyes cookies, don’t she?”
| lady who recently died iu Vermontat an adyane.
And thus the hum of the unspooling cotton,
“I
can’t
eat
pork,—there
is
no
use
to
¢¢ Oh, you should see my mother’s Christvolume with a critical discussion of music in | ed
| roll’ roun’ ” at them.
Sometimes matters
age. It is simple, plain, unambitious, and
Blent with her rythmig tread,
try. If I had abit of beef broth I think I England, which he finds very unsatisfactory, and | aims at Christian
mas pies!” was Jerry's reply; ‘ain't they
|
were
more
serious,
and
1
would
hear,
ends.
The work is for sale at
Shall still be heard, when virelays are forgotten,
deals
with
it
in
ways that render his words forthis office, by Rev. C. O. Libby.
And troubadours areglgad.
.
| ** Boy, I'll mash yer mouf ef yer don’t lem- jolly, though? What you going to do this could eat it, but I've no money now to cible in their application to much that
appears
in
spend
for
meat.
What
we
have
salt—Atlantic Monthly.
+ me “lone.” When they are very angry they forenoon, Johnny ?”
America.
Altogether, the book is ope of rare
Ld
“I'd go sledding, if there was anybody ed in the barrel-will have to last us till I'm interest and suggestive
{ always
wafit to ‘ mash”
somebody’s
ness, full of facts and 1A Yajuable public document, published at tie
|
to draw half and ride half.”
able to work on the machine again. But stimulus,abeunding perhaps more than is wise in | Goverhment Printing office in Washington,is the
Hymn for the Mother.
| ¢ mouf.”
“I guess I can pull’ some,” saig Jerry; what money was that I heard Allan and literary ambition and brilliance,and now and then | ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS
| One day a bench fall of girls in front of
confidently affirming where it would have been | oF THE SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION, covering
‘get on here, and let’s see I”
:
My child is lying on my knees;
:
. you talking about
7
| one of the boys’ benches was overturned,
its operations for the * year 1870. Though somemore fitting to hint-and inquire; but still, in
The signs of Heaven'she reads;
Johnny loaged himself upon the little
“There was a man stopped at the door spite of every drawback,
| and the girls rolled in a heap on the floor.
| what late in its arrival, its papers are, for the
My face is all the Heaven she sees,
it is a real contribution
new sled, and giving command to his one- a bit ago,” said May.
| most part,of such a character as makes their
‘‘He had broken a to musical literature,
* How did this happen? I asked.
Is all the Heaven she needs.
and
a
most
praisewor
thy
horse team, went spinning down the street |
strap about his horse, and Allan gave him attempt to mgke wsthetics minister effectively to value measurably independent of time. It dis‘ Dis yere Charlie,” they all screamed in
And she is well, yea, bathed in bliss,
{ directly to the deepest, highest drift o Fes- one. Then I got him a drink, and he-gave religion.
| cusses several scientific topics, ably and inter| a breath, “ he done did it; done chunk de |
If Heaven is in my face—
| estingly, but the lecture on Switzerland by Prof,
terday’s storm.
“i
us
each
five
cents.
Allan
is
going
to
get
[ bench, an’ dash we all on de ti0’.”
Behind it is all tenderness
| Bache, and the autobiography of Arago are es“Whoa!
haw
!
gee!
go
long!”
shouted
a knife, and Easter eggs, and an apple with EXPOSE OF POLYGAMY IN UTAH. A Lady's | pecially attractive. It is a well printed octavo of,
And truthfulness and grace.
{
“ Why, Charlie,” I said, * whatmade you
Life among the Mormons. A Record of perthe driver at every. step.
¢ Steady, Reinhis; but I don’t know what I will get with
| 500 pages.
| do that ?”
sonal experience as one of the wives of a
I mean her well so earnestly,
Mordeer I"
—
mine.”
:
:
elder, during a period of more than twen- |
mon
“I does hate girls,” said Charlie; and he
1]
Unchanged in changing mood ;
But just at that moment Reindeer acconiBy Mrs. T. B. Stenhouse, of Salt | HOW TO LIVE ON A
ty years.
DIME
My life would go without a sigh
AND A-HALF A Day
| seemed to consider that good and sufficient
“You have been a good girl to me,”
city.
Lake
INustrate
d
by
H.
L.
Stephens.
|
By
T. L. Nichols, M. D. New York: J. s.
plished an extraordinary feat of shying,
To bring her something good.
Second edition.
New York: American News |
said her mother, *‘ and you must get what
| reason for upsetting a bench full of them.
Redfield. 1872. 12mo. pamphlet. pp. 48, 25 cts.
and with one mischievous jerk, Sir Johnny
Co. 1872, 12mo. pp. 221.
|
One is reminded by this title of the Irishia’s
Whenever any of the children happened a
you think you would like. You have had
I also am a child, and I
Mrs. Stenhouse will gain a wide hearing
Nay sprawling on a fresh, unbroken patch
bull, when he said’ that he had been feeding his
| to be late, they were sure to bring some of snow.
a poor Christmas this year, and this will through this volume. Becduse it
Am ignorant and weak ;
:
z
is a record of horse on sawdust to save
money, and just as the
I gaze upon the starry sky,
very good excuse, though sometimes it
help to make up for it. - If I could only get personal experience as the wife of an official poIt is very remarkable—at least the Reinanimal had got well used to living on this, he
And fhen I must not speak;
Iygamist,
a
little
strength,
and
get
to
my
sewing
and is written in a plain, frank, simple,
| would be very comical, One morning
just went and died. Dr. Nichols's title-page sugdeer seemed to think so—that Johnny Lapabout ten o'clock a boy came rushing, all
again,”—and May saw tears in her mother’s straightforward style that suggests nothing but gests rather ‘more than his little book realizes:
For all behind the starry sky,
land didn’t cry, or scold, or call names, or
thorough
truthfulne
ss,
it
will
impress
by its but there is a deal of
out of breath, into the school-room,exclaimeyes as She turned her head onthe pillow.
Behind the world so broad,
valuable, well-digested and
something. He only jumped up, laughing
abounding, sad and significant facts. One sees
Behind men’s hearts and souls doth lie
ing, *“ ‘Deed, ma’am, I couldn’t he’p bein
clearly-given information here, that may help
The little girl walked out to the kitchen. the interior
of Mormonism near at hand and in
at the curious print he had made in the
The Infinite of God.
any family to more wholesome and economical
late dis mornin’ not ter save my life. My
Allan was there; he had bought the knife, a dry light, as be inspects
these pages. The stosnow.
mammy done got a cow, an’ de cow" done
and was trying to mend the back of it.
ry is simply told, but it has all the elements of methods of living. It is well worth buying,
If true to her, though troubled sore,
« Now it's your turn,” said Johnny, and
got a calf, an’ de calf done ‘runned away,
I can not choose but be;
‘* Girls are so queer,” said Allan, *‘ they pathos and tragedy in it. Judged purely on its reading, and applying at lgast:in part. The auJerry,
somewhat foiled by the good humor
thor is no quack
Thou, who art peace forevermore,
an’ de cow done gone af'er de calf; an’
never know how to make up their minds.” literary side,it weuld*be"easy to criticizeit; but practical physiologior empiric, but a scientific and
st, and he has taken hold of a
| of his companion, nothing loath, took the
the
testimony
borne
Art very true to me.
by
its
obviously
truthful
done gone af’er de cow, an’ I spec’ I be late
“Thave made up my mind,” said May,
subject which Ameriexans need to study.
seat of command.
On they went, past the
statements gives it great moral weight and ren| ebery morning’ now, gwine after dis yere.”
as she took a small basket from a nail on ders
JI am low and sinful, bring
its testimony full of practical importance,
My class in Sunday-school consisted of a -grocer’s corner and the minister's front the wall; then putting on her hood and —We
“More love where need is rife;
see an intimation that her husban
door,
and
up
toward
where
little
Katy
Milis dto
Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.
Thou knowest what an awful thing
dozen boys between the ages of eight and
sack, she went out of the door. .
undertake to write the, full history, interior as
1
ler
was
always
looking
out
of
the
window.
It is to be a life.
The magazines of the month are fully up to
| twelve ; most of them bright, and one a real
May knew Mr. Jones, the rosy-cheeked well’ as exterior, of the Mormon movement
“Jolly, and that’s so, I declare!” said
their ordinary
“Most of them are steadily
Hast Thou not wisdom to enwrap
original,—a sort of boy Topsy ; unlike any-,
butcher, very well, though they had got and life,—a work for which his ability ind posi- improving, eachlevel.
ifestly resolved
that its
My waywardness about,
tion
have
well
|< thing in the wide world but just himself. Jerry; *‘ but whoa! we’ve got there !”
fitted
him.
This
personal
but little meat of him this year. She often
narracompetitors shall not leave it behihd in the literJohnny
was
some
tired
by
this
time—
In doubting safety on the lap
tive
of
Mrs.
S.
will strengthen the desire to-ob-- ary
| He belonged also to my day school, and on
thought if it had not been for the pig they
race. The writers enlisted embrace much
Of ‘love that knows no doubt?
he couldn’t pull up hill. He wiped the had raised, and then salted down, she did tain the fuller.history.
J
- | entéring gave his name as * Chris.”
of the finest talento thie Foutitry
and their paLo! Lord, I sit in thy wide space,
| pers often show that the very richest intellectual
Every Sunday
I read to ‘the class some sweat from his forehead, and the two boys not know what they would have done, for
examined the new sled with exceeding satMy child upon my knee;
part of Bible history, and the next week
neither Allan nor she were "yet able to THE WARS OF THE HUGUENOTS. By William || elements have been distilled into the manuscript
_. She looketh up unto my face, isfaction.
Hanna, D. D, author of the * Life of Christ,” | which. they send to the editor of their favorite
questioned
them
as
to
what
they
rememearn
anything, and her mother had been . &.
New York: Robert Carter & Brothers.
And I look up to Thee.
monthly.
¢¢ There's. old Betsey taking home Miss
We have only space to mention a few
an
invalid
for
many
weeks.
1872.
bered
of
it.
On
one
occasion
I
had
taken
12mo. pp. 344.
:
5
—Geo. MacDonald.
’ | of the pamphlets that lie before us.
Penny's wash,” said Jerry, as he bobbed
;
Mr. Jones knew her when she entered ISouLT BARRY OF WYNSCOTE, Her Diwrnal | “THe ALDINE for May gladdens
the story of Adam and Eve. Chris seemed
like a fresh
round the nearest corner just to see who the shop,and as soon as he got through with
Book.
.A
Tale
of
Tudor
times.
By
Emily
{ and grateful surprise, notwithstanding the sucparticularly interested, and abandoned his
Sarah Holt, author of * Asheliffe Hall,” ete,
might be coming; ‘“ hasn’t she got a tug the customer he was waiting on, he came
| cessive numbers that preceded it had prophesied :
usual occupation of pinching his neighbors
Same Publishers, &e. 1872. 16mo. pp. 524.
with that basket? Let's give one little soft
We have nothing among our
These two volumes, announced by their titles | exquisite things.
around to her side.
for fully five minutes to. listen. The next
| illustrated periodicals that approaches the Alsnow-ball—on her back; you know !”
some
weeks
ago,
deserve
a’
¢
Well,
May-blossom,
what
can
1
do
for
few
words
Sunday
when
I
asked
who
could
tell
me
of
special
EY
| dine in
“Let's give that great basket a ride,”
you this morning ?” he asked in his usual mentiod. Dr. Hanna’s name in connection with aloné excellence. The paper and typography
anything about our last reading, his hand
Freed Children in Virginia.
make the work magnificent; when to these
the authorship of any book is a strong assurance
said Johnny; ¢“ you pull some and I'll. pull lively tone.
went up instantly.
| attractions are added the numerous illustrations
of something valuable.
some; say, will you? Mother says she’s
The
lectures which
‘Is soup beef very .dear; Mr. Jones? make up his volume
| that make one ask whether it is possible for
‘(Can you tell me about it, Chris?” I
T have heard children tell about ‘ feeling
devoted- to the Huguenots,
real good.”
| wood engraving to embody so much that belongs
How
much
would
it
cost
to
get
enough
to
1
asked.
and
which
were
orignally
delivered before the
funny,” but I neverknew exactly what they
It was soon settled with poor Betsey,
make mother some broth?” asked May, Edinburgh Philosophical Institution, deserve | to high art, it becomes a product with which
“ Yaas'm,
kin teli a heap.
Boy, I'll
meant until the first time that I stood up
that the heavy basket should be transported
special notice and approval.
Of course they only superlatives can properly deal. Its two
before a school of little black children down mash yer mouf ef yer don’t quit foolin’ wid to the new sled, and that the double team |. her manner rather excited.
are thoroughly and perhaps inténsely protestant, “Tull page illustrations are very choice, and the me.
Guess
I
knows
asmuch
as
you
does.”
“I'll
show
you
what
I
have;
come
in Virginia.
I ‘felt funny” then, sure
should, ¢* honor bright,” be ¢‘ dreadful careten of lesser size are gems in their way. The
for the author’s convictions and feelings are such
enough.
They had never been to school This last was addressed to one of the class ful not to spill off a single piece, or to let around’ this way. So mother is sick, and as strongly repel him from Romanism, and literary work is also worthy of the artistic. The
before, they scarcely knew what a school who audibly expressed his doubts as to a drop spatter -the clean, sweet things.” you are housekeeper! Now, there's a beef such a man could not be expected to reproduce Aldine ought to have a hundred thousand subbone, with two good pounds of meaton it; that abominable chapter of French history with scribers before the close of the year.—New
was; and they all sat with their great, shin- Chris telling anything about a lesson. It

The Family Circle.

ing black eyes fixed on me,—the

very black, the whites so very

blacks

white,

was the first time he had attempted such a

so

thing, and the children were astonished beyohd,
measure. Having ‘quieted them, I

like

if I must. either laugh or cry, and couldn’t
quite make up my mind which it should
be.

Taking their names decided me.
It was
a long time before I could keep from laughing whenever I heard them. When the
people

were

slaves

they

had

no

family names as we have; they were just
called Jim or Tom or Sally ; sometimes they
added the name of their master or mistress,

« What kind of an engine was it, Chris?”

but often they had only the one)

I asked, when he paused, breathless.

One little boy gave his name as ‘ Dandy
dim,”
‘
:
¢ What is your other name ?” I asked.
“ Ain’t got no oder name.”
-

¢¢ Fire-ingine, ma'am,” responded Chris,
trinmpantly. He had understood angel as
engine, and this accounted for his interest
in the stqry. He had once seen a fire-engine that had greatly interested him, and

+ What is your mother’s name P”
* Name Aunt Polly.”
,
«+ What is your father's name ?”

nothing ¢ould persuade him that it was not
the very same article that had barred ‘the
gates of Eden against the return of the

“ Name Uncle Jake.”
¢ And haven't you any name but Jim ?*
Done tole yer my name Dandy Jim,
Mammy ca’ me Jim, ole mass’ ca’ me Dandy Jim. Likes dat ar de bes'.”
self

Then I came to another who
* Pres'den’ Linkum.”

called

exiled pair.

Almost a match for Chris in oddity was
his neighbor Peter ; but there was t his difference,—Peter learned readily, and as a

him-

understandingly, and ‘was a remarkably
rather disadvantages.
was asked of Peter was

:

«Js too. My mammy say so.”
I asked his mother about it, and

sure

enough all the name he had was President
Lincoln, or, as she called it, * Pres'den’
Linkum.” Truth compels me: to acknowl- |
edge that * President Lincoln,” did not
-wa behave in just the manner that

* aan expected from a person* ‘=nighed name.
"ad anything

~atty,

rule

in-

telligent boy for his age and advantages, or

Why,” I said, * you are not President

Lincoln.”

that half-mile journey, but the washwoman,

Ican let
it's you.”

you have it for two

cents,

being

anything like stoicism.

Yet he is no mere heat-

ed and extravagant partisan.
he, that there are many who

So far from this is
will probably com-’

relieved of her burden, was already at Miss
“Two cents!” exclaimed May. *‘ Isn't
Penny's gate when the boys arrived.
plain because he does not more freely use the
that
very cheap ?”
said, % Now, Chris, let us hear how much
language of horror and execration. But he has
“And T don’t know what good mothers
“That's the price to you, putting it in her studied the subject with great care and thoroughyou can remember.”
ye belong to,” said Betsey, in her gratitude
* Yaas’m. De Lord done made Adam
basket.
‘‘Now,
here's some potatoes,— ness, collated anthorities, separated the seeming
for the help, * but it's blessed boys ye are
an’ Eve, an’ put ’em inde garden of Evil. to save such an aching from a poor woman's howd you like a cent’s worth of them ?. Pot- from the real, gone behind the mere visible.phe(Boy, I'll choke yer eyes outen yer head ef back. My blessing goes with ye and the herbs we throw in,” tossing a bunch of cel- nomena and found the forces that were at work,
shown us the political diplomacy and the perdon’t quit rollen’ ’em at me.) Dey got
pretty bright sled, and the best of good ery, sweet marjoram, a couple of onions, sonal hatreds and prejudices and ambitions, as
"long well nuff till Eve done eat de apple,.
~and
a
pepper
into
the!basket.
.
well as the religious superstition and bigotry
fun in your play I”
:
den she carry one to Adam an’ cuss at him
May's eyes fairly glistened. ¢‘ Oh, thank which were concerned in writing that dark chap‘‘ Thank you!” returned Johnny. “Thank
to eat it, an’ den dey done druv ’em outen
ter in European history whose central feature is
you!” repeated Jerry; and then the boys you! thank you!” said she: ** why, I'll have the Massacre
of St. Bartholomew. The Huguede garden, an’ put an’ ingine at the - gate to
both concluded it must be dinner-time, and two cents to spend for myself, after all.”
nots have never before been so faithfully por‘keep 'em from comin’ back.”
Of course May had to tell about the five

huckleberries in a bowl of milk, somebody
said,—till I grew so nervous that I felt as

colored

Of course, it was more a frolic than a task,

,

Whatever question
sure to receive an

answer of some kind, whether he knew anything about the subject or not. He utterly
disdained to ask for assistance or explanation, and this disposition, together with his

more too.

““ Well, Johnny,” said his mother,

‘ He satisfieth thy mouth with good things,
=

thati\ghy

youth

is renewed

like the

". Peter said something that sétind"mld not make out just
~mething not in
‘~1d him

when

the dinner was over, and Johnny had finished the story of his adventures, *‘ I'm glad
you. and Jerry got on so well. I thought
you would, my son, if you only tried a lit
tle.”
:
“ “But didn’t his fun get a spoiling, though,
mother? He meant to get me mad when
he pitched me into the snow ; but I spoiled
that, I guess. He meant to make me up-

set him, so he could give me a rubbing in

cents, and

that

seemed to give

another wise thought.
‘Now, here's a doll
sell for a cent,”

baby

Mr.

Jones

trayed for the benefit of the
even Dr.

Hanna’s eminent

general public, and

ability as a student,

thinker and writer has seldom found a fuller

I'd like to embodiment.

taking one off a shelf, done

My dear child,” said the mother, ‘ you
may always remember that the best way to

learn to like anybody,
time

with

and to have a good

him, is to beas kind as you can

always, and when he is wring, to do some
especially pleasant thing for him,

than

So you“see,
one

way

Johnny,

and

there’s

with

more

to spoil things, and a great

deal of badness—bad fun and mean mischief—mniay be spoiled by taking a little

painsto do somebody a good, or give somebody a pleasure.
wnt
Wie
I never heard that Johnny and Jerry had
another quarrel all that awvititer.—ddvocate
and Suardian,
++o

&

One thought fills immensity.

James Sutton & Co.

l
‘OLD

&

NEW

for May

is a strong

number.

The serials go forward
strongly as well as
steadily, Martineau’s paper on Mind in Nature
andl Intuition in Man is a masterly thing, worthy

of the author's high fame and his previous literary work.

The

Reminiscences

of Miss Gilson

are very admirable; Hoar’s paper

on Education

in Congress is full of valuable information, and
the briefer and less pretentious articles are well
adapted to their place and office.

The magazine

Isoult Barry’s Diary is, in its way, one of the
up in paper. *‘I got it for my Jennie, but quaintest,
frankest, freshest
of jourshe wanted black eyes, and these are blue; nalistic literature which one specimens
will

all its early

ers.

promises,—~Boston : Roberts

Broth-

Namie
RRNA

SAINT _PAUL’S MAGAZINE, one of the best of
the English monthlies, and furnished to American subscribers hy Messrs. J. B, Lippincott &

; commendation.
Its mechanical excellences are
in keeping with those that are literary. The con-

tents of the last issue received are as follows:
meet in many | Septimius; Literary Legislators; Mazzini;
It dates back to the early part of the last
Criticism as one of the fine Arts; Serephina
century ; the

no telling if the man would care to change ; a day.
shopkeepers never do. But may be you'd
rather have black eyes, too.”
« *=No, I wouldn't,” said May ; ** mine are
black, and I'd a great deal rather have blue.

“Dll take that to Sunday-school,” said
May.

‘Ihave

é

keeps steadily on in its original line, and fulfills

The volume will be an authority
for many years to come,
AL | Co., Phila., appears regularly, and merits special

style is a perfect literary specimen
of that period; the naivete is every way charmAng, whether the writer deals with personal, do-

Snowe;

Romance

Books; Our

and

Dinners;

cessive leaf is turned.

:

all
I want now,” hugging

Humor

from

the

Fo
3

blue

Asrai; Off the Skelligs.

-

i

mestic or public affairs; and it constitutes one of

the finest and most vivid pictures of life in Engthe snow; I thought I'd spoil that, too. ‘Oh, it's lovely, Mr. Jones!” and May gave land at the period referred to, that we have met.
And then we bothespoiled old Betsey’s back- areal squeal of delight, for she had never One seems transported
back over a hundred and
thirty years of time, and to be living on another
ache, and ’'twas good fun, as good ag she ‘seen anything like it before.
~ “Now, you've got another cent yet to continent, before fifty pages have been read; and
blessed us for. Oh, I like Jerry well enough,
the illusion grows more complete as each sucspend ; is that so P”
mother; he's real strong at a pull!”

wibounded eonfidencein himself, frequently him.
led him into comical and to him rather
mortifying mistakes. One Sunday the. class was: repeating in
concert Psalm 103. In the fifth verse,—

:

York:

The Third

Part of the NATIONAL

ENCYOLO-

PEDIA, to be completed in 18 numbers at 50 cts.
each,is on our table, and keeps the promise

given at the outset. It takes us to the 168th
page, and'to the word Charleston, Itis a very
successful attempt at abridgment, and compresses
an immense amountof information within a
| small space. For the use of average readers it
is sure to be very valuable, and can hardly fail

the dolly quite close to her; ‘and it’sa STORIES TOLD TO A CHILD, Second series. By of being popular.—~New York: National EncyJean Tngelow. With
sixteen illustrations,
pgood many.Sundays since I've had a penny
Boston:
Roberts Brothers, 1872. 16mo. 322. clopedia Publishing Co. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co,
to put in the missionary box. Now, I must
It ought to be enough to say of these stories,that
LITTELL’S LIVING AGE looks in weekly with
hurry home and put on my soupto boil,”
they are full of Miss Ingelow’s vivacity, pictu- its familiar and cosmopolitan face, assuring us of
and again, with many thanks, May Bufyjed resqueness, sympathy, genius and skill, and eva choice literary banquet served up from a varihome, leaving Mr. Jones to feel the le
ery way worthy of their author and of their ety of sources, and never containing stale or una kind action always brings. — Young Follk's predecessors which appeared in the earlier volwholesome dishes. It takes the choicest and best
Friend.
;
A ume. It willbe enough for those who know things from the whole wide realm of English and
and have read after her in time past; they who

haye yet to make her

books

have

a rare

acquaintance

through her

experience awaiting “them,

European

literature,

Its

last

number has

the

following table of contents:
Henry Ward Beecher; The

Strange AftvenTruth gives a sense of security to the And they may just as well begin at
feeblest man, as lying does insecurity to the ‘stand-point, and then go up higher. this juvenile tures of a Phaeton ; Richard Steele; Story of the
| Plebiscite; Modern Manners; The Christian and
strongest. The true man has but one an-

swer to give to interrogators,
tell, and nobody's face to fear.

one

story to|

Pagan Ethics; The English of the Prayer-Book

AT L10N’Ss MOUTH.
author

By Mary

of ‘ Temperance
A

M. Thiers; Easter. Eggs; New Japanese
New- ~Chinese Treaties.—~Boston: Littell-& Gay.

Dwinell Chellis,

Doctor,” etc.

A

and:

IMPERFECTIN ORI

Patient, the doctor should
to whegher

according

the old miser or his expectant heir was his
employer.
Sup
e minister should
side with the Lord or the devil, accordingto
the salary offered and otherincidental advantages, where the soul of a sinner was in
question.” You can see what a piece of
work it would make of their sympathies.

kled. The climate has something to do
with this, but doubtless. her nourishing
food, generous wine, and out-of-door air,

ca in a ship about to sail. He was going a
wanderer to a strange land, to earn his bread

utes thereto—the exercise and development

by labor.

y

“Is there an

American

staying

much more.

Ameri-

at

your

The landlord hesitated a moment, and then
replied :
“There is a gentleman up stairs who is
But the lawyers are quicker witted than
either of the other professions, and abler either an Ame Hoan or an Englishman, but
men generally. They are good-natured,
or, which I can not tell.”
He pointed the way, and Talleyrand-<4gho
if they qearve), their
quarrels are aboveboard, I don’t think ‘they are as accom- in life was Bishop, Prince, and Prime Minisplished as the ministers, but they have a ter—asended the stairs. A miserable suplicant, he stood at the stranger’s door—
way of cramming with special knowledge
ocked and entered.
for a case which leaves a certain. shallow
In the far corner of a dimly-lighted
sediment of intelligence in their memories
abouta good many things. They are apt room, sat a man of some fifty years, his arms
nfixed company, and they folded, and his head bowed on his breast.
to talk law in
“have a way of {ooking round when they From a window directly opposite, a flood of
a point, as if they were addressinga light poured over his forehead. His eyes
make
his
jurs, that is
ty aggravatin , as I once gize in Talleyrand’s face from beneath
had
occasion to see when one of ’em, and a
owncast brows with a peculiar and searchHis face was striking in its
pretty famous one, put me on the witness- ing expression.
outline; the mouth and chin indicative o {|
stand at a dinner-party once.
The ministers come next in point of tal- an iron will; his form, vigorous even with
ent. They rg fa more curious and wide- the snows of fifty winters, was clad in a rich
tside of their own calling and distinguished costume.
i
: iy interested
*Talleyrand advanced—confessed that he
tha n either of the other professions. I like
to talk with ‘em.
They are interesting was a fugitive—and that, under the impresmen, full of good feelings, hard workers, sion that the gentleman be fore him was=an"
always foremost in good deeds, and on the American, he solicited his kind and feeling
He poured forth his history in elowhole the most efficient. civilizing class, officers.
working downwards from - knowledge to quent French and broken English.
so many of them work in harness,
is pretty sure to chafe somewhere.

too often assume

and it
They

principles which

would

cripple our instincts and reason and give us
a crutch of doctrine. 1 have talked with a
great many

of ‘em of all sorts of belief, and

Idon’t think they have fixed everything in
their own minds, or are as dogmatic in
their habits of thought as one would think
to hear em lay down the law in the pulpit.
They used to lead the intelligence of. their
arishes; now they do pretty well if they
zeep up with it, and they are very apt to
lag
behind it. Then they must have a colleague. The old minister thinks he can hold
to his old

course,

sailing

right

into

oracle

occasionally.

The

do

as he retreated

his

goes

over

the

dam;

no

backwards,

was. full of meaning.
“I ain the only man

the

World

their

best
to spoil them, as they do the poets;
vou find it very pleasant to be spoiled, no
doubt; so do they. Now and then one of
them

have been and the French

what they are—

tion, though not

will

organic cultivation.
Entwined in these
words are taste and art. A riper civiliza-

wonder,

they're always in the rapids.
y this time our three ladies had their

fades all turnéd toward “the speaker, like

and

born_in

voice
and

say: ‘I have not a single friend, not one,
in all America.’”
Talleyrand never forgot-the over whelming sadness of the look which accompanied
these words.
:
“Who are you ? he cried, as the strange
man retreated towards the next door.
“Your name?"

wil

“My name," —said he, with a smile which
had mote of mockery than of joy in its convulsive expression,—‘‘my name is Benedict
Avnold !”
He has gone.
Talleyrand sank in a chair,
gasping the words:

“Arnold, the traitor.”
:
Thus he wandered ovér the earth—another
Cain, with a murderer's mark
upon his

brow.

The last twenty

years of his life are

covered with a cloud, from whose darkness
but a few gleams of light flash out.upon the

page of history.—Exchange.

the weathercocks in a northeaster, andl
Carlyle and the Rossettis.
thought it best to switch off the talk on to
another rail.
!
How about the doctors ?—I said.
Upto Chelsea, on the left bank of the
Theirs is the least learned of the profes- Thames, two figures walk side by side. One
sions, in this country at least.
They have wears a slouched hat and smokes a large
not half the general culture of the lawyers, German pipe—that is Thomas Carlyle; the
nor a quarter of that of the ministers.
I other a
slow and with his eyes on the
rather think, though, they are more agreea- ‘ground—that is Dante Rossetti, the poet.
ble to the common run of people than the About the latter there is a tender story.
men with black coats or the men with green He loved a noble lady; he was ON
but,
bags. People can swear before 'em if they putting his face against all the world, he
want -to and they can't very well before won her. She died, aiid Ire buried all his
ministers.
I don’t care whether they want
songs in her gave,
There they remained
to swear or not, they don’t want to be on. for eight years before they were given to
their good behavior.
Besides, the minis- the public.
The Rossettis are now rich and
ter has a little smack of the sexton about earnest republicans. Their house, during
him; he comes when people are in in extre- our war, was the nucleus of Northern symmis, but they don’t send for him every time pathizers in London. Christina Rossetti is
they make a slight moral §lip,—tell a lie for a pale, silent lady, and writes more from
instance, or smuggle a silk dress through
ure inspiration that.any poet I ever saw..
the custom-house ; but they call in the docAt the home of Jean Ingelow I met Mad. tor when a child is cutting a tooth or gets a dox Brown, the founder of the pre-Raphaelsplinter in its finger. So it doesn’t mean ite school, who twenty-five years ago carmuch to send for him, only a pleasant chat ried off all the prizes from the Art Academy.
about the news of the day; for putting the There was also Morris, and Swinburne talkbaby to rights does n't take long. * Besides, ing-to Mrs. Morris—a tall spirituelle womeverybody
doesn’t like to talk about the an, and the most beautiful lady in all Eunext world ;
le are modest in their de- rope. Nota carpet in the pre-Raphaelite |
sires, and find this world as good as they home—a little wine and every one doing just
.deserve ; but everybody loves to talk physic. as he chose.
Such is the school of the preEverybody loves to hear of strange cases; Raphaelites. Passing over to Dean French's,
people are eager to tell the doctor of the in Eton square, we meet’ Robert Browning
wonderful cures they have heard of; the
and Tennyson there at breakfast, with a
want to know what is the matter wit
duke or two to fill up with.” Browning resomebody or other who is said to be suffer- cites some simple Welsh ballad.
I believe
ing fiom {‘a complication of diseases,” and there is no rivalry between these
at men.
above all to get a hard name, Greek or When Tennyson is in the Isle of
ight, it
Latin, for some complaint which sounds al-- is conceded that Browning is the intellectutogether too commonplace in plain Eng- al king of the eit; of London. The most
lish, “ Ifyou will only call a headache a
ondon is Lockyer—the
enial
poet in
5 Pica gia, it acquires dignity at once,and
osom friend of Tennyson. Swinburne is a
atient becomes rather proud of it. So I poet, but not toe least part of a philosopher,
think doctors are generally welcome in though it seems the world expects he should
most companies.
fi
be both.
I' have spent some time with
Inold times, when people were more Swinburne and never saw anything impure
afraid of the devil and of witches than they in his life. A frail man is Swinburne, with
are now, they liked to have a priest -or a an enormous head crowned with yellow
minister somewhere near to scare 'em off; hair. He is true in his love; fierce and unbut nowadays, if you could find an old compromising in his hate.—Joaquin Miller
woman that would ride round the .room on
a broomstick, Barnum would build an amphitheater to exhibit her in; .and if he French and American Women.
could come across a young imp, with hoofs,
SO
Gn
tail and budding horns, a lineal descendant
J
of une of those ‘‘dsemone’’ which the good
Perhaps the greatest difference between
peo

red

le of Gloucester

fired

at by ‘for the best

at,

and

were

part of a month to-

gether” in the year 1692, the great showman would have

him

at any

museum or menagerie.

Men

cost

for his

are cowards,

sir, and are driven by fear as the sovereign
otive. Men are idolaters and want something to-look at and kiss and hug,
or throw
themselves down before; they always did,
they always will; and if you don’t make it
of wood, you must make it of words, ‘which

are just as much used for idols as promisso-

ry notes dre used for values,
The ministers have a hard time of it without bell and
book and holy water ; they are dismounted
men in armor since Luther cut their saddle-

girths, and you.can see they are quietly tak-

ing off one piece ofiron after another, until
some of the best of them are fighting the
devil (not ‘the zo-ological Devil with the
big D) with the sword of the Spirit, and

precious little elsein the way of weapons
of offtnse or defense. But'we could n't got
«on yyithonut the spiritual

IN ORIGINAL )

brotherhood,

a purer,

with it will come, alas!

the New.

who can raise his hands to God,

what-

the American and ‘the Frenth woman is in
the voice.
That of the former is itched

in a high key, is thin,

often metallic,

invest

—

her

‘at North

Littl eCo r p
oral

Aug’

Sister Day

Publishing House with all its contents, inclu-

in Christ some 30 years since ;
added to the KF. Baptist church

Kennebunk, Me., by Rev. Aaron Ayer.

ding all the BACK NUMBERS on hand, and the ElecShe ever adorned her profession with a life of trotype Plates for the November number which was
prayer, and deeds of Christian kindness, always
making her home pleasant, and a place of rest already for the press and partly printed. Notwithand refreshment for the
Lord’s servants. She

standing this terrible

died in hope of that rest which lies at the end of
a devoted Christian life, leaving a hasband and

Sirfee song to mourn their loss and rejoice in her
gains. Funeral on the 16th, by Rev J. Stevens,
assisted by*Rev. P, Smith, Text, Rev. 13: 14.
Hh
;
CoM.

THE

CORPORAL

STILL LIVES!!! .

A. B., died in Pittsfield,

E. EUGENE WADE,

BAPTISM OF FIRE,”

LITTLE

Me., on the 26th ult., of lung fever and typhoid
pneumonia, after a distressing sickness of three
Mr. Wade
weeks, aged 24 years and’ 13 days.

Now.

that

and

—

decadence in

E—

the

summit

of

farewell

is

never

marry

their

opposites;

their similars, and from

they

ma

calculation.

The man will be

modified are free from the undignified and
discordant twang of the eastern coast,
The face of the American woman is more

sea

captain

Boy

hesitates,

can’t you tell what

¢“ Next—Master]

the dark

ages

the

diversity be not too great,and there
journey

to- make,

must

Smith,

were ?”

Obituaries.
equal to ten cents a line, to insure

an insertion

Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

Verses areinadmissible.

SISTER
ABIGAIL,
wife
of Brothér
Jehiel
Johns,
and
sister of Rev. O. Dike, died in
- Bristol, Vt., Dec. 13, 1869, aged 78 years. The
subject of this notice experienced religion, when

be

associate

now

a

small

Charles Bowles, of which she remained a worthy

member, and active in the cause

of God,

until

death.
She was always kind and helpful to the
sick around her.
She removed with her family
to Bristol, about 20 years ago, but retained her
standing with the churchin H. In her last sickness she was hopeful, and when near death!

door, seemed to have a view of that land of A
and {ts inhabitants, and bid adieu

to

earth,

with

1 hut little Capital

rovided wth

CHRISTIAN,
been

feast his eyes with such a spectacle. *

after, dying in

the triumphs of faith. She leaves a father, mother and brother to mourn their loss, but "they
mourn not as those that have no hope.
Words
of comfort to the bereaved friends by
the writer
from Rev. 14: 13.
A. STILLINGS.

ee

appearance.

It

should

book.

Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in

15 cts.

Postage

extra;

on

From Night to Light, $125
125
125 Mabel Livingstone,
50
75 Bud and Blossom,
‘50
50 Neddie and Maggie,
125 A Year in the Country, 1 :
.12
1

.“

ibrary, 4 vols....
eries, 4 vols.
Library,

4 vols......

in ever

paper covers,

the former, 4 cts., on the

latter, 2 cents.

%;

More

New

-

Books
School.
Price.
$1.25

*

1.50

The Judge’s Son,
Hester’s Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones,
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Benson’s Triads,

$150
125
125
125
200
75

The Quiet Hour.
Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,

-

Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
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Young Ladies’

HANNAH A., only daughter of Franklin and
Harriet Burk, died in Wolthorough, N. H., Feb.
3, of quick consumption, aged 15 years, 1 month.
This sister experienced religion four months

since, and lived her religion ever

Emile Ollivier.

clothed in an entirely new dress, and

a very comely

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

prospects in view of meeting loved ones that
The Original $500 Prize Stories, 8 vo
fraction, then a large fraction. Very few full
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are married totally, and they only, I think, deemed, leaving a, companion, two sons and The
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after some forty or fifty years of gradual ap- other relatives to mourn.
Com.
The Select Abrary,
proach and experinient. - Such a large and
BUYERS OF SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS WILL
MRS. MARTHA G. GARFIELD, of Coventry,
find it to their advantage of their schools to send all
sweet fruit is a complete marriage, and it Vt., died Apr. 9, aged 84 years.” Mis. G. had orders
direct to D. Lothrop & Co., Boston, whose
needs a very long summer to ripen in, and long been a follower of Christ. She died in hope stock is one of the largest and best selected in the
[15tf
and
rests
in
peace.
:
United States.
then a long winter to mellow and season in.
ANN MEDORA Foss, of Lyndon Centre, Vt.,
But a real, happy marriage of love and
judgment, between a noble man and woman, died Apr. 10, aged 17 years and 7 months. Dora
per month, every-|
known only to be loved.
She is not lost, but 3 $75 to $250
is one of the things so yory handsome that if was
gone before, .
D. H. A.

the sun were, as the Greek poets fabled, a
god, he might stop the world in order to
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with
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indicate a derangement of the Liver or Digestive Orans.
’
: g5~ Persons living in, or visiting sections where
Malaria prevails, where Fever and Ague, Bilious Fever, &c., are the characteristic diseases, should be

ing full description of the business, before engaging
it to

Rose and Millie,
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Burning

in the Flesh or sudden Flashes of Heat,—all

AGENTS and all Men WANTING
THEBESTTRAVEL ING BUSINESS
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ach, Dimness of

G. BERRY.

PARTICULAR NOTICE! ~ Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning
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not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash

obituary.

your

cle in which he moved and a devoted follower of
¥or the Sabbath
—
Christ.
He
will not only be missed by the
church, but by all who knew him.
He leaves a |
wife and two children to mourn their loss, beShort-Comings and Long-Goings,
sides a large circle of relatives and friends.
Lute Falconer

’

himself with one like himself. A perfect
and complete marriage is, perhaps, as rare
as perfect personal beauty. Men and women are married fractionally,

life’

until

same

» Public.
Appetite, Facilitate

Give tone to the Nervous System, Vigor to every organ
of the body, thereby
imparti
Health and Strength.
here is no remedy so good for Languor and Debility
whether general or following acute disease. The
Medical
Faculty endorse it for Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Nervous Debility, and all diseases arising from a disordered Liver or Stomach, Constipation,
Flatulence,
Rush of Blood to the Head, Loss of Appefite,Nausea,
Heartburn, Acid Stomach, Fullness or Wei ht in the
Stomach,Sinking or Fluttering at the Pit of the Stom-

“1 guess they were ages just before the in- would be a sorrowful trial to his family if he
vention
of spectacles.”
“ Go to your was taken away, but it would be a happy one
Bro. M. was a shining light in the cir-| for him.
seats.”

real pitetyand love in their hearts to begin
with. The old bridegroom, having a much
shorter

of the

Bro. ELEAZER D. MARSHALL, of West Paris,
Me.,aged 45 years and 2 months, was run over and
instantly killed by the cars, April 9. He was
converted and joined the church at West Paris
when but fifteen years of age, and has ever been
a valuable member.
He was clerk of the Otisfield Q. M.
He seemed to hear his Saviour say:
¢ In such an hour as ye think not the Son of
man cometh,” for in the last prayer-meeting he
attended, he remarked in his exhortation that
he felt his time on earth was short.
Also the
day before he was killed, while in conversation
with one of the brethren, he said he supposed it

nobler and larger for being associated: with
su much humanity unlike himself, and she
about 16 years of age, united with the Methodist
will be a nobler woman for having manhoo
church in Huntington, Vt., and in 1817 she unitbeside her that seeks to correct her deficien- ed
with the Freewill Baptist church, which was
cies and supply her with ‘what she lacks, if organized
in Huntington under the labors of Rev.

MYRTLE.

This semi-monthly, published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, for the
use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publica| tion should be addressed to ¢¢ THE MYRTLE,"
Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.
»
.
Th
TerMs.—Single copy, 30° cents a year
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20

cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.

PostaGE.—The postage on a single copy

of the’ Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents

+ male and female, to introduce the GENUINE
MPROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEW«3 ING MACHINE. This machine will stitch,hem ,|
fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider
ina most superior manner. Price only $15. Fulfor five years. We
ly licensed and warranted
1
1 _ will pay $1,000 for any machine that will sew a
Ph stronger, more beaut! Jul, or more elastic seam
It makes the “Elastic Lock Stitch.”
= than ours.
Every second stitch can be cut, and still the
@D oth cannot be pulled apart without tearing if.

a year;

and no

more

on

10

copies

or any

number between one-and 10, when sent to
The
ne address, than on a single one.
postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The volume begins with the first number in
April. Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sen

us for the Myurile.
There hasnot for some little time been.
om $75 to $250 per month and
We pay Agents
Those who are
Sample copies will be sent free on appliany news of M. Ollivier.
from which twice
commission
a
or
expenses,
, | cation.
i
j
curious abou#fthe doings of that gentleman
Lucy, wife’ of James Hayes, died at Otter
can be made. Address SECOMB & CO.
amount
that
will, therefore, be glad to learn that he is Creek, in Tama Co., Towa, April 14, in the 4ist Wot Mass.; Pittsburg, Pas Chicago, 1Ul., St13 Ion
Ww
still in the land of the living and the place year of her age. Sister H. was converted in ; 8, Mo.
Now Ready.
of hope. According to the ‘correspondent Vermont, her native state, at the age of twenty;
six years after she was baptized by Rev. Y.
of an Italian paper published at Nice (Il J.about
Catarrh!
The Commentary on the Gospels by:
Wilkins in this state, and joined the Otter
Catarrh!
Pensiero)—a correspondent said to occupy Creek church where she remained a faithful

an honorable post in the Italian magistracy

—the ex-minister’ of the French Emperor
has been residing since last year at a small

place, called Pollone, which is some KkiloDs from Biella, where he leads a very

retired and a remarkably studious lite.
Some weeks ago a citizen of Biella, anxious
to meet M. Ollivier begged the amiable and
courteous bishop of the diocese, Monsigno

ertm magnetic influence where there is a | M. "Ollivier and four
desire to please. It is powerful in decla- were present. After
the conversation was
mation, as in the raouth of a Rachel, and
soft and winning in the quiot “of private matters, and Ollivier
He
life. It is a head-voice in America; in about Napoleon.
The nasal accepted office under
France it is from the chest.
England, come
up vibrating from the chest an ‘i throat with
support from the mouth, and thus
strong

old bachelor

‘“ The boy at the head of the class will
state what were the dark ages of the world.”

Eac

will go to and the road they will go by,

become reconciled.

his

every winter.

will fall out by the way a great many times,
and both get away from the road; but each
will charm the other back again, and byand-by they will be agreed as to the place

and

and

It will Improve

close. Her last’ hours, after a short struggle
with her unworthiness, wére peaceful and-pleasant. As a mother and a Christian her life s Deak
esire
for itself; and her friends will have no
that I say words of praise about one whose transparency of disposition and motive made a character so readable as was hers. We trust -she -inHer
herits the rest that is reserved in heaven.
friends parted with her as though they parted
not ;kb committed her to the dust as one not dead
but alive, comforted in the hope they should soon
see her, not in sickness, not in distress, not with
infirmities, but in a state and appearance the.
most desirable that could be wished.
:
A.D. F.

There is an old lady in Lynchburg, Va.,
who says she made a pair of socks last fifteen years by merely knitting feet to them

of these two arrangements is very proper.
In their long journey these young opposites

they

is feeble

a member

continued

¢ and that’s courtship, 'cause on that ship
there’s always two mates and no captain.”

thinks

people

his gait

clear of,” said an

fied with somewhat of dullness and reserve.”
When these opposites come together to be
each

boarding-

‘‘ There is one kind of ship I always steer

Beauti-

Old

new

man who was present, ‘ what a finger he
must have !”
.

do it instinctively.

himself.

his

The best Tonic and Stom
achic ever offered the

MRS. SABRA, wife of James Stanton deceased,
died Apr. 6, aged T9 years. - Sister 8S. experienced religion and united with the ¥. B. church
at, West Lebunon, Me., quite early in life, and

a friend

TONIC

BITTERS!

|"

R. M. MINARD.

At a recent lecture Professor X —-stated

over-vehemence requires to be a little modi-

the other .just like

enters

UININE

As a Christian she
member of it until death.
was noted for her earnest, living piety, and all
that knew her loved her. God gave
her seven
children, and in answer to her fervent prayer she
them all converted anf united with the
saw
church she loved so well. She has left a large
circle of mourning friends, but with this consolation, that she sleeps in Jesus, and with him they
hope to meet her when life’s march shall be
Funeral attended by the writer.
accomplished.

that Saturn had a ring six thousand miles
broad. ‘* Be jabers!” exclaimed an Irish-

which ex- | means, of a small dinner party, at whic

sounds, unlike those of New

as he

house, because
locks are few.

The young man does not say, ‘“My black
eyes require to be wed with blue, and my

wed, they. do not know it, but

of sarcasm to bid

a worthy

B. chureh in this town and continued

It is easy to break into an old man's

character, and such a marriage is commonly

They

besyland
the

house.

ful is the morning of love with its prophetic
crimson, violet, purple and gold; with its
hopes of days that are to come.. Beautiful
also the evening of love, with its glad remembrances and its rainbow side turned toward heaven as well as earth. Young people
marry their opposites in temper and general

a good match.

.

.

It is the acme

gradual, a fraction of us at a time. A happy wedlock is a Jong falling in love. Iknow
young persons think love only belongs to
rown hair’ and round crimson cheeks.
So it does for its beginning, just as Mt.
Washington begins at Boston Bay. But the
golden marriage is a part of love which the
bridal day knows nothing of. Youth is the
tassel and silken flower of love; age is the
full corn, ripe and solid in the ear.

¢

In reply-to a young writer who wishes to
know ‘‘ which magazine will give me the
highest position quickest,” the Petersburg
Express advises, ‘‘ a powder magazine, if
you contribute a fiery article.”
:

oi

life. ~ Marriage

—

tions,

Men and women, and especially young
people, do not know that it takes years to
even
marry
completely
two
hearts,
of the
most
loving and,
well-sorted!
But nature allows no sudien change.
We slope very gradually from the cradle

to

In FOSTER & BOWMAN, 42 Summer Street, Boston.
and a blessing to his race, has passed away.
gweows
the language of inspiration he * hath given u
the ghost,¥—his “sun is gone down while it
:
per month guaranteed
was yet day.”
CoM. ° $100
to 250 sure to_Agents everywhere selling our néw seven strand WHITE PLATINA
every house. SamCATHARINE, wife of Joseph Hill, died in CLOTHES LINES. Sellsreadil
Starksboro’, March 12,in the 76th year ofher age.
les free. Address Girard Wire Mills, Philadelphia,
12meow4
and
Saviour
the
to
A
heart
Pa.
her
In 1823 she gave
united with the M.E. church and remained in
ATWOOD’S
it until 1844, when she left it and joined the F.|-

A Scotchman
asked an Irishman* why
farthings were coined in England, and Pat’s
answer was, ‘To give Scotchmen an opportunity to subscribe for charitable institu-

rises at times almost te a shriek,
The
exGallic woman's has more volume, is sym- Losanna, who was acquainted with the
of
a
.an
him
give
to
r,
pathetic and deeper!
A harmonious ton e | minister,
This was accomplished ]by
n conversation is cultivated, and ‘there are meeting him.

gentle vibrations in the timber,

died

14, 1871, aged 55 years and 5 months.

at Home.

Foolish and wicked wishes descend
low, where, though they are bodyless
lables, they-are often formed into pins
needles, and straightway return to
world to torment the author.

with a knowledge of these things and a harmony of character not now possessed; and

his eyes still looking
He spoke

JANE, wife of Bro. Sargent P. Day,

Brevities.

I may be

from behind his darkened brow.

at all, but a

women

|. In qualities of a purely mental character
the ‘equal of the American woman can not.
perips be found in the world; but with all
er knowledge and intellectual activity, she
lacks that which made the Greeks what they

The strange gentleman rose. With a look
that Talleyrand never forgot, he retreated
towards the door of the next chamber, his

man of more than average moral instincts,
who, if he knows anything, knows how
little he knows.
The ministers are good
talkers, only the struggle between nature
and Foc makes some of ‘em a little awkward

health is better. -

has, ‘doubtless, many friends.”

head still downcast,

in ‘this their great Th
e

Eureka Machine 1wist,

morals which always marches on the heels
able to earn'my bread. I am willing to toil -of the beautiful in every age and in every
climate. It issadthat such heavy tribute
in any manner—the scenes in Paris have
filled me with such horror, that a life of la- should be exacted as the price of an added
bor would be Paradise to a career of luxury enjoyment, but art is inexorable.—Galuxy.
in France. You will
give me a letter to
one of your friends.
gentlemin like you
The Complete Marriage.

wind's eye of human nature, as straight as
that famous old skipper John Bunyan; the
young minister falls off three or four points
.and catches the breeze that left the old
man's sails all shivering.
By and by the
congregation will get ahead” of him, and
then it must have another new skipper.
The priest holds his own pretty well; the
minister is coming down every generation
‘nearer and nearer to the common level of
the useful citizen,—no

which have a ten-

the bereaved family

ndhim ‘8 ery present help
SOITOW.
.

experienced a hope
was baptized and

DESTROYED

|

Subscribe

‘Tam forced

you, a letter that

Joo Fond to be unkind.” May

thereto

understand,

dency to retard the physical development.of we must not expect too much.
The December number will appear early
Look upon each member of thé family was the only son of Mr, E. D. Wade of Foxcroft,
woman ; for mind molds matter.
The ex- 3.
and a aduate of Bates College of the class of in November, more BRILLIANT and CHARMING than
tremes of American life are unfavorable to |. as one for whom Christ died.
ii
since which time he had been a professor of
a healthy growth, ifi its fastness as well as
4. When inclined to give an angry 1870;
the Normal Department “in the Maine Central ever before, It will be extra large, containing about
its asceticism, where the flesh’ is corrupted answer, let us lift up thie heart in prayer,
Institute.
His intellectual ability was of a high
5. If from sickness,
pain, or infirmity, order. His rank as a scholar in college was double the usual number of pages, and will be sent
‘by dissipation or ‘mortified by certain reamong
the
very first. He was in every
way to all new subscribers for 1872, FREE.
ligious teachings. Aside from these causes we feel irritable, let us keep a very strict
fitted to fill honorably a professor’s chair in the
is a prevalent notion that it is beneath the watch over ourselves.
oung and rising Institute at Pittsfield, and lived
dignity of'man and woman to occupy them6. Observe when others are suffering,
ong erfough to show his aptitude and strength
selves with what they shall eat and what and frp a word of kindness.
in his department.
He was also a young man of
10weow42
7.
Watch for little opportunities , of high moral worth; his youthful integrity stood
they shall drink.
son aud an affectionUSE TEE
The American has more intellect than her pleasing, and put little annoyances out of without a blemish, a dutiful
ate brother, he never was known to disobey ,or
French sister, but the lagter has softness the way.
Cerel)
speak an unkind word to his parents amid all the
where she has pertness.
There is nervous
8. Take a cheerful view of everything,
impulses of bis youthful career. This is a noble
excitability and cleverness in_one, mellow- and encourage hope.
50 and 100 Yard Spools,
tribute, morg-thun a monument of gold, to be
ness and equality of character in the other.
9. Speak kindly to dependents and serv- presented in memory of a son. At thie age ‘wasof
AND THE
professed faith in Christ,
18, he publicly
The forced, brilliant vitality of woman in ants, and praise them when you can.
baptized by the late Rev, G. E. S. Byrant, and
Eureka
Button-Hole
Twist.
America is subject to fits of reaction, for
10. In all little pleasures which may oc- united with the Freewil{ Baptist church of this
10 YARD SPOOLS.
3
nature has its limit. In the French wom- cur put self last,
village. When near his end, seeing his life glide
They are Warranted in ery, respect, and are the
an the mind is more even and cheerful,
11. Try for the soft answer that turneth away, his faith sustained him, assuring his
For sale at Retail b
parents that all was well. Thus a young man, best for hand or machine use.
and in the absence of exhaustive and irreg- away wrath.— United Presbyterian.
with superior endowments, natural and, acquired, all Trimming Stores, and at Wholesale by all small
ware Jobbers, and by the manufacturers, SEAVEY,
ular demands made upon it the udiform
greatly beloved, an ornament to his family

to fly to the New World without a friend or
hope. You are an American.’ Give me,
then, I beseech

called

1.
We may be quite sure that our will is
likely to be crossed during the day; so let
us prepace for it.
2
at
2.
Every person in the house has an evil
nature, as well as ourselves, and therefore

of living contrib-

ascetic ideas in America

New World.”

“I am a wanderer—an exile.

Her mode

Harmony

of each function in a more natural and sensuous ‘manner than with us.
There are

house?” he asked the landlord of the hotel,
“I am bound across the water, and would
like a letter to a person of influence in the

ignorance, that is,—now and then upwards,
also,—that we have.
The trouble is, that

ascend the throne of France,

dark providence, which we tan not

ER

side with either

his eyelids,

A

make them sympathetic.

case of Fever vs.

the

darkest hour of the French Revolution.
Pursued bythe blood-hounds of the Reign
of Terror, stripped of every vestige of power

property, he secured a passageto

moistened

Hebe of Rubens.
:
The French woman's face is as handsorne
as that of any other in Europe, and fades of the empire, M. Ollivier averred that Naleon would never make war. on Italy; as
more slowly. At forty she
glides into an
e had seen How injurious it had -been to
embonpoint with an unwrinkled face and a
good complexion—at the age when the "him not to have always preserved its friendglish woman becomes heavy-necked and ship.
trowsy, and .the American pale and wrin-

There was a day when Talleyrand arrived

or

but the Judge of all the earth is *‘ too wise to err,

friendship

sor ra

Suppose, in a

and he ‘was, certain Napoleon III. would reby the French themselves. In answer to a
question in re
d to the relations of France
to the church in the event of the restoration

French is something more, although not the

‘Talleyrand and Arnold. It was

Ollivier was prodigal of eulogy, tears of

sincere

(hog

Mind you, I
they know to be innocent.
every side
them;
with
fault
finding
not
am
of a ease has a Tight to the best statement
it admits of; but 1 say it does not tend to

To

week would be reason enough for building
churches and pulpits,— Atlantic Monthly.

in Havre, hon foot from Paris.

and for

functionsof a mother the hips are too
narrow. In a word, the American is moré
fragile; she is hardly a Diana, and the

THE CHICAGO FIRE *

assurance that the

or five other guests
dinner, we are told,

directed to political

talked a great deal

stated that he only,
the Emperor on the:

latter

would

.not make

, LYDIA J., wife of Samuel Balegm, died in Redfield,N. Y.

Feb.

ears, T months.

cpt.,
was

28, of

consumption,

Sister Balcom

was

aged

38

converted

1867, under the labors of Rev. L. E. Bates;
baptized and united with the F. Baptist

churchat Redfield.”

She wus an earnest, faithful

Christian, ready to labor in the service of the
Master.
During her protracted illness she suffered very much, but always exhibited a resigned
and submissive Christian spirit. She felt at all

times, ** that

underneath

were

the everlasting

arms,and the Eternal (God was her refuge.” A true

friend,
to join
God.
a large

an exemplary Christian has gone forth
the church triumphant in the kingdom of
She leaves a husband and five children and
circle of ‘friends to mourn their loss.

but the hody supporting the head, vogwdsd * was 2st aliill of golag back, bi bo woud
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sale this’ whole Edition will soon be off
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war without his consent. ~~ M. Ollivier
steadily declined for a long time, by. his .| Funeral services attended by the writer.
A. E. WILSON:
own account, to agree to the war with Ger’
many, and his scruples were only overMiss
ABBIE
M.,
only
daughter
of Mr. and
the
treating:
come when he saw the press
Mbps.
. Hiram French, died in Phillips, Apr. 3,
insult offered to the French ambassador as aged 22 years, About tive years ago she gave

beautiful than that of any other country.
It has delicacy of coloring and feature, and a matter of public right. He deplored the
he
find¥ke and intellectuality in expression: | present condition of France, and said

Rev. John J. Butler,

member till death.
As she was approaching the
"IT CAN BE CURED.
Jordan of death she made arrangements for her
Circulars. price lists, and all necessary informafuneral, selected the text in John 5: 39, and _pre- Btion can be had by addressing (with return stamp)
sented it to the minister chosen to attend the ¥ervRev. T.'P. CHILDS,
ices with the request to preach to
sinners.
Troy, Ohio.
Having finished her work she calmly passed
H2w4)
.
away to her rest. She leaves a husband, seven
gisters and many other friends to mourn her deAGENTS WANTED FOR
parture.
J. H. STEWART.

all kinds,

A,

A

IER

|

;

ER

BER

the man

thrbw suspicion on

gpper part is lacking in depth,

who knew her, and will be much. missed im society, especiall
the 8. school, but most of -all
in the deeply afflicted family, where she was the
*¢ sunshine of the household.” It was indeed a

only do so whén the return of Napoleon
was at hand. Speaking of the latter, M.

digesting,

ery

very rarely

once a

and

dene at this

tad

for
with their fellow-creatures. They
They" defend
the side that vetains them.
the man they know tobe arogue, and .not

voice

For breat ing

he i

There
as unsympathetic as Jack Ketch's.
is nothing humanizing in their relations

love.

man and hear his

is inferior.
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The”lawyers are a picked lot, ‘first
scholars,” and the like, but their business is

earthly

But it lifts us all by its mere presence.

.see a good

tly

8. 1872. -
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“Lawyers,Ministers and Doctors.

a

from an artistic and hygienic point of: view,

the
of ‘the the

the genius for music, and has some
features which remind us of

=
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There
ever became of our special creeds.
is a ‘genius for religion, just as there is for
It is half-sister. to
painting or sculpture,
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weal and Zlomestic,
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Paragraphs.
The Grind

bik
amended forni.

Thére was a good deal of de.
In

was done,

thie House, the bill making an appropriation for
a custom-house at Rockland, Me., and the Texas Pacific Railroad bill, were passed. A bill in-

corporating the company for the erection of the

exposition

celebration

for

building

was

centennial

the national

introduced

the

of

affd referred with

past

freight

Portland daily.

each Senator ail debate
bills was passed in an

bate, and but little other business

Railroad, during

winter, has averaged 154 car-loads

CONGRESSIONAL.

limit to five minutes for
upon the appropriation

Trunk

five bushels

i

This excelent grass,

to

has

been

erected

site of the Rev. Robert Collyer’s‘church,
cago, is used as a warehouse

on

in

On Tuesday, in the

Senate, the

busi

President was

+" authorized to. appoint a commission to inquire
into the depredations on the Texan frontier,
The bill extending the time two years for States,
to locate lands for agricultural colleges was pass.
el.
The deficiency bill was passed.
The military academy
appropriation bill was reported
with amendments. The free tea and coffee bill
was passed.
In the House, the tariff bill was
considered
in committee of the whole.
A bill
for the re-issue of destrpyed or defaced United
. States bonds, under certain
restrictions, was
reported and passed.
’

as remarkable

On Wednesday, in the Senate, a bill was passed repealing the act prohibiting promotions in
the staffof the army.
The naval appropriatign
bill was amended and passed.
In the House,

the Senate amendments to the free tea and coffee
bill were concurred in.” The tariff bill was considered in committee of the whole.

On Thursday,

in the

Senate, thé

Massachu-

setts protest against the repeal of the eight-hour
law was presented.
The post-office appropriation bill was discussed.
In the House, the tariff
bill was considered in committee of the whole
during the day and at an evening session.
On Friday, in the Senate, “he post-office appropriation bill was tonsidered and amended by
increasing the Pacific Mail subsidy.
Id the
House, the tariff bill was further discussed in

committee of the whole.

:

On Saturday, in the Senate, the bill prohibiting
distinction on account of race or color in the
schools of Washington and Georgetown and the
post-office appropriation bill were
discussed
without action. In the House, in committee of

the whole, various tariff speeches were read,

Two-thirds of the men employed on the newspapers in New Orleans were in the rebel army.

The President signed the free tea and coffee
bill Wednesday, and all doubt upon that portion
of the tariff question is thus finally at rest.
It has been decided to hold the New England
fair for the current year in Lowell during the
first week in September.
One hundred trains every day NOW pass over
the Union Pacific bridge between Council Biuffs
and Omaha.
i
;
The new charter for New York city has been
vetoed by Governor Hoffman, and the veto sustained by the assembly.
The Ohio legislature has adiourned sine die.
The bill providing for a constitutional conyen-

tion next spring was killed.
The Vermont republican State convention was

held in Bellows Falls’ Wednesday.

feet thick,

ashore

The coming
musical prodigy is an infant, three
years old, innXew York, who sings airs from the
operas, and plays the accompaniment correctly,
without practice or teaching, and apparently by
instinct.
+Michigan made nearly 100,000 tons of ] pig-metal last year against 900 tons in 1854.
Nearly onethird of the pig-metal produced in the United
States is now made from Michigan ore.
‘Women never appeared upon the stage among
the ancients; their parts were represented by
men until as late as the year 1662, when Charles
I1. first encouraged their public appearance.
Wilmington, Del., is said to be built on an old
farm, opge. belonging to the Springer family.
The property is now worth $305000,000 and the
recent discovery of an gld lease is said to show
a clear title fi
he heirs to every foot of it.
Elation on Ar
of the Springers and a large
pumber.of lawyers is only natural,

Delegates

its normal editor and proprietor, is going abroad
as correspondent for the Herald.
The Standard
has sunk in two years fully $150,000, and General Butler, ex-Collector Murphy, Henry Clews
and other stockholders refuse to venture any
more money in the enterprise,

seems to find more favor there
George William Curtis said
there find its first triumphs.

than

cause

was

where it exists, and to report the result of their
mquiries, with their opinion as to the adoption
of this principle in the University.

and Vice-President.

It is understood

to be re-

The Florida senate is sitting as a high court
impeachment for the trial of Governor Reed.

of

Henry Bergh has been re-elected president of
the American Society for the prevention of Cru-

-

s

elty to Animals.

The news comes from Washington that a new
point of misunderstanding has arisen between
this country and England in relation to the consequential claims, and that Secretary Fish has
agked the counsel of the proper congressional
committees on the vexed question of sustaining

the treaty.

)

The impeachment

trial

of Governor

Reed

of

Floridi# resulted in his acquittal.
Theé'conference on Saturday between the republican members of the committees on foreign

affairs and foreign relations and the President and
Secretary Fish, concerning the latest difficulties
in the Alabuma case, resulted in nothing which
promises- a disentanglement
of affairs. The
propositions of the United States and (reat
Britain

in regard to the disposal

of the

indirect

claims seem irreconcilable, and the opinions of

is first

of

The German
in, New York,

told a convicted prisoner that by virtue -of his
personal regard for him he would sentence him
to only three years and give him a letter of in-

Sun, came up in the quarter

sessions

at Phila-

delphia on Saturday.
The defendant failing to
appear, his recognizance was forfeited, and a

Bazaine is to be court-martialed. ,
A hurricane at Zanzibar sunk

When in this ¢ondition

influence

he is reported

150

~
vessels

and

did damage
on shore to the amount of $10,000,
000,
The Greeks and Jews in Smyrna- have had a
religious riot in which several persons were

of man

liquor.

to have

assume

to he

official, indicate that the Carlist bands are disappearing. Special eorregpondents of London papers, however, represent that the insurgents are
“active and chronicle some

slight successes.

The revolutionists outside Matamoras
full retreat,

and pursued

troops.

by

the

a

J

are in

government
.

Vesuvius is'entirely quiet now, but the erupgion was succeeded by a hurricane which did
great devastation to the villages and remaining
crops.

iL

_A cyclone in

India, wrecked

“The

t.

the

vicinity

sevefal

which were drowned,
damage on shore.

of Madras,

vessels,

and

British

the crews

did a greit

deal

of
of

trial by court-martial of Marshal Bazaine

will begin during the present month and is likely

to continue
until

September.

An engagement took place Sunday between

Na. the government troops and the Carlists in

varre, which resulted, after nine hours’ fighting,
in the capture of thé entire insurgent center

‘Don Carlos, with a remnant of his followers, is
retreating into France, and the insurrection_is
guid to be at an end.

ane

hay

country,

where

stock

and grain for six months in

form.

This

beast, and

returns

an

immediate

in

‘and

collection is valued at $200,000,
“The People’s Magazine says:

i
The

French

same

meré fiery dust from the lathe of the Omnipotent
Worker, and weighing but a few grains, they

ible to us until they becom:

apidity of hel passuge throug)
meteor disappears forever hn it

as by combustion parted with its constituents
which from that time are added, in one form or
other, to the bulk of our own globe. Hence the

atmosphere may he

regarded &s an impenetrable

shield, protecting an
many dangerous encounters to which we should otherwise be exposed; affording us another illustration of the

providential arrangements

of the Great

Archi-

tect of the universe,‘ whose tender morcles are
| over all his works,” ”
:
~

especially

may

a second

best

and

growth

the ground
irrigation

soils

upon
the

are

same

is hard

in

all

in, drawing

judicious feeding.

with

to Lincoln

tatoes, one spoonful

that portion of Whitefield

adjoining it, quite ex-

tensive tracks of splendid

pine woods, the trees

standing

very thick,

running

aMlitall.

There

and

were

up

straight

several lots belonging to

erable ‘quantities of timber are now being cut.

Years ago, the land upon which this pine growth
is pow standing was covered with a growth of
white and red oak, which was cut off for staves.

These were manufactured,

sold in Wiscasset,

shipped
to the West

and

Indies,

brouglit back

filled with molasses.
Nearly all the large oaks
along the coast were used for this purpose, and
the ground is now “producing a growth of pines.

fifty years ago, his father, while

timbers

gathering

oak

for staves, drove his ‘oxen and sled over

the tops of small

pines that are now

and sixty feet high, and that will

hundred to one thousand

forty, fifty

scale from four

feet of lumber.

Some

of these trees are now two’ feet in diameterat
the ground, the average being eighteen inches,

The profits of these trees have been as good as
money at ten pei cent. interest, and yet our
farmers fail to grow. forest or timber trees, thinking they and their children will not get paid for

their trouble. Behold these facts, and let
of your waste land grow up to trees for
children’s benefit and profit, if not for your
— Maine Farmer.
Forty-one

hundred tons of wild sumac

been gathered in Virginia
for $82,000.

this

year.

some
your
¢tn,
x
have

They sold

hill,

and
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of many years as a member
of

New York
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Stock’ Exchange

©

70 Broadway and 15 New Street, New York. | Raisins, bunch—

p
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AN

UNDOUBTED

heat,west’'n1

SECURITY

MORE

THAN
2

INCOME

|

.

GOVERNMENT

turing it.
:
Bradley’s Super-Phosphate is excellent
about every vegetable grown in the garden;
the

various

and

9 1-2 Per Cent. on the Investment..

Logansport,

SINKING

Railway
THEY

FUND

with

shrubs

potatoes,

culti-

in field

grass

seeds alone in

August and September.

By applying, say 800 Ibs. of Super-Phosphate
with

the

grain

and

grass

seeds

spring, the straw is much stiffened, the crop

in

less

liable to lodge, the heads are large, and the ker-

nels plump, while grass seeds catch well and give
a thick stand of grass.
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This Road, 92 miles long,

and
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and, Bituminous
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Munchester Mirror

of recent

of Bradley’s

Phos-

cost of unleached
out land, There

were two and one half acres of land in the piece
which was sown with oats and grass seed. The
effect of both was wonderful, though the Phos-

phate did the best. e
i
The land was too poor to grow evén a light crop,
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A
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total we:
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e, farrow, and dressed beef.
5
?
WORKING OXEN—$216 to $240 per pair, or accord.

dy Steers, $65 to $125

ILCH Cows—$50to $75; extra good, $00 to $000
with or without calves, as may be agreed; farow
and ordinary, $00 to
N
"
STORES— earling $3ite #5 two year old, $0«
$00; three years old,
$00 to $00.

.
Kel

FAT HOGB—5} to 5}0.

SHOTES—Wholesale,

5c

to

6c;

Retail

6ic

to 000

Hipes—Brighton 00¢ to 9ic; Country lots,9¢ to 94¢
+ TALLOW—60 to x ; Country lots 5¢ to bic.
PELTS—With wool 8 50 to $5 00, each ; Country lots
2,00 to $8,00.
CALF SKINS—I18¢C to 20c,
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»
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(there is a rush for it)on
greatest work.

WANTED, — BOOK CANVASSERS for JOHNS. C.
ABBOTTS New Work,v1z : “The History of Chri stia
anity,” Illustrated. his will supply a great mood,
and must prove a vay Re ular book
for canv assers,
Address, B.B. RUSSELL,
Publisher, Boston ,Mass,

PUBLISHING Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

18}

oA

ing to their value as Beef.

Double Spiral
Cogs.

A ldre 88, NATIONAL
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8

80,

Rolls,
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The above Books and Songs sent, post-paid, on re. |
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.
O. DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. HI. DITSON & CO. New York.
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Exer-

Capital Song for young Singers.
:
5
MAUDIE AND THE
LUE-BIRD.
‘
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Hackleton.
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ExMess¥bbl1000

val. It is now in tlie hands of the 20,000
singers who
are to compose the choir.
cane Susie was Sareful; Selected Dy the Music
omm
, and
the book wi
a
r and useful book for use in all MUSICAL JOCTETIES, and
should be in the hands of all in the ud fones at the
Coliseum. _ It is the very best kind of
I#bretto.
175 Octave Pages!
« Price 75 cts.

May

| Ex Medium..2 65 @ 2 75

Country do..1400 gl4 00 |

Great Festi-
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ShippingB’d 20 00 g25 00 |
Spruce...... 17 00 @18 00 |
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maps, furnished by us on personal or written application.
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Sheet and

ex-

We will send a han dsome Prospectus of our New
but with the application of the phosphate and | Kllustcate
d F am ily Bible containing over 450
ashes I had a good crop of oats, the straw of fine Scripture Illus trations to any Book gent, free

which will pay for the fertilizers, having seventy-

12..

Nos. 18to 20..
11 @..11}
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.. @8.. ..

Do. sheet ¥ B..6} @.. 7 Rendered, ¥®»
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traverses.

re-seeding directly

Cor. D. M. CLouGH, the Corn Kinz of N. H.,

Nos.Sto

EX. sizes.. .. .. 8..
Eng.com....9 008100
Do. refined 105 00 @110 0

Coals of Park County, as

can not be ploughed will be much improved by
top-dressing with Bradley’s Super-Phosphate.
F. HOLBROOK.
Brattlebore, Vt , Jan. 20.
"

phate, besides about the same
ashes, upon’ a piece of worn

wet......

Swedish—
Com.ass’d

shortest

18}
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SUGAR.

|

a 3 3:

affords the

treatment will improve the pasture very much
for
a number of years; or pastures which

Last spring I made a trial

Do.

of Indiana.

to grass without taking a crop of grain, will give

the

oh

Western, dry.. 21 @&.. 24 | Nos. 13to 17..

also, for the largé surplus products’of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it

it.

18.

B. Ayres, dry.. 30 @.. 31 Havana.—

Rio Grande....

BEAR

an increased quantity and improved quality of
hay crops for three or four years following, or;
the land be pasture exclusively, this mode of

in a letter to
date, says:

AND

{ Silouita Cow—

isting outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne
Legansport and intermediate points for the celebrat-

Turning over old bound-out mowing or sward
land in- August, and applying, say 500'1bs. of Su-

per-Phosphate per acre, and
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48: 91

0a

to $16,300 per mile, in denomi-
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cultivation; and especially when stocking land to
grass, whethet,in the usual way, with
a grain

crop in spring, or
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for several years with invariably good results,
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EX-GOVERNOR HOLBROOK ON BRADLEY'S
SUPER-PHOSPHATE.

and

Potatoes,

an

GRAIN

4

Exquisite Song and Chorus.
THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS

I have used Bradley’s Siiper-Phosphate of Lime

12

12 @..

the Gold Board and | CASE «.eveesss 16 @-- 20 |" p0otory...... 00 @.. 18
fully corroborated. | Lemons, #box3 75 @ 4 25 | Vi an (N'Y.
12 @.. 17
E & CO.,
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has

RANDAL H.

CaBkesussces
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Kesessaos
os oe
.
Layer «.....
Weg

No.

:

dried B® 1043..

Randal H. Foote's Financial Pamphlet | Citron......... 40 @..
Cranberries,
bud 00 @ 6 00
contains sensible advice
on the sub,
as itis based | Pea Nuts
150 @ 25
Cape....r
000 § 0 00
upon eommon sense principles, which an experience | Figs common... 12 @.. 14 |cpecce vm,

.

tate decomposition.

|Apples,

50 @ 8 75 | do. sliced....

By a Member of the N. Y. Stock Exchange, | Currants.......
Shelled...... 36+
6 @.. 48 small
and ex. 300@325
3 50 @ 4 7
IMAITOW...s.+

and Nursery.

MANURE,—Cart
.to the
orchards as soon as’
convenient,in order to prevent delay in planting, etc., when the spring fairly opens.
If there
is snow, the manure may be hauled upon a sled,
and save much labor in loading.
Supply the
stables with plenty of absorbents, in order to
save all the manure possible.
Fork over the
manuré-heap once a month, in order to facili-

: a1

HOW T0 SPECULATE
SUCCESSFULLY, ' |||Almonds—
™ ris
ERLE
BY A: L
Soft Shell... 15 @.. 2 |p,us.
(AMEN Coit 18 g.

shouldbe admitted to the
This is a good
time to
.

PLANTING.—Whenever the ground is inproper order, plow
thoroughly and apply a good
coating of manure, which should be harrowed
or plowed under. The
sooner the. trees are
planted, if the conditions are favorable,
the better, though they may be safely planted
two
months later if properly healed last fall. If any
of the trees in young orchards have been badly
injured, set new trees in their places.

44 smoked... 0

Rye Flour....4 75 @ o 50

-| nations of $1,000, $500, and $100.

——

50 | yeogs "hout’ 14 50 @14 50
x
MBeseess 1 00.812 50
oo Lard tee,
. 9a. 10
2 Lard, bbl Beant] 8...
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PRODUCE.4

Corn Meal....3

be made now, and planted out in trenches prepared for them as soon as the weather permits.

Orchard

@12
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Choice extra.10

ALFRED T. RUNDLETT.
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00
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50
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1inois and Ohio,

CUTTINGS of currants, godseberries, lete., may

DwARF TREES only
fruit garden
proper.
prune.—Am. Ag.

\

pTumlly +++ 14 50 @16 00

of the | St. Loms,sup.7 25 @ 7 50 ‘Extra Clear. . 16 50 @17 5
Medium.... 9 50 @10 60 ™ hen."
16 00 816 59

Yours truly,

.

PROVISIONS.

Do.shore.!2 00 &1550 Beef—Mess,

I | Salmon,tce..27 00 @31 00 | Western....12 00 @13 00

been even more favorable for the Phosphate.

&

38. }
@.. 5

«»

Carpetings—
Lowell sup. 8-ply

8,024

els per acre,

in

5

@.. i

ure
Adry: Dun
nel. 10

DOMESTICS.

I made the above trials with perfect fairness, | choice extrall
the ‘conditions in no case being more lavorable | West'rn sup..4
for the Phosphate.
Had the fall rains come
poi Xian 9
earlier, I am confident the result would have | ght 8% "Og

GRAPE-VINES may bé pruned at any time in
March, when the vines are not frozen, though
it is always better to prune in the fall when possible. There are so many
different ways to
train a grape-vine, that each one can select the
style which pleases him best, or adopt several
methods.

acre,

Am,

8..

acre im- | Superfine.....,...
no PhosFISH.

with a shovelfulof hog-manure

@..

Prine Ol lannel.
the
k] @..
8-3 Vermillion....1 10 @ : 3
00
Has
©
PHDUS veer esrns i a. 1 Whiting

weighed the corn from one row of each, and

BLACKBERRIES.—Sct ~ out in rows six feet
apart, and allow from four to six feet between
the plants, according to the variety. Cut the
plants back to six inches before planting.
The
old plants should have their canes cut back to
four or five feet.

per

iE 8

88

8

olig 6 3

Refined do....
85
Neatsfoot¥gal 1 20
PAINTS

no other ma- | Extra Superfine.» @ 1 8

nure whatever.
I planted one-fourth
mediately osile BQ. pet Ploce wid

markets.— Rural

Som

87@..

Sheetings and Shixtings— Zinc, ground in oil—
weeee 1448. y
ea

‘

in the

@.. 21 Orude.

mid.
Low ’ Middling.
28}a..bd 24

\

’

@..

i

American....

St. Domingo... 19
RiO.essvesssanee 20

Ordinary..c...

DEAR SIR: I used your Super-Phosphate on
one-fourth of an acre of land, planted with po-

STRAWBERRIES.—Prepare the ground for new
plantations as soon as possible, and give the old
beds a fresh supply of manure and work it in
well between the rows.
Set in rows two feet
apart, with eighteen inches between the plants.

.| vated therein; for corn
we

I shal only

DAVID M. CLOUGH. °

W. L. BRADLEY,~

85

Linsced—E

COFFEE.

Java ¢¥ b..... 24 @.. 28

I also used your Phosphate on corn, a spoonful | Mackerel,bbl.6 50 @13 00

yards and lawns,

County,

phosphates,

:

garden crops.

meal are processes all

visit

of

Epping, N. H., Oct. 19, 1871.

Farming as a Business.

Cutting,

——

kinds

Yours truly,

I

the first

15 Cuba; Clayed..

40. SWeRt. ++. Las
i
do. Muscovadoss @.. 42
00 [Porto Rico...... 50 @.. 62
@
OIL.
Picton... +820 @ 8 50
Anthracite... 8 50 g 9 00 Olive, ¥ galLe 137@1

use Brggley’s in the future, if kept up to its present standard. Iam satisfied that Phosphate richly pays, if judiciously applied, and I am confident
that it has added hundreds of bushels to my crop
this season,

deep

the

Growth of Pines.

various

cause it to yield anything

Eastern

Moulds. .sevses 12 @.

SPermy.aeseees «35 @.. 56

and at other times nearly a failure.

more than 4 light second growth.
Still it is one
of our most valuable grasses and should be introduced and extensively cultivated on our reclaimed tules. The ‘second growth is just the
grass for the winter feeding of stock, &nd hag
only to obtain a trial to be duly appreciated.
As,
a salable hay, it commands a higher price than

any other,
Press,

plaster only

‘sometimes doing nearly as well as the Bradley’s

season;

after

used

’

For the week ending MAY
1, 1872,
CANDLES.
MOLASSES," *

have tried have been more varied in their effects,

and dry, only

immediately

is taken off will

I have

such soils it

be saved by early cutting,

different parties of from fifteen to twenty-five
acres in extent, and from some of these consid-

Cashmere

shooting star can never be seen twice, * for being

“I'he

and

Tons

England to the
wrived from over “Mr. David C. Pottie, of Alba, informs us that

the ocean, and are to sold
be
soon. - The

itedie air.

it to

stock,

During
a recent

tion of seventy-five cents a month.
Some shawls
of elaborate pattern occupy these weavers twelve
or fifteen months.

artigts'of France, Ge
Chicago “art ‘fiaternity,

the

saw in the north-eastern part of Alna, and in

is this

artigo Satins
lie. contiibutions: of the.

it out to

——

are employed in the shawl manufa
. A
female spinner earns the munificent corhpensa-

THO

and prudence be exercised in feeding

~

of this loan orders ‘were placed with the English

persons

The

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES,

but have found none that has given any .better
results than Bradley’s. - The other kinds that I

edsily cut by machines

the plants foul feet apart each way.

may save a large per cent. of hay that is now
wasted.— Manchester Mirror.

=

which

of the

securing, mixing

teen million pounds sterling, and on the strength

thousand

addition
»of

The cost of both phosphate_and

RASPBERRIES.—Do
not uncover too soon.
Plant as soon as the weather will permit, setting

worthy of consideration.
But whatever plan is
adopted, let there be no waste. Taking even the:
hints given here and acting accordingly, farmers

The Russian government lately negotiated a
railroad loan in London to the extent of seven-

One hundred

. Despatches from Spain,

And in this respect we have

properly curing and

great demand from Russia which has stimulated
"killed.
=
‘The English debt has been reduced, £2,500,000 | the advance in Railroad iron in England of late.
in three years.

and

market.

troduction to the warden of the prison, whom he

It

any

“The Markets.

of a good

equaled the cost of the ashes,

elec |

paying harvest better than vegetables or grain.
But there are other considerations besides the
producing of grass: It must be properly cured

Knew very well, and who, he was sure, would
treat him (the prisoner) “ like a perfect gentleman.”

mills for nearly 200,000 tons.of rails,

speedily.

make

abundant

be |

is evidently the most economical arrangement,
when the nature of the soil is sufficiently’ well
understood to enable the occupant to apply the
needed fertilizing element.
It saves labor both

in 1874 to observe the transit of Venus over the
'sun’s disc.” The cost is estimated at 45,000 roubles.
:
~

FOREIGN.

filled with diffuse

well dried muck and lime in some

The Moscow Gazette says that five scientific
expeditions are to be sent to different countries

bench warrant issued for his arrest.

may

William Gilmore Simms, who held rank in his
time as the foremost literary man in the South,
and housed. To do this, the farmer should be
died in the turmoil of the opening Rebellion, and
provided with the necessary machinery to drive
was buried with little ceremony in his South
--his haying and secure his crop much earlier than
Carolina home.
His fellow cittizens, however,
is usual, and before the rain of August blackens
sensible of his fine character and talents, lately
it and ‘drenches out its vitality. If is no longer
assembled at Charleston and put into active opea question whether grass ‘should be cut early,
ration a project to erect a worthy monument
when in the blossom or ‘even before that stage,
over the novelist’s grave.
or when the stalk is dry and the seed fully maThe judge who was appointed -to' the Kansas
tured if not ripened. Having produced a heavy
district court by Mr. Lincoln, is accused of con- growth and been fortunate in securing it, let care
especially when under the

The libel case against Dana, of the New York

house

of foot friction on the carpet.
the present case is not one of

section

must be fed on

and then passes through the phalanx;” * Respiration is the sweating of the body;” ‘The chest
is formed of two bones, the sternum and spinal
cord;” *“ Emphasis is placing more dis.ress on
some words.”
One candidate says that * Virginia obtained its name from the Virgin Mary;”
auother thzt it ¢ it was so named by Queen Viectoria calling it a Virgin State.”

easy “way

ee

The

the year, it is important to secure the requisite.
amount of grass. and other fodder for such demands.
There is little danger of making too liberal provision in this respect. It is impossible to
anticipate how long and how cold a winter may
be, nor how much a stock of cattle will consume.
The better class of farmers are adopting
new plans to secure a greater aud longer continued crop of grass. . The best method seems to
be to put soil into good heart, by a judicious system of cultivation, and after seeding, keep up
the strength of thie soil by repeated top dressing
either of fine manure, phosphate, or guano, or

masticated,

ducting his court in a rather free and

Rhine.

prevails.

Grass the [Essential Crop.
In this

teachers

the President and Secretary of State, as set
against those of the members of the committee
present, were as opposite.

composer, Franz Abt, arrived
on Saturday, by the steamship

~

plained that injustice had been done them, whereupon the examiners were so cruel as to publish
extracts from the papers written by the rejected
applicants.
The following are a few specimens

food

will

to find it to

never seen the-like elsewhere.

in Ohio; some of the unsuccessful candidates com-

of the.answers: * The

prepared

kind, but of degree.

colleges

After a recent examination of ferfiale

which

a good amount
The marvel in

being taken out,

A national convention
of workmen is to be
held m New York on -the 23d instant, for the’
purpose of nominating candidates for President

the extent

not

rare, and it is not difficultito find ladies who can
lizht the gas with electricity from a finger, after

found at

sexes in the various

dries

Itis

loams or river bottoms,

crop

It should be mentionéd that the carpets are,

a depth of ten feet. - From this deposit pieces of
pure lead weighing from 100 to 800 pounds, ate

education of the

and

with a furnace below, and commands a uniform
dry atmosphere, though not dry in an arid sense,
as water is kept in a condition of evaporation in
the lower part of the house.” The building is
lighted with gas. This of course secures a metallic distribution of the Best conductors through
the house,
It is also surmounted with a copper
lightning conductor,which is a very effective one,

we believe, Brussels.
They have a good
stiff
nap, and the friction in moving over them is
considerable.” That of the parlor, where. the phenomena are the most abundant, is also to some
extent insulated from the floor, as itlies upon
paper. .These electrical
exhibitions: are not

would

The trustees of Harvard University, at a re.
cent meeting, appointed a committee to inquire
into the practical operation of the system for the

from overgrowth.

We’ devoted a very pleasant

were

from it, without

x -

a prospect

grass erop as vet gain,
"The quantity of each was too small, being only
fifty bushels of ashes, and two casks of Phosphate, mixed with one cask of plaster.
:

tricity, but chiefly in the two parlors; and of |
A man who is not smart enough to run a store
these one is more so than ‘the other. With the
is not smart enough to farm. Farmers are not to
feet dry a person may go to the register and a be made of what is left after lawyers, doctors,
spark instantly leaves hinf with the well known
ministers and merchants are picked out; and if
a mau fails on a farm, it is not likely he will sueelectrical “tick.” If one walks over the floor and
then presents a finger to the gas fixture, or any
ceed in a store, for it requires more talent to be
metallic body, the pretty blue spark of electric
a thriving farmer than to be an average merflame at once leaves him with a suap, and a chant. The one cause of great value is the disproportion between a man’s farm and his capislight but genuine
electric shock.
If a lady
tal. A farmer’s capital is skill, labor and his
walks briskly over the carpet, giving a slight
money.
If he has little cash,he must have no
drag to the feet, especially if her dressis long,
more land than he can thorogghly manage
and she then presents a finger to the gas fixture,
ly
his own personal labor. Every’ acre beyond
the spark is half an inch in length, with the charthis is an inecumbrance; one acre well worked
acteristie blue
color and the sharp, clicking
sound, and a shock very appreciable. It was ig more profitable than twenty acres skimmed
over. Itis this greed of land by farmers that
strange to see our accomplished hostess simply
walk across the floor, touch the gas jet which Jhave not the capital to keep it, that keeps so
many poor. Small farms are better than large
was turned off, and then turned on as she apones, simply because they are better suitedto
proached, when lo! at the lady’s touch, click!
the capital of common
farmers.
Large farms
.went the spark and flash, six inches high sprang
with large capital are better than small ones.
. the lighted gas. This was done repeatedly, and
Farming is a good business for all men who
would, as we remarked,
to some minds easily
conduct it on proper principles, and have capi.
suggest the idea of witcheraft. But a stranger
fact was that which now followed: for three of tal according to the size of their fariiis, and a
bad one for everybody else.—Farmer and Artius joined hands together and walked the length of
san.
the room; then one touched the gas fixtures
Bd ht
SO
»with the finger, and a shock was experienced
up the entire length of the arm, which to a novFruit Garden.
ice was equally startling and unpleasant,
Indeed, the discovery of the electrical condition
It is better to have the fruit garden separate
of the house was itself novel and startling.
The
from the kitchen garden, if one is able to do so,
son offered his mother a piece of apple, which on
if for no other reason that the trees and bushes
being accepted a shock was experienced by the
are liable to be broken in cultivating among the
lips of the receiver.

Extensive discoveries of lead have been recently made in Newton county, Missouri.
A block
sheet of pure mineral,
with vertical
shoots

pointing to heavy deposits below,

weeks back, electrical phe-

suid to be everywhere

elsewhere.

the

In this village of

but where

we

name of

ond to oats for horse feeding, It will produce, on
favorable soil, from three to five tons of dry hay
ata cutting; and never * lodges“ —falls down

We should think these eénditions would of themselves secure a large amount of diffuse electrici-

The new United States Senator from California
has avowed himself unqualifiedly in favor of female suffrage.
The West is not so conservative
as the East, and the woman suffrage movement

to the national convention were selected. The
resolutions
adopted
favor the re-election of
Grant and Colfax, and denounce the Cincincinati movement,

publican jn priuciple, and that Grant will be the
chief candidate.
7

mn

three

made

evening to a.visit, and what we shall mention is
what our eyes beheld. The house
is warmed

ty, though

the names of Herds.

England by the

grain, are easily and speedily fitted for the beef
market, and is everywhere esteemed barely sec-

Tha roof is also crossed by a row of copper points.

ord

Itis.reported that the New York Standard
was
be discontinued
May 1. John Russell,

MISCELLANEOUS,

A. Bennett, Esq.

Hinton R. Helper, of * Impending Crisis” notoriety, still lives in North Carolina, and is going

with such force that trees two feet thick were
uprooted and large rocks carried rods from the
lake.
Lee ice was piled up- forty feet high in
many places.
!
)

HL

nomena of an intensely interesting character
have been constant at the residence of Charles

- Private letters from England State that Tennyson frequently avows his attention of visiting
America soon.
Iti
d he is cager to seé the
greaf wonders of the west and familiarize himself with a truly republican government
and
people.

twelve miles wide and

right to hand.

Freehold, for several

Larkin G. Mead, the sculptor, for designs, the
cost of the monument notto exceed $25,000.

A storm on Lake Winnebago, Me., recently
drove a vast mass of ice, twenty-five miles long,

-

dry hay

Some time ago an account of a house in Worcester, Mass., was given in the papers under the
above head.
We have a case in every respect

Thisis exclusive of a matter of $200,

by

Catstail grass,is acknowledged to be the best for.
valuable hay, known to the agricultuvist. Its fattening properties are such. that cattle feed on the

es

mouth (N.J.) Democrat:

Chi-

It has cost Chica-

to stirt a campaign paper.

in different parts

grass, Timothy, and in

House.

Rev, Samuel Lockwood, a well known scientific writer, contributes the following to the Mon-

the

000,000 invested on the 9th of October in finding
. instructions to report as incorporaters the names | out that we had no fire department that could be
of two persons from each congressional district, depended on in a sharp emergericy.
four from each State at large and two from each
Mrs. James Fisk, Jr.,is preparing to erect a
Territory.
The report of the conference combeautiful monument over the grave of* her demittee on the legislative, executive and judicial
appropriation bill was rejectéd, and the bill re- ceased husband, Application has been made to
committed.
A large amount of concurrent
ness was transacted.

Electrical
el)

go $382,023,15 to run the fire department the
past year.

known

/f-of the Atlantic States

An

is
in

for gas fixtures.

The Chicago Tribune says:

ane

p

:

The salary of the governor of California
ten thousand dollars per annum—the largest
the Union.
a
. The building which

©
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of oats, and
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DIGESTION;

JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET.
It is oy odds the most taking and saleable book in
the fleld. 1. 1tis on a vitally important subject. 2.
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health. 3.

1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest book
ever gold by subscription.
nts, the
people are
eager
for such
bok,A and wi
ne a
urge you IA (a inglt
to- em, Write forterms,
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